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Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with developing and implementing algorithms based upon the 
geometry of pictures. Spherical pictures have been used in many areas of combinatorial 
group theory, and particularly, they have shown to be a useful method when studying the 
second homotopy module, 1T2, of a presentation ([3],[4],[7],[12],[41] and [64]). Computational 
programs that implement picture theoretical and design algorithms could advance the areas 
in which picture theory can be used, due to the much faster time taken to derive results 
than that of manual calculations. 
A variety of algorithms are presented. A data structure has been devised to represent 
spherical pictures. A method is given that verifies that a given data structure represents a 
picture, or set of pictures, over a group presentation. This method includes a new planarity 
testing algorithm, which can be performed on any graph. 
A computational algorithm has been implemented that determines if a given presentation 
defines a group extension. This work is based upon the algorithm of Baik et al. [1] which 
has been developed using the theory of pictures. 
A 3-presentation for a group G is given by < P, s >, where P is a presentation for G and s 
is a set of generators for 1T2. The set s can be described in a number of ways. An algorithm 
is given that produces a generating set of spherical pictures for 1T2 when s is given in the 
form of identity sequences. Conversely, if s is given in terms of spherical pictures, then the 
corresponding identity sequences that describe 1T2 can be determined. 
The above algorithms are contained in the Spherical PIcture Editor (SPICE). SPICE is a 
software package that enables a user to manually draw pictures over group presentations 
and, for these pictures, call the algorithms described above. It also contains a library of 
generating pictures for the non abelian groups of order at most 30. Furthermore, a method 
has been implemented that automatically draws a spherical picture from a corresponding 
identity sequence. Again, this new graph drawing technique can be performed on any 
arbitrary graph. 
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Notation 
General: 
x 
W 
W- 1 
[W]x 
F(x) 
r 
P =< Xjr > 
[W]'P 
G(P) 
N(r) 
71"2 (P) 
s 
<PjS> 
H 
}{ 
an alphabet 
a word on x 
inverse of W 
equivalence of words relative to x 
the equivalence class of W) relative to x 
free group on x 
a set of words on x 
group presentation 
equivalence of words relative to P 
the equivalence class of W relative to P 
group defined by P 
the smallest normal subgroup of {[R] : R E r} 
second homotopy module of P 
the generating set of 7r2 (P) 
a 3-presentation for G 
an extension of the groups K by Q 
a group presentation for H 
a "partial presentation" for H 
a reduced presentation for H 
xv NOTATION 
Spherical Pictures: 

Let P be a spherical picture over P: 

E(~i) 
E(~i)R(~i) 
e 
Wee) 
(3 
<P> 
PI +P2 
-P 
"I 
W("(i) 
Pietx (1l) 
t(1-l) 
a closed ambient disc containing P 
boundary of D2 
a global basepoint of P on 8P 
the collection of arcs in P 
the collection of discs in P 
boundary of ~i (~i E ~) 
basepoint of ~i 
the orientation of ~i (E = ± 1) 
the label of ~i CE = ±1) 
a corner of ~i 
the word obtained by a complete walk around ~i begining at e 
transverse path in P 
equivalence class containing the picture P 
the picture depicting the union of PI and P 2 
the inverse picture of P 
a spray on P 
the label of "Ii ("Ii E ,) 
a collection of spherical pictures over the presentation 1-l 
a collection of test words for admissibility of 1-l 
Identity Sequences: 

W the set of all words on x U X-I 

words of the form WrEW- 1 (W E W, E = ±1) 
e a sequence of words from rW 
B-1 the inverse of e 
80 the element of the free group F(x) on x 
<B> the equivalence class containing the sequence () 
xvi NOTATION 
e 
Complexes: 
r 
v 
e 
L(e) 
T(e) 
C 
C- l 
v' 

e' 

r' =< v'je' > 

s 
</>(e) 
real(r) 
p 
K2 
F 

Kl 

I1(K2) 
the set of all equivalence classes for all such sequences a 
a I-complex 
vertex set 
edge set 
initial vertex of edge e 
terminal vertex of edge e 
the inverse of edge e 
undirected edge 
an orientation of e 
degree on v 
a path in r of length N 
the inverse path of E 
the i-th connection point in E (1 ~ i ~ N) 
a cycle of r 
the inverse of C 
a subset of v 
a subset of e 
a subgraph of r 
a topological space that contains r' 
label of edge e 
the realisation of r 
a region of r 
2-complex 
a collection of 2-cells of K2 
the I-skelton of K2 
set of all paths in K2 
1l"(K2) fundamental groupoid of K2 
.c 
NOTATION xvii 
the set of all loops at vertex v 
fundamental group of K2 at vertex v 
fp a map from sphere 8 2 to K2 
Data Structures: 
the rotation scheme for .6. 
the local rotation scheme for disc .6.i (.6.i E .6.) 
a· the connection point of .6.i at arc numbered j1,J. 
W(a·t,J.) the label of the connection point ai,j 
the adjacency list that stores the rotation scheme IID..i 
RotationScheme the collection of adjacency lists IID.. 
RelatorInformation the list storing records of information for each r E r 
a list to store information 
the i-th component of [. 
Boundary a collection of lists used to store the position of arcs in the 
PictureFromldentitySequence algorithm 
CLeft the left counter used in the PictureFromIdentitySequence 
algorithm 
CRight the right counter used in the PictureFromIdentitySequence 
algorithm 
RegionLabel the list containing the words associated with each region of P 
AccessArcs the list containing the access arc to each region of P 
the correct order, around 0, of all discs whose paths enter P 
through boundary region po; 
the correct order, around 0, of all discs in search path i 
IdentitySequence a list containing an identity sequence of P 
the coordinates at the centre of a picture disc 
an initial position of the endpoint of an arc (1 :S i S 8) 
NOTATION 	 xviii 
r 	 the radius of a picture disc 
the coordinates of the midpoint of a line, l, of an arc 
a matrix used to construct the Picture Visibility representation 
ofP 
a set of discs from IIb. 
Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
This thesis is concerned with developing and implementing algorithms based upon the 
geometry of pictures. Picture theory is an effective tool in the study of groups and has 
been used in many areas of combinatorial group theory. For instance, pictures have been 
studied with relation to the second homotopy module of a group presentation and inves­
tigating aspherical presentations (see [3],[4],[7],[12],[41] and [64]). Pictures have also been 
employed to express the cohomology of certain groups in [3] and [66], and in the study 
of Coekcroft presentations, [47]. Howie ([39],[40)), used pictures to determine a range of 
properties of one-relator product of groups, where the relator is a proper power. 
The focus of this chapter is to provide background theory of group presentations and 
introduce sorrHl geometric techniques of combinatorial group theory. A detailed descrip­
tion of the work presented in this thesis is also outlined. 
1.1 Words 
Definition 1.1 (Word) Dct x be an alphabet, and X-I be a set diSjoint from x and in one­
tlHmr. corr-r:spondcT!rc, ;r H x-· j (x Ex), w'ith x. A (group) word, ~V, on x is a sequence 
H' ;r~lx~~ ...x:t when· rt? 0, :t:j E X and fi = ±1 (1:::; i:::; n). When n = 0 the 7.1Iord is 
the l'mIl t'll word, which i.'1 denoted by 1. The length of W is n. The inverse of W is the word 
1 
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A cyclic permutation of W is a word of the form x~P ...x~n xiI ...X;::-lI for some p, 1 ~ p ~ n. 
A subword of W is a (possibly empty) word of the form x~r ...x;· for 1 ~ r ~ s ~ n. Let 
V = ytlyg2 ... y~'" (Yi EX, 6i = ±1) be a word in x. Then W = V if and only if n = m, 
Xi = Yi and Ei = Oi for all 1 ~ i ~ n. The product of WV is given by xil X~2 ...x;'; ytl yg2 ...y~. 
Note that a word U is a subword of W if W = WI UW2 for some words WI and W2 • 
1.2 Free Groups 
The following elementary operations can be performed on words: 
(Ad : If W contains a subword x"x-< (x Ex, € = ±1) then delete it. 
(Ad-I: Insert a word xfx-" at any position in W. 
Two words, WI, W2 , are said to be freely equivalent, written WI """x W2 , if W2 can be 
obtained from WI by a finite series of elementary operations of the form (AI)±1. The free 
equivalence c!a.'lS of a word W is denoted by [WJx (or just fWD. The multiplication on the 
equi valence classes [WI ][W2J = [WI W2J is well defined and, as such, the set of all equivalence 
classes combined with this multiplication give a group. The identity of this group is [1J and 
the inverse, [Wl- 1 , of [W] is [W-I]. This group is called the free group on x and is denoted 
by F(x). A word is called freely reduced if no operation (AI) can be applied to it. Each free 
equivalmlce class contains a unique freely reduced word [53], [55]. 
1.3 Group Presentations 
A cOIlvt!nipnt way to spedfy Ii group is by means of a presentation. A group presentation is 
a pa.ir, ,p < x; r >, where x is an alphabet and r is a set of words on x. The elements of 
x are callet! tbl~ !Jt!1!tTating symbols and those of r are called the defining relators. Two new 
oppraticUll:l nre introduced, in a.ddition to (Ad±l: 
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(A2 ) : IfW contains a subword R' (R E r,E = ±l) then delete it. 
(A2)-I: Insert R' (R E r, E = ±l) at any position in W. 
Two words WI and W2 on x are said to be equivalent (relative to P), denoted WI "'P W2 , 
if W2 can be obtained from WI by a finite series of elementary operations of the form 
(AI)±l, (A2 )±1. Note that "'P is an equivalence relation on the set of all words on x. The 
equivalence class containing W is denoted [W]p. The multiplication on the equivalence 
classes [Wdp[W2 ]p = [WI W2]p is well defined and as such, the set of all equivalence classes 
combined with this multiplication give a group. The identity of this group is [l]p and the 
inverse, [W]pI, of [Wjp is [W-Ijp. This group is the group defined by P and is denoted 
G(P). 
There is a homomorphism from F(x) onto G(P) which is defined by 
[W]x --+ [W]p (W a word on x). 
The kernel of this homomorphism is the smallest normal subgroup, N(r), containing 
{[R] : R E r}. Therefore (by the first isomorphism theorem) there is an isomorphism 
[W]xN(r) --+ [W]p (W a word on x).~~:~ --+ G(P) 
Given a group G, P =< x; r > is a presentation for G if there is an isomorphism G(P) --+ G. 
If x is finite then G is finitely generated; if r is finite then G is finitely related; if both x and 
r are finite then G is finitely presented. 
1.4 Examples of Presentations of Popular Groups 
The following list provides examples of presentations of popular groups. For further exam­
ples, and details, see Appendix C, [44] and [55]. 
Cyclic groups: A presentation for the finite cyclic group of order n, en, is given by 
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< y;yn >. 
Symmetric groups: Let Sn = Sym({I, 2, ... ,n}) denote the symmetric group of degree 
n. If Xi corresponds to the transposition (i, i +1) for 1 ~ i ~ n -1, then a presentation 
for Sn is given by < Xl, ... , Xn-l; r, s, t > where 

r = {x? : 1 < i < n - I}
t - - , 
t = {[Xi,Xj] : 1 ~ i < j -1 < n - I}. 

When n = 3 the presentation becomes (using a for Xl and b for X2): 

A =< a, b, c; a2 , b2 , (ab)3 > . (1.1) 
This presentation will often be referred to for illustrative purposes. 
The Klein Four Group: A presentation for the Klein Four Group, V = C2 X C2 , is given 
Quaternion groups: The quaternion group, Q, consists ofthe eight quaternions ±1, ±i, ±j,±k. 
It is an non-abelian group of order 8 and has a presentation given by 
Dihedral groups: The dihedral group, Dn is the group of symmetries for an n-sided regular 
polygon. A presentation for the dihedral group Dn is < x, y; X2, yn, (xy)2 >, where X 
corresponds to reflection and y corresponds to rotation by 2:. 
1.5 Pictures over Group Presentations 
For a presentation, P = < X; r >, a picture Paver P is a geometric configuration with the 
following features: 
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1. 	 A closed ambient disc D2 with a basepoint Op on the boundary of D2. The boundary 
of D2 is denoted by 8P. A clockwise orientation is selected for the ambient disc. 
2. 	 A collection of finite disjoint closed discs, 6.1 ,6.2 , ..• , 6.m , contained in the interior of 
D2. A basepoint, Oi, lies on the boundary, 81:l.i , of 6.i (1 :S i :S m). Each disc is 
orientated clockwise. 
3. 	 A finite number of disjoint arcs, al, ... , an, which lie in the closure of D2 - {U~==l 6.i}. 
An arc can either be a circle or a line segment, and has a normal orientation indicated 
by a short arrow which meets the arc transversely. Each arc of P is labelled by an 
element of x. Basepoints cannot lie on an arc of P. Travelling around I:l. i from the 
basepoint in a clockwise direction, a succession of arcs are reached. The total label on 
these arcs must be a word, R(6.i)f i (A), where R(6.i) E rand Ei = ±1. The disc 6.i is 
then labelled by Ei(6.i)R(6.i). 
The empty picture is one which contains no arcs nor discs. If Ui I:l. i U Uj aj is connected 
then P is connected. The components of P are the connected parts of Ui 6.; U Uj aj. The 
regions of P are the closures of the connected components of D2 - (Ui 6.; u Uj aj). A region 
of P which is incident with 8P is a boundary region of P, while the remaining regions are 
called interior regions. If no arc of P meets oP then P is spherical, and in this case oP 
is usually not drawn. Throughout this work, unless otherwise stated, the term 'picture' 
will be used to refer to a spherical picture. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 illustrate a non-spherical 
and a spherical picture over A, as defined in (1.1), where the relators a2 , b2 and (ab)3 are 
denoted respectively by R, S, T respectively. Note that the closed arc, labelled by a, in the 
top right-hand corner of the picture in Figure 1.1 is a floating circle and will be discussed 
on Page 8. 
Reading the labels as they are encountered on a complete journey around oP in a clock­
wiRe direct.ioll from Op, gives the boundary label of P. The boundary label of the picture 
in Figure 1.1 is a-I b-2a-1 "'P 1. A corner of a disc 6.; is a connected component of 
06.i - Uj Ctj. A word Wee) is obtained by reading the labels on the arcs encountered on a 
walk around 86.i in a clockwise direction, beginning and ending at a corner c. The corner 
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Figure 1.1: A non-spherical picture over A 
+R 
-T 
-T 
Figure 1.2: A spherical picture over A 
c is a basic corner if W(c) is identically equal to E(.6. i )R(.6.i ). 
Pictures are the duals of van Kampen diagrams and we can therefore apply the following 
pictorial version of the van Kampen lemma to pictures: 
Lemllla 1.5.1 Let P =< x; r > be a group presentation, and let TN' be a word on x. Then 
W "'P 1 if and only if there is a picture over P with boundary label W. 
(A proof of this result is given in [4] and involves noting that each loop in P determines an 
clemen t of the normal closure of r in F (x) .) 
A transverse path of P is a simple path in the closure of D2 - {U~l 6 i } which crosses the 
ares of P finitely many times. The dotted line in Figure 1.3 depicts a transverse path. If (3 
is a closed transverse pa.th in P then the interior area enclosed by (3 forms a subpictuTe, B, 
of P. An arbitrary basepoint, DB, can be selected on (3, the boundary of B, so that B is a 
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r 
d\,: 0 

Figure 1.3: A transverse path 
picture (see Figure 1.4 where the transverse path is again depicted by a dotted line). 
Figure 1.4: a) A picture P with a closed transverse path b) The subpicture, B, it encloses 
The complement of B in P is a picture with the same boundary label as B and contains the 
discs of P - B with opposite signs; it is obtained by deleting B from P and performing a 
reflection on this picture, P - B (see [4J, Figure V.3 for a drawing of the complement of a 
subpicture) . 
Figure 1. 5: a) A free arc b) A floating arc 
A free arc is an arc in P that does not: intersect any disc, as shown in the non-spherical 
picture in Figure l.oa. A floating ar·e is a free arc that does not enclose any non-trivial 
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picture, which is illustrated in Figure 1.5b. Note that a free closed arc is just a free circle. 

A floating circle is a free closed arc which encircles no discs or arcs of a picture, as is shown 

in the top right hand area of the non-spherical picture in Figure 1.l. 

A dipole is a connected subpicture with two distinct discs, 6.1 and 6.2 say, such that: 
• The two discs are labelled by the same relator but have opposite signs . 
• The basepoints of 6.1 and ~2 lie in the same region of the picture. 
Figure 1.6: A dipole 
Figure 1.6 depicts a dipole. A connected spherical picture over P that contains exactly two 
discs where each arc constitutes a dipole is referred to as a complete dipole over P. Figure 1.7 
illustrates a complete dipole. 
Figure 1.7: A complete dipole 
1.6 The Second Homotopy Module and 3-Presentations 
Operations can be performed on pictures. Two pictures over P are said to be equivalent if 
oue can be obtained from the other by a finite number of the following elementary operations: 
(1): Insert a floating circle. 
(1) -1: Delete a floating circle. 

(2): Insert a complete dipole (see Figure 1.7). 
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(2)-1: Delete a complete dipole. 

(3): Perform a bridge move. A bridge move is illustrated in Figure 1.8. 

Figure 1.8: A bridge move 
A reduced picture is a picture where no bridge moves can be performed on it to produce 
a subpicture which is a dipole. The above elementary operations lead to an equivalence 
relation on spherical pictures. The equivalence class containing the spherical picture P is 
denoted < P >. The collection of equivalence classes has a module structure over the ring 
ZG, where G =G(P). This module structure is described as follows. 
Figure 1.9: The picture PI + P2 
Let PI and P 2 be spherical pictures over a group presentation P. The picture PI + P2 can 
be produced, as is shown in Figure 1.9. Clearly, if the pictures P~ and P 2are equivalent to 
PI and P 2 respectively, then P~ + P 2is equivalent to PI + P 2. This therefore gives a well-
defined addition: < PI > + < P 2 > = < PI + P 2 >. The collection of equivalence classes 
together with this addition form an abelian group. The zero of this group is the equivalence 
class of the empty picture and the negative, -< P >, of < P > is the equivalence class 
< -P >, where -P is the mirror image of P. Figure 1.10 shows the negative picture of 
Figure 1.2. 
It now remains to describe the action of G = G(P). Let W be a word on x, and let P 
be a spherical picture. The picture obtained from P by surrounding it by a sequence of 
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-R 
+T +T 
Figure 1.10: The negative picture of Figure 1.2 
concatenating circles (as shown in Figure 1.11) with the label W is denoted W . P. The 
mul tiplication 
[W]'P' < P >=< W·p > 
is well defined (see [64]). The set of equivalence classes of spherical pictures, with the above 
module structure, is called the second homotopy module of P, which is denoted 1r2 (P). 
Figure 1.11: The picture W . P 
Now let s be a set of spherical pictures over P. The following additional operations are 
introduced: 
(4): Insert a picture from s U -so 
(4)-1: Delete a picture from s U -S. 
Two pictures are said to be equivalent modulo s, if one can be transformed to the other by 
a finite number of operations (1)±1, (2)±1, (3), (4)±1. A set s is said to be a generating set· 
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of pictures if every spherical picture is equivalent modulo s to the empty picture. It can be 
shown, [64], that s is a set of generating pictures if and only if { < S >: S E s} is a set of 
module generators of the module 7r2 (P). 
Definition 1.2 (3-Presentation) A 3-presentation is a pair < P; s > where P is a group 
presentation and s is a generating set of pictures for 7r2 (P). 
1.7 Identity Sequences over Group Presentations 
Let the set of all words on xU x-1 be denoted by w, and rW denote the set of words of the 
form W R€W- 1 where W E W, R E rand E =±l. Sequences, 8, of the form (Cl' C2,···, cn), 
where Ci E rW for all 1 ~ i ~ n, are considered. The inverse, 8-1 , of 8 is defined to 
be (C;1, ... ,c21,C11). Let 88 be the element [CIC2···Cn] of the free group F(x) on x. A 
sequence 8 is said to be an identity sequence if and only if 88 = [1]. 
Certain elementary operations can be performed on sequences: 
Exchange: Replace two consecutive terms Ci, CHI with either CHI, ci';l CiCi+l or CiCi+l cil,e;. 
Deletion: Delete a consecutive pair of terms if one term is identically equal to the inverse 
of the other (that is, one term is of the form WREW- l and the other is W R-EW- l ). 
Insertion: Insert a consecutive pair of terms where one term is identically equal to the 
inverse of the other (Le. insertion is the opposite of deletion). 
Substitution: Replace each word, W, by a word freely equivalent to it. 
Two sequences are said to be Peiffer equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a 
finite number of these elementary operations. The equivalence class containing () is denoted 
by < 8 >. Let 0 be a binary operation on the set, e, of all equivalence classes, defined by 
It can be shown, [64], that this operation is well defined. Under this binary operation 
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Figure 1.12: A spray for a picture of S3 
the elements of e form a group with the identity given by the equivalence class of empty 
sequences, and the inverse < (J >-1 of (J being < (J-I >. The subgroup of e which contains 
all equivalence classes of identity sequences is abelian. Moreover, there is a well-defined 
action of G = G(P) on this subgroup given by 
[WJ'P' < (J >=< WBW- I > 
where (J is an identity sequence (C1, C2, .•. , en) and 
A ZG module is then obtained, called the module of identity sequences of P. 
Every identity sequence can be represented by a spherical picture, as is shown in [7], [27] and 
[64]. Conversely, an identity sequence can be obtained from a spherical picture P, by creating 
a spray as follows. If P has n discs, .60 1, ... , .6on , a spray is a sequence "t = ("(1, "t2, ..• , "tTL) of 
transverse paths such that each "ti (1:::;; i :::;; n) starts at the basepoint, Op, and ends at the 
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basepoint of the corresponding disc, .6. i . The word on "(i, obtained by reading the labels of 
the arcs from the initial to the terminal point of"(i, is denoted by Wbi). Additionally, this 
sequence of paths only intersect at Op. Travelling around Op in a clockwise direction in P, 
the paths are encountered in order "(1, "(2, ... , "(n. The identity sequence associated with P is 
then: 
Example 1.1 
The dashed line in Figure 1.12 depicts a spray for the picture in Figure 1.12. This diagram 
gives the following identity sequence: 
bT-1b-1, 5, b-1Rb, b-1a-15ab, b-1a-1b-1 Rbab, b-1a-1 b-1a-15abab, 
b-1a-lb-1a-1b-l Rbabab, b-la-1b-la-1r-lbaba). (1.3) 
It can be shown, [27], that the mapping 
< P > f-+ < B(P) > (P a spherical picture on P) 
is a well-defined module isomorphism from 7r2(P) to the module of identity sequences. 
Consequently identity sequences can be used to provide an alternative algebraic descrip­
tion of it 3-presentations: 
Definition 1.3 (Algebraic 3-presentation) A 3-presentation of a group G consists of a 
presentation P =< x; r > for G together with a set s of identity sequences such that the set 
{<O">:O"ES} 
generates the module of identity sequences. 
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1.8 Complexes 
A 1-complex, r, is a graph (in the sense of Serre [70]) which consists of a finite collection of 
vertices, Y, edges, e, and the following three maps: 
e-tY 
T e-tY 
-1 e-te 
The initial vertex of an edge, e E e, is denoted by L(e) whilst T(e) denotes the terminal 
vertex of e. The initial and terminal vertices of e are referred to as the extremities of e. The 
inverse edge of e is e-1, where L(e-1) = T(e), T(e- l ) = L(e), e- l i:- e and (e- l )-1 = e. The 
pair of inverse edges {e, e-1 } depicts an undirected edge. An orientation e+ of e consists of 
a choice of one element from each edge pair {e, e-1 }. Given that an orientation has been 
selected for all edges incident on a vertex, v, the number of edges incident on a v is the 
degree of the vertex, and is denoted deg(v). 
A path, I:, in r is a collection of edges such that I: = (e1, e2, ... ,en) and L(eHl) = T( ei), for 
1 :S i < n. If any two vertices are the extremities of some path, r is said to be connected. 
The length of I: is n, with the vertices L(I:) = L(el) and T(I:) = T(en ) forming the extremities 
of L:. The path is a cycle, (or loop, or closed path) if L(I:) = T(!:;). The inverse path of I:, 
denoted 2:;-1, is the path (e~1,e;;-~1>·· ·,el l ). A simple path is one where L(ei) i:- L(ej) and 
T(ei) i:- T(ej) for all i i:- j. A simple cycle is a simple path that begins and ends at the same 
vertex. An edge, e, is a self loop if L(e) = T(e). A path is reduced if ei =f:. ei~l (1 :S i < n). A 
cycle is cyclically reduced if it is reduced and el i:- e;;-l. A simple graph is a graph with no 
self loops and only one edge pair between any two vertices. 
A subgraph of r consists of subsets Y', e' of Y and e respectively, such that for any e' E e', 
L(el),T(e') E yl and el- 1 Eel. 
A labelled graph is a graph with an extra function ¢ e -t G, where G is a group and 
¢(e-I) = ¢(e)-l, for all e E e. 
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A realisation (also referred to as a graph drawing), realer) of r, is a function such that 
each vertex, v E v, is mapped to a distinct point real(r(v)) in a topological space and 
each edge, e E e, is a simple open Jordan curve real(r(e)) with endpoints real(r(~(e))) 
and real(r(T(e))). For two distinct edges e, fEe, the curves real(r(e)) and real(r(f)) 
intersect at most at their endpoints. Generally, the realisation of r involves electing an 
orientation and r is then said to be an oriented graph. The graph drawing of r involves only 
the edges in e+, with an arrow indicating the direction from tee) to T(e), (e E e+). Travelling 
along an edge e against the direction of the arrow depicts the edge e-1 . An oriented edge, 
e, is shown in Figure 1.13. 
• 
e 
•t( e) "C( e) 
Figure 1.13: An oriented edge 
A 2-complex, K2, consists of a I-complex, K1, a set of 2-cells (faces), F, and two functions, 
8 and -1, defined on F. The function 8 maps the boundary of a face, Fi say, to a cycle in 
K1, whilst -1 assigns an inverse face, F i- I , to Fi. It is required that 8(Fi- l ) = 6(Fi)-1. See 
[36], Figure I.3 for a drawing of a 2-complex. 
Group presentations can be used to define 2-complexes (for example, see [36], Section 1.3). 
Given a presentation P =< x;r >, the corresponding 2-complex has a single O-cell (that 
is, a vertex), an edge pair x, X-I for each x E x and a pair of 2-cells, FR, Fi/ for each 
R E r, with 8(F~I) = R±!. Figure 1.14 illustrates the edge pairs (on the left-hand side of 
the diagram) and 2-cells of a 2-complex for the presentation, A, given in (1.1). 
The I-complex, Kl, is referred to as the i-skeleton of K2 and a path in K2 is a path in the 
I-skeleton of K2. The set of all paths in K2 is denoted by II(K2). Two paths in K2 are 
said to be equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a finite number of insertions 
or deletions of either the parts of the form {e, e-1 } or boundary paths of a face 11=1. The 
quotient of II(K2) by this equivalence relation forms the fundamental groupoid, 7r(K2), of 
K2. The semigroup II(K2, v) consists of all loops at vertex v. The fundamental group, 
7r(K2,V) of K2 at the point v is the image of II(K2 ,v) in n(K2). 
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b b 
Figure 1.14: A drawing of a 2-complex for A 
Bogley and Pride [4] show how to obtain a map ip : (D2, 6D2) --7 (K2, Kl) for each picture 
P over P. If two pictures are equivalent (relative to X) then they lie in the same homotopy 
class. The homotopy class of P is given by [Jp] and this class is an element of the relative 
homotopy group 7r2 (K2, Kl). When P is spherical, there is the pair (82 , fp) where ip 
is a map from the sphere 8 2 to K2 that preserves dimension and incidence and (fp1 is 
an element of 7r2 (P) = trz (K2 ). Pictures can therefore be used to represent elements of 
the relative homotopy group 7r2 (K2, Kl) and spherical pictures can depict elements of the 
absolute homotopy group 7r2 (K2 ). 
1.9 The GAP System 
The two most widely used computational discrete algebra systems are Groups, Algorithms 
and Programming (GAP) [28] and Magma [54J. The algorithms presented in this work have 
been implemented in GAP, using version 4.2. The main reason for using GAP is that it is 
a free system, unlike Magma, and as such the algorithms presented in this work are readily 
available to all. 
1.9.1 Features of GAP 
GAP consists of five parts: 
!l I 
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• The 	kernel, written in the programming language C, which implements the GAP 
programming language. The kernel also provides an interactive way to develop and 
use GAP programs. 
• An accessible library of functions that contains the algebraic algorithms. 
• A collection of share packages which have been developed by independent groups. 
Share packages can be written solely in the GAP language or may include external C 
programs. 
• 	 A data library containing various group libraries including those of small groups, 
character tables, ATLAS of finite groups and a library of tables of marks. 
• The 	documentation which is available on-line or as a down-loadable file and has 
reference, programming, tutorial and extending GAP manuals. 
GAP is mainly concerned with computational group theory, although it is by no means 
restricted to this. It contains procedures for investigating the properties of groups, vector 
spaces, modules and algebras. For a more detailed look at the capabilities of GAP see the 
GAP 4 Manual [29]. An extensive bibliography of all the literature that utilises the GAP 
system is given in [28]. 
1.10 Scope and Rationale 
One of the main uses of pictures is to study the structure of the second homotopy module, 
7r2(P), of a group presentation P. The manner in which pictures represent elements of 7r2(P) 
will be described in some detail in Chapter 3. There are many references for the basic theory, 
an overview is given in the articles [7], [12] and [64]. Bogley and Pride [4) present a survey 
article which documents ways in which to obtain generators of the second homotopy group of 
a presentation for various group constructions, such as HNN extensions, direct products, free 
products with amalgamation and split extensions. Indeed, by expressing 7r2 (P) generators 
in terms of pictures, Baik and others [1] have added to this calculus by providing a way to 
calculate second homotopy module generators of general group extensions. 
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Representing elements of ?T2 (P) geometrically has also been used to determine if a 
presentation is aspherical. An aspherical presentation occurs when ?T2 (P) is trivial. A 
presentation is combinatorially aspherical, (CA), if ?T2(P) is generated by based spherical 
pictures over P that contain exactly two discs. A background to CA presentations is pre­
sented in [4]. Hitchman [35] used pictures to characterise an N-identity property for 2 
complexes. From this he developed a method to test if a pair of 2-complexes (Y, X) were 
CA when the complex Y is obtained from X by the addition of a 2-cell. The conditions 
required for reduced presentations of group extensions to be aspherical has been investigated 
in [1]. 
For relative group presentations, authors use the term aspherical instead of CA. Bogley and 
Pride [3] give the criteria for asphericity of the relative presentation, < G, t; atbtct > for 
G =< a, b, c >. Indeed this article also uses pictures to determine the homology and coho­
mology of the group G for dimensions greater than 2. Similarly, Howie and Metaftsis [41] 
investigate the relative group presentation of the form < G, t; atbtctdtet > where a, b, c, d, e 
are generators of G, and find conditions under which it is aspherical. Quasi-asphericityoc­
curs when there are no reduced spherical pictures containing at least one disc over P. Edjvet 
and Thomas [23) use the fact that if a presentation is quasi-aspherical then ?T2 (P) is gener­
ated by dipoles; from this they prove that the groups (l, min, k), defined by presentations of 
the form < a, b; al , bm , (ab)n, (ab-1)k >, are infinite for 'large' values of I, m, n, k. 
Other uses of picture theory can be seen in the work of Howie [39), [40}, who used geometric 
techniques to determine many properties of one-relator product of groups for the relator 
R = sm where S is a cyclically reduced word of length at least two and m ~ 4. Additionally 
his work with Duncan [22], using pictures to prove a conjecture of Weinbaum, improves these 
results to m ~ 3. Furthermore, pictures have been used to study the relational modules of 
groups with presentations that have exactly two types of generator in each relator [66]. 
As the calculus for the manipulation of pictures is so well developed for these group 
constructions, in these situations pictures could be seen as a more useful tool to work with 
than van Kampen diagrams. Indeed, in several applications using these geometric methods 
I , 
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is extremely effective; for example, computing identities among relations (see [12],[64]) and 
determining if a given presentation defines a group extension [1). Problems may arise, how­
ever, when constructing these pictures. For instance, consider the case where a presentation 
has many relators of large length. A picture over this presentation would contain many 
discs, each with a high degree. To construct the correct picture over this presentation is an 
extremely time consuming task; this problem may limit the uses of pictures in combinatorial 
group theory. If a fast and efficient method was found to produce pictures over presenta­
tions, pictures themselves could be studied more. This would, in turn, enable pictures to be 
produced over different group constructions, and perhaps extend the applications of picture 
theory. 
Clearly, a software package using picture theoretical techniques to compute properties of 
group presentations and provides an editor for the drawing of spherical pictures would be of 
use. In this thesis such work is presented. Chapter 2 describes the computer data structure 
used to represent spherical pictures. This chapter is then concerned with verifying that 
a representation does depict a picture over a given presentation. This 'verification' stage 
includes a new planarity test that can be used on an arbitrary graph. 
Despite the fact that they can be extremely useful, no computational algorithms have been 
developed that use picture theoretical techniques. A method that produces a set of pictures 
from an algebraic description of 1l"2, and vice versa, is given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 
presents an algorithm which determines if a given presentation defines a group extension. 
This algorithm has been developed from the geometric techniques presented in [1). 
The remainder of the thesis looks at developing the software editor for spherical pictures. 
Recall that pictures are essentially planar, possibly non-simple graphs. Currently, graphs 
can be studied in GAP using the share package GRAPE [72). GRAPE has been utilised in 
several areas - in applications to combinatorial topology [67] and design theory [73]. GRAPE 
is intended for the construction and analysis of finite graphs related to groups. It cannot, 
however, visualise these graphs. Indeed many functions of GRAPE only work for simple 
graphs [74]. A graphical user interface for GAP is given with the XGAP share package 
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[9], but this also does not have the current capability to visualise pictures. In an email on 
the GAP forum Joachim Neubueser said that, "to write a program using XGAP that will 
display directed graphs would need the extension of the basic facilities of XGAP, namely 
the introduction of 'directed edges' as new basic graphical objects. This is possible, but it 
would mean a larger piece of work ..... " [62]. To produce drawings of pictures on screen, it 
was obviously necessary to develop this basic graphical object. Chapter 5 introduces the 
concept of directed arcs (cf. directed edges) and presents a technique that automatically 
draws a picture from a given representation. The capabilities and features of the editor are 
provided in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 draws some conclusions from the work presented in this 
thesis and looks at areas for further study. 
.... 

Chapter 2 
Planarity Testing 
This chapter describes both the method in which pictures are represented and a technique 
to ensure that a given representation does give rise to a picture over a group presentation. A 
picture, P, over a group presentation P =< x;r >, can be thought of as a planar, possibly 
non-simple, graph comprising of a set of arcs, 0:, and a set of discs, ~. The discs in these 
graphs have the additional features of a label, a basepoint and an orientation associated 
with them. The ordering of arcs emanating from each disc is clearly an integral feature of 
P, and as such a rotation scheme can therefore be used to efficiently represent P. 
Definition 2.1 (Rotation Scheme) A rotation scheme, IT = {ITA,; ~i E ~}, is such that 
for each disc ~i of P there is a cyclic permutation, Ih" of arcs incident on ~i which 
represents their circular (clockwise) order around ~i' 
It is necessary to devise a method to test that a given rotation scheme does indeed represent 
a picture over a group presentation. To reach this conclusion, two conditions must be 
checked. The first requirement is that the word obtained by reading the labels encountered 
when traversing each disc in the rotation scheme, II, needs to be a cyclic permutation of 
a relator of P. This can be achieved by a straight forward procedure. Let W =Xl' .. Xn. 
(Xi E x,l :s i :s n) be the word obtained by multiplying the labels of consecutive arcs 
incident on a disc, ~j, of II say. If W does not equal a relator of P it is cyclically permuted 
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to obtain W = X2 ... XnXI; if this does not equal a relator it is similarly permuted again. 
This process is repeated until either W equals a relator or again becomes equal to Xl ... X n . 
If the latter situation occurs then the word associated with D..j is not a relator of P, and 
so II cannot depict a picture over P. This procedure is repeated for all discs in II. This 
method, implemented in the function CheckDiscs, also provides a way by which to calculate 
possible locations of the basepoint of each disc, as shown in Chapter 3. 
Determining the second requirement, that II represents a planar graph, is more complex. 
This chapter is primarily concerned with describing such a planarity test. In this work the 
planarity testing algorithm is described with respect to pictures. It should be noted, however, 
that the algorithm can be used on general graphs and has wider ranging applications than 
picture theory. 
2.1 Rotation Schemes 
A rotation scheme is said to be achievable if it represents a planar graph. A connection 
point, ai,m, is the arc endpoint incident on the disc indexed by i connected at position m, 
relative to the basepoint. The generator that an arc depicts is given by traversing the arc 
clockwise around each disc it is incident upon. Due to this convention, the 'label' of an arc 
is given by a generator and its inverse. For instance {(ai,m,X), (aj,n,x- I)}, denotes the arc 
shown in Figure 2.1. The local rotation scheme for a disc 6.i gives the disc that each arc on 
6.i is attached to, together with the generator that each connection point of 6.i represents. 
Figure 2.1: The arc {(ai,m, x), (aj,n, X-I)} 
Example 2.1 
Consider the group D4, which has a presentation < x, y;x2,y\ (ab)2 >. The relators can be 
denoted by R, Sand T respectively. A picture over this presentation is given in Figure 2.2, 
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where the connection points of the picture have been labelled. Note that, for explanatory 
purposes, each disc and corner in Figure 2.2 is indexed. This picture has the following 
x 
Figure 2.2: A picture over < x, Yi X2,y4, (ab)2 > 
rotation scheme: 
II(+RI) .­ {(a-T, ,2, x), (a_T~,l' x)} 
II(+R2) {(a-T2 ,3, x), (a-T3,1, x)} 
II(+R3) .­ {(a-Tg,3, x), (a -T4 ,1, x)} 
II (+R4) {(a-T4,3,X), (a-Tl,4,X)} 
II(+SI) {(a-T4 ,2,Y), (a-Ta,2, V), (a-T2 ,2,Y), (a-Tt,I, V)} 
II(+S2) {(a -Tl ,3, Y), (a-T2 ,4, V), (a-Ts,4, V), (a -T4,4, V)} 
II(-Td .­ {(a+s, ,4, y-l), (a+R"I, X-I), (a+S2 .l> y-I), (0"+~,2' x- l )} 
II(-T2) .­ {(0"+Rt,2' X-I), (a+S, ,3, y-I), (a+R2 ,1, X-I), (a+s~,2' y-l)} 
II(-T3) .­ {(a+R2,2, x- l ), (a+s,,2, y-l), (a+Ra,l, X-I), (0"+S2.3, y-I)} 
II(-T4) .­ {(0"+R3,2,X-1), (a+S1.l>y-l), (0"+R4 ,1,X-1), (a+s2 ,4,y-l)} 
2.1.1 A Data Structure for Pictures 
A common data structure used to represent graphs is an adjacency matrix [16J. 
Definition 2.2 (Adjacency Matrix) Given an arbitrary graph with a collection of n 
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vertices, an adjacency matrix, M, consists of an n x n array. The rows and columns of 
this matrix correspond to the vertices, with Muv = I if there is an edge between vertices u 
and v and Muv = 0 otherwise. 
Matrices can therefore be constructed with both a column and a row representing every disc 

in a picture. The rotation scheme for each disc would then be given by the corresponding 

row. Assume that {(ai,m, x), (aj,n, x-I)} was an arc in an arbitrary picture. The adjacency 

matrix that stores the rotation scheme for this picture would then have the value [m, x] at 

row i column j and [n, X-I] at row j column i. 

Example 2.1 (ctd.) 

The adjacency matrix for the picture in Figure 2.2 is therefore: 

+Rl +R2 +R3 +R4 +81 +81 -Tl -T2 -T3 -T4 
+Rl 0 0 0 0 0 0 [l,x] [2,x] 0 0 
+Rz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [l,x] [2,x] 0 
+R3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [l,x] [2,x] 
+R4 0 0 0 0 0 0 [2,x] 0 0 (l,x] 
+81 0 0 0 0 0 0 [4,y] (3,y) [2,y] (l,y] 
+81 0 0 0 0 0 0 [l,y] [2,y] [3,y] [4,y] 
-Tl [2,x- 1 ] 0 0 (4,x-1 ] [l,y-l] (3,y-l] 0 0 0 0 
-T2 (l,x- I ] [3,x- 1 ] 0 0 [2,y-l] [4,y-l] 0 0 0 0 
-T3 0 [1,x-1] [3,x-1 ] 0 [2,y-l] [4,y-l] 0 0 0 0 
-T4 0 0 [l,x- I ] [3,x-1] [2,y-l] [4,y-l] 0 0 0 0 
Problems arise, however, when more than one arc exists between the same two discs. This 
could be overcome by use of a multidimensional 1.6.1 x 1.6.1 x k matrix, where .6. denotes the 
collection of discs in the picture and k is the maximum number of arcs between any two 
discs. This method, however, leads to complicated manipulation techniques. Indeed as the 
algorithms associated with this work normally involve examining every component in the 
matrix this leads to a computation time of 0(1.6.21*k). 
An adjacency list can also be used to represent graphs. The general definition is as follows: 
..... 
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Definition 2.3 (Adjacency List) Given an arbitrary graph with a set v vertices, an ad­
jacency list representation, A, consists of a collection of Ivl lists. Each list, Au, contains 
the list of edges incident on vertex u, for all u E v. 
Adjacency lists can be used to represent graphs with a rotation scheme (for example see [58], 
Chapter 8). Hence, adjacency lists can be used to store the rotation scheme of a picture. 
For every disc, lli, in a picture P, the adjacency list, A(~i)' for ~i stores the rotation 
scheme II~i' Given the arc {(O"i,m,X),(O"j,n,x- I )}, the value in the mth position of A(lli) 
is [0" j,n, x], which is the other connection point of the arc, together with the generator that 
O"i,m represents. 
Example 2.1 (ctd.) 

The adjacency list for the picture in Figure 2.2 is therefore: 

A(+R1) .- [[-T1,2,X], [-T2,1,X]J 
A(+R2) [[-T2,g, x], [-T3 ,1, x)] 
A(+Rg) .- [[-T3,3, x), [-T4,I,X)) 
A(+R4) .- [[-T4,3, x], [-T1,4, x]] 
A(+St) .- [[-T4,2,y), [-T3 ,2,y], [-T2,2,y), [-TI,I,yJ] 
A(+S2) .- [[-T1,3, yl, [-T2,4, yl, [-T3,4, y], [-T4,4, y]] 
A(-T1) .- [[+Sl,4, y-ll, [+R1,1, x-I), [+S2,1, y-l], [+R4,2, x-I]] 
A(-T2) .- [[+R1,2, x-I), [+Sl,g, y-1l, [+R2,1, X-I], [+S2,2, y-l]] 
A(-Tg) .- [[+R2,2, X-I), [+SI,2, y-1], [+R3,1, x-I], [+S2,3, y-1]] 
A( -T4) .- [[+R3,2, X-I], [+SI,1> y-1], [+R4,1, X-I}, [+S2,4, y-1]] 
Adjacency lists can be produced without difficulty and enable data to be easily accessed. 
They are therefore an efficient data structure to store rotation schemes of pictures. 
For a complete representation of a picture it is also necessary to store information about 
the orientation and labels of the discs. Given that each disc in the picture P over 'P can be 
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uniquely referred to, a record for each relator in P can be constructed with the following 
components: 
• 	Relator which contains a relator of P. 
• 	Label which stores the label of Relator. 
• 	PositiveDiscs which is a list of all discs in P labelled by Label and traversed in a 
clockwise direction. 
• 	NegativeDiscs which is a list of all discs in P labelled by Label and traversed in an 
anti-clockwise direction. 
These records can be stored in a list which will be referred to as the RelatorInformation 

list P. 

Example 2.1 (ctd.) 

The RelatorInformation list for Figure 2.2 is: 

Relator := x2 , PositiveDiscs := [R1 , R2 , R3 , R4j, NegativeDiscs:= [0], Label := Rj, 
Relator := y4, PositiveDiscs := [Sl) S2], NegativeDiscs := [0], Label := SJ, 
Relator:= (xy)2,PositiveDiscs:= [OJ, NegativeDiscs := [Tl,T2 ,T3 ,T4 ],Label:= T]] 
2.2 	 Planarity Testing for Graphs Represented by a Ro­
tation Scheme 
2.2.1 	 Existing Planarity Testing Techniques 
Planar graphs are extremely useful both theoretically and in real life applications. The 
theory of planar graphs has been examined extensively; one field in which it has proved 
particularly valuable is simplifying complex topological systems [16]. Moreover, only pla­
nar graphs are acceptable to represent certain systems. This is apparent in areas such as 
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communication networks [79],[42], circuit design [59], very large-scale integration layout 
(VLSI) [6],[52], and genetics [78], to name but a few. 
Kuratowski [50] published the first results in planarity testing. He proved that a graph is 
planar if and only if it contains no subgraph isomorphic to either the complete graph on five 
vertices or a complete bipartite graph on six vertices. These graphs are shown in Figure 2.3. 
This result is extremely impractical to implement however, as testing for such subgraphs 
requires a computational time proportional to Iv16, where Ivl is the number of vertices in 
the graph. 
Figure 2.3: Kuratowski subgraphs 
Hopcroft and Tarjan [37] developed the first planarity testing algorithm which had linear (in 
terms of vertices) time and space bounds. The authors employed a depth first search method 
to decompose the graph into subgraphs which were individually embedded into a surface. 
If all subgraphs of the graph could be embedded in this surface then the graph was said to 
be planar. An alternative to this 'path addition' approach, is the vertex addition method 
developed by Lempel et at. [51], which was later improved upon by Booth and Lueker [5] to 
give a linear computation bound. Recently, dynamic planarity testing algorithms have come 
under consideration due to the demands of important real life applications such as network 
optimisation, distributed computing and VLSI [20], where it is not unusual to require that 
graphs of existing systems be modified in some way. A technique has been developed by 
Di Battista and Tamassia [20] that determines in O(log Iv!) time if edges, or vertices and 
edges, can be inserted into a planar graph, r with Ivl vertices, whilst maintaining planarity. 
Once planarity has been determined, certain algorithms then proceed by computing a possi­
ble embedding for this graph. Chiba et al. [10] implement the embedding phase of the Booth 
and Lueker algorithm [5]. The Hopcroft and Tarjan algorithm [37] is expanded by Mehlhorn 
and Mutzel [57] to construct a planar embedding in linear time. In the latter technique, 
trees are constructed to represent subgraphs of the original graph. The properties of these 
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trees are manipulated and an embedding of the graph computed. A rotation scheme is used 
to represent this embedding. A rotation scheme is also employed by Mehlhorn [57) in the 
algorithm given to embed a graph in any arbitrary surface; this algorithm also has a linear 
time bound. Another method of interest is that of Shih and Hsu [71] whereby the examina­
tion of certain tree structures enables the recognition of planarity and the embedding of the 
graph to be computed simultaneously. Their method, as with all the algorithms referred to 
above, is valid only for simple graphs, graphs with only one edge between two vertices. The 
main reason for this is that the graphical data is represented, and manipulated, by a tree, a 
connected graph without a closed circuit; non-simple graphs can not therefore be depicted 
by a tree structure. Moreover, trees do not provide a way to store, and maintain, the order 
of edge incidence on vertices of a graph. 
The planarity test presented here determines if the rotation scheme of a, possibly non-simple, 
graph, r, is achievable. If r is found to be planar, the regions of r are produced. Deter­
mining the regions of the picture therefore occurs concurrently with establishing planarity. 
Extracting regions from a graph has been examined previously by Fan and Chang [25] and 
Jiang and Bunke [43) with time complexities of O(lvI2 ) and O(lellog lei) respectively (where 
Ivl is the number of vertices and lei the number of edges of the original graph). Both these 
algorithms take the coordinates of the vertices of a planar, simple, graph as input. A prob­
lem with this approach is that it is unusual for a graph to be represented by coordinates 
and thus these values would have to be calculated before this technique could be used. The 
main advantage of the algorithm proposed herein is that it is valid for any graph regardless 
of loops, multiple edges or connectivity and it is independent of a coordinate system. 
2.2.2 Overview of the Planarity Testing Algorithm 
The concept of the algorithm is to embed distinct paths of r into a topological space S. 
It is assumed that r is constructed, as with pictures, with discs and arcs. This does not 
detract from the fact that r can be a general graph; discs can be thought of as vertices 
and arcs as edges. A path, E, of length N, is constructed with connection points where Ei 
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denotes the i-th connection point of~. The following protocol is used: if (:E i - 1 , ~i) defines a 
corner of a disc then (:Ei' :Ei+d must characterise an arc of the graph. Similarly if (~i-l' :Ei) 
defines an arc then (:E;, :Ei+I) must define a corner of a disc. Corners are constructed by two 
consecutive connection points on a disc, and by traversing the disc in a clockwise direction. 
The first step is to remove from r any disc with only one arc emanating from itl. Clearly, 
discs with this property do not affect the planarity of r. Removing such discs may cause 
additional discs to now have degree one. These discs are iteratively extracted until every 
disc has degree greater than one or r is empty. If the latter occurs then r must be a tree, 
and as such is planar. If r is not a tree, then r must contain a simple cycle, C. This cycle C 
represents two regions of a topological space, S. (Note that these regions are not necessarily 
the regions of the embedded graph r.) The regions defined by C are embedded into S, and 
S now contains a graph rl say, defined by C. 
A path, :E, of r is computed that can be embedded in r/. It is required that the connection 
points of :E are not contained in r/. In order for :E to be embedded in r/, the first and last 
connection points of :E, must be associated with a disc contained in r/. The region of rl in 
which :El can be embedded is determined. It is assumed that (:El , :E2) defines an arc rather 
than a corner of a disc, although the argument is essentially the same if (:EI' ~2) defines a 
corner. If:E2 is associated with a disc that is not contained in r /, it is not yet embedded 
and the corner (:E2' :E3 ) and the arc (~3, :E4) are calculated. This process is repeated until 
a connection point, :EN say, is associated with a disc in r/. If:El and :EN can be embedded 
lin the same region of r' then :E is embedded in r' and the new regions of r are determined. 
If:El and :EN lie in different regions of r /, however, then ~ can not be embedded without 
violating the planarity of rl and r has been found to be non-planar. 
lWhilst r is planar, a path consisting of connection points of r not in r l is computed. 
The first and last connection points of this path must be associated with discs that have 
been embedded previously in r/. It is determined whether :E can be embedded in r/. The 
procedure terminates when either r is found to be non-planar or every connection point of 
1Note that although this situation occurs in general graphs, it does not occur in pictures. 
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r has been embedded in r'. If all connection points of r can be embedded in S, that is r 
= r', then it is concluded that the graph r defines a planar graph and the regions of rare 
produced. The planarity testing algorithm is represented schematically in Figure 2.4. 
This algorithm can be considered in three parts: 
• Determining the regions that embedding a cycle of r into S creates. 
• Computing and embedding paths of r into the graph, r'. 
• Recomputing the regions of r' once a new path of r has been embedded into it. 
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Figure 2.4: The algorithm to determine planarity of r 
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2.2.3 Determining Regions from a Cycle 
The representation of r is examined and all discs of degree one are (iteratively) removed 
due to the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2.1 Discs with only one arc incident upon it do not affect the planarity of 
r. 
• 
Figure 2.5: An edge crossing caused by a disc having degree one 
The validity of this proposition can be illustrated by the graph drawing given in Figure 2.5. 
Here, the arc emanating from the disc, A, with degree one causes a crossing. Figure 2.6 
demonstrates how the position of A can be altered so that no crossing occurs and the rotation 
scheme for r remains unchanged. 
Figure 2.6: A planar graph with a disc having degree one 
It is useful to summarise that properties of cycles. The results given in Proposition 2.2.2 
are used to define the new regions created when a path has been embedded in a graph. 
Proposition 2.2.2 Let C be a simple cycle constructed using the above method and data 
structure. This cycle has the following properties: 
1. 	 Each disc in C occurs twice. 
2. 	 If a connection point, (J c:,. ,x, occurs in C then either the previous or the subsequent 
connection point traversed in a walk around C must be a c:,.,y where y = x ± 1, (modulo 
the degree of /l). 
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3. No two connection points traversed in a walk around C are the same. 
Proof This proposition is proved by recalling that a cycle is described by both arcs and 
corners, with the convention that a corner must be traversed after an arc and, similarly, an 
arc must be traversed after a corner has been encountered. Recall that a corner of a disc, 
6. say, is a section of the boundary of 6. that contains no other arcs emanating from 6.. 
Obviously a corner is therefore depicted by two connection points incident on the same disc, 
thus each disc in a cycle must occur at least twice. 
Assume that a cycle contains more that two connection points incident on the same disc. 
This can only occur if either the path taken by the cycle leaves the disc and then revisits it, or 
the cycle travels across consecutive corners of the disc. These situations can not occur: C is 
a simple cycle that by definition contains distinct discs and the latter possibility contradicts 
how cycles are constructed. Each disc in a cycle therefore occurs exactly twice. 
The two connection points of a disc, 6., in a cycle must define the corner of 66. in that cycle. 
The numbering of these connection points must therefore be consecutive (modulo the degree 
of 6.) due to the numbering of arcs by means of a rotation scheme. 
If the two connection points of a disc in C are equal, this implies that a disc has only one 
corner, which can only occur if a disc has degree one. This situation is not allowed and thus 
the final part of the proposition is proved. 0 
A simple cycle, C, in f is determined and the regions defined by C are then embedded into 
S. 	The space S now contains the graph, f', say. The regions of f' are determined as follows. 
C 
Figure 2.7: A diagram where C defines the exterior region 
Lemma 2.2.1 Let C be a simple cycle that has been embedded in space S to create a graph 
f'. The graph f' has two regions. These regions are defined by the connection points of C 
and C-1. 
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Figure 2.8: The two regions obtained by cutting along C 
Proof Let C be a simple cycle that has been embedded in S to create a graph r/, as 
shown in Figure 2.7. If the discs of 0 are contracted to a single point, Figure 2.8 shows 
how the path that C takes can be cut along to obtain two distinct parts: C and S - 0 (as 
indicated by the shaded parts). The connection points of 0 therefore define One region of 
r/. The space S - C is characterised by 0- 1: if CE i , Ei+l) is a corner of a disc in the region 
characterised by C, then (Ei+l, E i ) defines the section of the boundary of that disc not in 
that region. This is depicted in Figure 2.9. Embedding cycle C in S thus creates two regions 
of r/, as required. 0 
c 
Figure 2.9: Regions bounded by the corners of .6. 
2.2.4 Computing and Embedding Paths of r 
Once C has been embedded into S, the planarity of r is determined by embedding distinct 
paths of r into r/. There must be a disc, .6. i say, that belongs to both rand r' with 
a connection point, El say, incident upon it that is in r and not r/. If there is no such 
connection point then r = r' and therefore r is a planar graph. The region of r' in which 
El can be embedded into can be determined from the following result. 
Lemma 2.2.2 Let p = (O"Ll,,8,···,O"Ll w ,x,O"Llw ,z'···'O"Lli,8+1mod deg(Lli)) chamcterise a re­
gion of r' and let Ej = 0"Llw,y be a connection point of r that is not in r/. The connection 
point, Ej , can be embedded into p if and only if one of the following cases holds: 
....... 
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Case 1 If x < z then I:,j can only be embedded if x < y < z. 
Case 2 If x > z then I:,j can only be embedded if either 
1. x > y and y < z or 
2. x < y and y > z 
Figure 2.10: Embedding I:,j in r' 
Proof The proof of this lemma follows from the fact that every disc has a clockwise 
numeric ordering of arcs and that a connection point can only be embedded in an existing 
region if this ordering is preserved. The arcs around ~w must therefore be given in the 
clockwise order {x, V, z}, or a permutation of this ordering depending on the values of x and 
z. Figure 2.10 can be used to illustrate this idea. Here the dashed lines depict the only 
region that iJ"w,y can be embedded into whilst maintaining the order given by the rotation 
scheme of ~w. D 
Having calculated the region in which to embed I:,l, the corresponding arc I:, = (I:, 1 ,I:,2) can 
be calculated. If I:,2 has a disc associated with it that is not in r', then the corner (I:,2,I:,3) 
and the arc (I:,3, I:,4) is computed. This process is repeated until a connection point, I:,N 
say, is encountered that is associated with a disc in r'. The following result is established. 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let I:, = (I:, 1 , ... , I:,N) be a path in r. If I:,l and I:,N lie in different regions 
af r' then r is nan-planar. Alternatively, if I:,1 and I:,N lie in the same regian af r' then I:, 
can be embedded in r'. 
Proof Let I:,1 and I:,N be connection points that have been embedded, according to the 
conditions given in Lemma 2.2.2, in regions p and pi of r' respectively, where p ::j:. p', As 
regions are bounded by both arcs and corners, obviously trying to embed I:, in r' involves 
crossing the arcCs) that bound p and p', which violates planarity of r'. As r' is a subgraph 
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of r this embedding would also violate planarity of r. If 'El and L;N lie in the same region 
then L; can be embedded into this region of r' whilst maintaining planarity. 0 
2.2.5 Recomputing Regions Upon the Embedding of a Path 
Once a path of a graph r, L; say, has been embedded in r' this both creates new regions of 
r' and changes existing ones. Let L; = (0"6..,b, ... ,0"6. y ,g) be the path that has be embedded 
denotes a (possibly empty) ordered set of connection points of Pi. The regions that the 
new embedding creates are defined by examining Pi, L; and L;-l, the connection points of 
L; in reverse order. Note that once L; has been embedded, Pi is no longer a region of r', 
according to the definition of regions used in this work. The number of new regions created 
by the embedding is determined by the number of cycles in L;. A possible drawing of this 
embedding is given in Figure 2.11. 
~ _______~ _______ h~-------~-------~~ 
, ; 4 ________ _\ X _________ ; 
Pi ; ; ,, I I I I 
; , 
I , /
I , / 
I / 
'-- --­
~l ~l 
Figure 2.11: a) The region Pi b) Embedding 'E in Pi 
Lemma 2.2.3 Let L; be a path with m cycles that is to be embedded into r'. Embedding L; 
into r' creates m + 2 new regions of r' . 
Proof Let L; be a path with that has been embedded into region Pi of r'. Assume that L; 
has no cycles. The discs of Pi and L; can be contracted to a single point. As L; is simple this 
reduces it to one single line. This is depicted in Figure 2.12a. The path taken by L; and Pi 
can be cut along to split Pi into two parts, as shown by the shaded regions of Figure 2.12b. 
As 1: is simple, m = 0 and therefore m + 2 new regions have been created by embedding L; 
into Pi. 
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Figure 2.12: a) Contracting discs of Pi and E b) Cutting along E and Pi 
Alternatively, let E be a non-simple path with m cycles. By applying the same argument as 
above, one can contract the discs of E to a single point and cut along the connection points 
of E. This divides Pi into m +2 separate regions. This is shown in Figure 2.13, where m = 2. 
The shaded regions in Figure 2.13b are the regions created by embedding E. Embedding a 
path into in a region of f' therefore creates m + 2 new regions, as required. 0 
Figure 2.13: a) Contracting discs of Pi and E b) Cutting along E and Pi 
In order to define the connection points of the new regions created by embedding a path, 
the following results are required. Firstly, it is assumed that E is a simple path and that 
this path has been defined in Pi, where E and Pi are defined above. 
Proposition 2.2.3 If E is a simple path the regions defined by embedding this path in region 
Pi are as follows: 
Pi,l = (aAz ,a., E, aAv,h, 6) 
Pi,2 = (aA"e,6,aA y,f,E-1 ) 
Proof Embedding El = aAz,b into Pi creates a new corner of Ax, {aA~,a, a A.,b}. Similarly, 
the last connection point of E creates a new corner of Ay, {aAv ,g, (JAy,h}. The set 6 proceeds 
aAv,h and this set is itself preceded by aA.,a· This gives the set of connection points: 
{aA.,a,E,aAy,h'~2}. Due to the way in which Pi and E were constructed, the connection 
points of this set fulfil the requirements of Proposition 2.2.2, and this set is therefore a 
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simple cycle of r'. From Lemma 2.2.1, it is known that the connection points of a simple 
cycle define one region of a graph. This cycle therefore defines a region of r'. 
By applying a similar argument as above, embedding ~ creates two more new corners, 
{cr6..,b, cr6.."c} and {cr6. y ,1> 0"6.y ,g}. The set 6 occurs after cr6..,c and before 0"6. y ,f and 
the following path is formed: {0"6.."c,6,0"~y,I>E-l}. Again, using the results of Proposi­
tion 2.2.2 and Lemma 2.2.1, it can be concluded that this path is a cycle that defines a 
region of r'. 
Hence, the regions of r' created by embedding E in Pi are: 
Pi,l = (cr~""a, E, cr6. y ,n, 6) 
Pi,2 = (cr~",c, 6, cr6. y ,j, ~-1), 
as required. 0 
If E is a non-simple path, the multiple regions that are created by embedding E are deter­
mined using the following result. 
Proposition 2.2.4 Let E = (E1' E2, .•• ,En) be a non-simple path embedded in r'. Every 
disc in E is associated with at least two connection points, O"~,i and O"~,j say. Without loss 
of generality it is assumed that i ::; j. If j f i + 1 mod deg(A) for any disc associated 
with E-1, then there exists a region, Pk, defined by the subcycZe (Ex,"" Ey) of r' where 
i<x<y<j. 
If m is the number of cycles in E then this condition holds for m discs. The distinct 
connection points of E and ~-1 not in these m cycles, together with the connection points 
of Pi, characterise two additional regions of r'. 
Proof Let ~ be a path with m cycles. From Lemma 2.2.3 it is known that embedding E 
must create m + 2 new regions of r' . 
Assume that m = 1 and A occurs 4 times in E, where O"6.,x and O"!:",w are non-adjacent 
occurrences A. Given that O"6.,w occurs before O"6.,x, Figure 2.14 depicts a possible drawing 
.... 
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of 6.. 
Figure 2.14: A possible drawing of a subsection of L; 
Let 'Y be a subsection of L;-l such that 'Y = (O"6..,x,···, O".6.,w). Traversing, and the corner 
(0"6..,w, 0"6..,x) defines a simple cycle. This cycle must be simple as 0"6..,w and 0".6.,x are the 
only connection points in L; that are not consecutive (modulo the length of L;). This simple 
cycle, defined by 'Y, therefore defines a region of r' . 
It is known from Proposition 2.2.3 that the connection points of , also occur in region Pi,l. 
Due to the fact that a connection point can only appear in two regions then connection 
points of, cannot occur in any other region. 
Recall that the connection points preceding 0".6.,x and following 0"6.., w in L; -1 must also be 
incident on 6.. Removing, from L;-1 gives L;-l = (L;n. ... , O"6..,y, 0"6..,%, ... , L;r). This is now a 
simple path where every disc occurs at twice and is adjacent. The results of Proposition 2.2.3 
can then be applied to obtain the remaining two new regions. 
Generally, if there are m > 0 such cycles in I: the regions they define are computed accord­
ingly. Let Mk (k ~ m) be the set of connection points of the kth cycle of L;. The regions 
created by these cycles is given by M;1, as explained above. The remaining two regions 
defined by this new embedding are therefore given by the following: 
Pi,m+l = 
m 
Pi,m+2 = (6,0".6.y ,j,I:-1 - LMk'CT6..~,c) 
k=l 
Note that if L; does not contain any cycles, m = 0 and the region Pi,2 is given by 
(6,0".6.y,j,L;-1,CT6..~,c), which is in agreement with the results of Proposition 2.2.3.0 
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2.3 	 An Example to Illustrate the Planarity Testing Al­
gorithm 
This algorithm is illustrated by means of an example. Consider the graph given in Figure 2.15 
PI 
Figure 2.15: A graph to illustrate the algorithm 
The initial cycle, C, of r is calculated by finding a connection point, l16. A ,l say, in r, 
traversing the arc (116, A ,1, l16,B ,1), the corner (a6.B,I, l16,B ,2) in a clockwise direction, the arc 
(a6,B ,2, a6.J ,1) and so on until a cycle of r has been encountered. The first cycle encountered 
is: 
Embedding C in space S gives the graph r/. Applying the results given in Lemma 2.2.1 
gives the following regions of r': 
Pl = C, 

P2 = C- I 

The regions PI and P2 in r' are depicted in Figure 2.16. 
Both rand r' contain the disc 6.J. This disc has a connection point, a6.J,4, that is embedded 
in r and not r/. This connection point becomes the first element in the path :E. This path 
is constructed until a connection point is encountered that is incident on a disc associated 
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LlI 
Figure 2.16: The regions of r' defined by C 
in r'. The path E is therefore: 
Now, a~J,4 can be embedded in Pl in the corner given by (a~J,3ia~J,2). Similarly U~J,l 
can also be embedded into Pl in this corner. As the first and last connection points of E 
can be embedded in the same region of r/, the path E can be embedded in r'. 
The path E is a simple path. The new regions of r' created by this embedding are therefore 
determined by using the results in Proposition 2.2.3: 
For simplicity these regions of r' are renamed: Pl,l becomes Pl and Pl,2 becomes P3. The 
graph r' is shown in Figure 2.17. 
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P, ~J 
Figure 2.17: The regions of f' after embedding I; 
By applying the algorithm again, a new path I; is constructed: 
As can be seen, the first and last connection points of I;, O"AA,2 and O"AF,2 can both be 
embedded in region P3 of r'. This path I; can therefore be embedded without violating 
planarity of r'. There is one cycle in ~; applying the results of Proposition 2.2.4 gives the 
following region of r': 
The remaining two regions formed by this embedding are given by: 
P3,2 = 
Again these region regions are renamed P4, P3 and Ps respectively and are shown in Fig­
ure 2.18. 
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J 
Figure 2.18: The regions of r' after embedding 'E 
There are now only two connection points of r that have not been embedded in r'. These 
connection points form the path (0"6. B ,3, 0"6.c ,2), This simple path can be embedded into 
region P3. This region is now characterised as follows: 
identically equal to the graph, r, given in Figure 2.15 and it can therefore be concluded that 
the rotation scheme associated with r depicts a planar graph. 
2.4 Implementation, Experiments and Conclusions 
The planarity testing algorithm was implemented on GAP in the program PlanarityTest. 
The algorithm takes the adjacency lists representing the rotation scheme of a, possibly non-
simple, graph r as input. When r proves to be planar, the algorithm returns all regions of r. 
If a path of r can not be embedded in a topological space without violating planarity then 
the algorithm stops and produces a message to this effect. If r contains more than one bi­
connected component a function, PlanarityTestWithRegions, is automatically called. This 
function is an adaption of PlanarityTest and computes the regions of each bi-connected 
.. 
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component in turn. 
The program was tested on equal numbers of planar and non-planar graphs with the number 
of vertices in these tests ranging from 2-100, arcs from 2-290. For these tests, performed on 
an Intel Pentium 2 machine using Red Hat Linux 6 and version 4.2 of GAP, the maximum 
computation time of the algorithm for planar graphs was 3.1 * 10-1 seconds and 1 * 10-2 
seconds for non-planar graphs. 
In conclusion, this algorithm determines planarity by examining the rotation scheme of an 
arbitrary graph in a suitable time frame. In order to achieve this, both planar and non-planar 
graphs are represented by rotation schemes. Preceding this work, rotation schemes have only 
been used to characterise the structure of planar graphs. One of the main advantages of this 
planarity testing technique is that the regions of the graph are computed simultaneously to 
planarity being determined. Previous algorithms (see [25], [43]) that extract regions from a 
given graph require that the planarity of the graph is determined beforehand. In relation 
to the work presented in this thesis, extracting the regions in this way is particularly useful 
for the algorithms given in Chapters 3 and 5. 
An important feature of this algorithm is that it works for non-simple graphs. Previous 
research in this area concentrates on simple graphs. The algorithm itself has particular ap­
plications in such areas as genetics, communication design, VLSI and network optimisation; 
disciplines where the order of the arcs incident on discs could be important in the represen­
tation of the system. This is obviously true for spherical pictures, and rotation schemes are 
a very useful tool to represent such graphs. In this chapter an efficient data structure for 
pictures has been presented together with methods to verify that this data structure does 
indeed represent a picture over a group presentation. 
Chapter 3 
Determining Geometric and 
Algebraic Definitions of 7r2 
Let P = < x; r > be a presentation for a group G. A 3-presentation for G is given by 
< P; s >; where s denotes the generators of the second homotopy module, 7f2(P). There 
are several ways to describe s: geometrically, by means of a collection of spherical pictures; 
algebraically, by a set of identity sequences (also referred to in the literature as identities 
among relations); and topologically. It is the first two of these methods that this chapter is 
concerned with. A technique is given that produces a collection of spherical pictures over 
P from an algebraic form for s. Conversely, if s is given in a geometric form, a technique is 
provided that computes the identity sequences that describe 7f2 (P). There are computational 
packages (see [24] and [34]) that characterise 7f2 algebraically, but currently there are no 
methods that produce a geometric description. Before these algorithms are presented, a 
summary of both of the aforementioned computational packages is given. 
3.1 Existing Computational Packages 
The work of Ellis and Kholodna [24] computes a 3-presentation for every group of order at 
most 30. Recall from the algebraic definition of a 3-presentation (see Page 13) that s is a 
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set of identity sequences such that the set 
{<O">:O"Es} 
generates the module of identity sequences. Ellis and Kholodna's [24] method for computing 
such a set s of identity sequences is based upon finding the kernel of the homomorphism of: 
This homomorphism is defined on basis elements in terms of the Whitehead-Reidemeister­
Fox derivatives. Determining ker ~ is achieved by first computing a Z-basis for ker ~, and 
then trying to find a minimal subset, s, of this which generates ker ~ as a ZG-module. This 
set s cannot be computed automatically at present and the authors use Cayley graphs of 
the presentation and "human ingenuity" to find such a set of elements. 
The technique of Heyworth and Wensley [34] uses a logged rewrite system, .c(P) , of a 
group presentation P = < x; r > to the associated monoid presentation pI, to identify a 
generating set of identity sequences. Logged re-write systems are procedures which store 
all the operations performed on P to obtain pl. Brown and Razak Salleh [8] show how to 
obtain a generating set for the second homotopy module of pI from a morphism, T, from 
the free groupoid on the Cayley graph of P to the free crossed module on P. The program 
of Heyworth and Wens ley is based upon this result: it uses logged rewrite systems to find 
such an T, and from this they use logged reduction methods to find a set of identities among 
relations in P. In a sequel to their work, [33], it is shown how logged rewrite systems can 
be used to find a minimal generating set for 7f2 (P). 
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3.2 	 Algorithm to Determine a Representation of a Pic­
ture From an Identity Sequence 
Given an identity sequence, () of P =< x; r >, the aim is to obtain a representation of 
the spherical picture, P say, as defined bye. The representation of the picture will be 
given by lists storing the rotation schemel, RotationScheme, and the relator information, 
Relatorlniormation, for P, as detailed in Chapter 2. Lists are also used to store identity 
sequences. Every word of the form WiR~iWi-l (Wi a word on x, R~i E r) in a sequence is 
stored in a list of the form: [R1i, Wi]' It is then simply a matter of multiplying components 
in such a list of lists to obtain the desired sequence. 
Example 1.1 (ctd.) 
The list for the identity sequence given in (1.3) is therefore: 
where 1 denotes the empty word. 
Using this formula, () is represented in a list, C. Determining Relatorlnformation from e 
is a straightforward procedure. Obviously each component of C corresponds to a disc in P. 
A value is assigned to each disc in P, based on the position of its relator in C. Given the 
jth component of £ (1 :::; j ::; ICI), [R?, Wj ] say, the number j is added to either the list 
PositiveDiscs or the NegativeDiscs list of the record for Rj, depending on the value of 
€j. The value for Relator is equal to Rj. Once this procedure has been carried out for every 
component of C the complete list Relatorlnformationfor P is obtained, with the exception 
of the component Label. This is because it is difficult to generate labels automatically. In 
any case these labels are not required for this algorithm and, if required, they can be easily 
user-defined after the algorithm has executed. 
1 For clarity, from this point on, the list for the rotation scheme of a picture will be called RotationScheme 
rather than A. 
-
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oD"""'--1-1..--1----'­____-'----'-_-'---'-_1.-__-'--_-'-___1.-_--1.___--'-__ . _. _ . _. _._ 
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Figure 3.1: A visualisation of part of the sequence given by (1.3) 
Example 1.1 (ctd.) 

The relator information corresponding to the sequence given in (1.3) is therefore: 

£ = Relator := a2 , PositiveDiscs := [3,5, 7],NegativeDiscs:= [0]; 
Relator := b2 , PositiveDiscs := [2,4,6]' NegativeDiscs := [0]; 
Relator := (ab)3, PositiveDiscs := [0], NegativeDiscs := [1,8] 
The algorithm then proceeds by determining the rotation scheme for P. Obtaining a spherical 
picture from a given identity sequence by hand involves placing x-arcs, given by the relators 
of (), and free arcs, given by words of the form WE in e, on a boundary, aD. Figure 3.1 
shows such a diagram for the first three terms of the identity sequence given by (1.3). The 
numbers on the boundary denote the position of the arcs on aD. For instance, position 1 
in Figure 3.1 depicts the location, on the boundary, of the first endpoint of the first free 
arc. Note that these numbers are not required when obtaining the picture by hand, but are 
given here to aid explanation. 
The arrangement of arcs on the boundary is given by their corresponding position in (). 
The corresponding picture is then obtained by cancelling adjacent arcs if their labels have 
the form XEX- f , for x E x, € = ±1. For example, in Figure 3.1 the free arc at position 
8 on the boundary can cancel with the x-arc at position 9 since the labels of these arcs 
give b-1b on the boundary aD. Figure 3.2 shows the resulting diagram after all cancelling 
operations have been performed on Figure 3.1. Drawing arcs on a boundary together with 
______________ ______ _ 
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this cancelling procedure can be quite complex and time consuming, especially in the case 
of sequences with many elements. It is therefore useful to produce an automatic method for 
obtaining pictures from identity sequences. 
b 
a 
__L-.--L.___--L_..l..­ .....I....__--l~3D 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Figure 3.2: Figure 3.1 after all cancelling operations have been performed 
The technique adopted to obtain the rotation scheme of P involves constructing a list, 
Boundary, which stores the position of arcs on aD together with their labels. If the arc is 
a free are, its corresponding component in Boundary has 3 parts: the number of its start 
and end position on aD and the label of the free are, with respect to its start position. 
For x-arcs, which are connected to discs, the corresponding component in Boundary stores 
the position of the arc on aD together with an additional list of length 2. This list gives 
the disc that the arc is connected to and the position of the arc incident upon that disc. 
The reason that x-arcs contain a list within a list is so they can be distinguished easily 
(computationally) from free arcs. 
Example 1.1 (ctd.) 
The list Boundary for the picture given in Figure 3.1 is therefore: 
[1,8, b], [2, [1, 1]], [3, [1, 2]], [4, [1,3]], [5, [1,4]], [6, [1, 5l], (3.1) 
[7, [1,6]], [9, [2, 1]], [10, [2,2]], [11, 14, b-1], [12, [3, 1]], [13, [3,2]] ] 
This list is calculated by putting the first component of ,c, [T-1, b], into the form 
£1 = bT-1b-1 . (Recall that ,c = [£b 'c2,"', 'cIAI], where .6. is the collection of discs in 
P.) As T- 1 = (ab)-3, 'c1 therefore has length 8. The free arcs of 'c1 are inspected first. 
50 
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The first component of Boundary is calculated by taking the positions of the first and last 
elements of 121 together with the label of the element at the first position, i.e. [1,8, b], as 
required. If the element at the second position on the boundary is a free are, the start 
and end positions of this arc and its label are stored at the next component in Boundary. 
This procedure continues until an x-arc is reached; in this example the first x-arc on the 
boundary is the first element of T- 1 , b-1 . The position of this arc on the boundary, two 
in this case, is saved together with the disc number that the arc is incident upon and the 
position of this arc on the disc. The disc's index corresponds to the component of 12 that 
is being examined, in this case this gives [1,1]. The corresponding entry for this x-arc in 
Boundary is therefore [2, [1, 1]]. Once all elements in 121 have been placed in Boundary, this 
method is then repeated for successive components of C. 
The next stage of the algorithm is to cancel arcs to form the rotation scheme of P. To do 
this two counters are initialised. The left counter, CLeft, is set to position 1 in Boundary, 
whilst the right counter, CRight, is initialised to position 2. The concept of the algorithm 
is to move these counters along the boundary until the labels of the arcs or free arcs at their 
position on the boundary cancel. 
The following four possibilities arise: 
1. 	 A free arc can cancel with a free arc. Let the entry for CLeft in Boundary be [a, A, x] 
and that of CRight be [b,B,x- l ], where a < b < B < A, then a new free arc is 
formed and one of the following occur: 
• Both CLeft and CRight depict the first position of the free arcs on the boundary. 
The corresponding entry for CLeft in Boundary is updated to store the second 
position of the free arcs at the counters of CLeft and CRight together with the 
label of the free arc at CLeft. The arc at the corresponding position for CRight 
in Boundary is removed from Boundary. Therefore, as shown in Figure 3.3, the 
entry of CLeft in Boundary changes from [a, A, x] to [B, A, x] and the entry for 
CRight, [b, B, X-I] is removed. 
• Both CLeft and CRight depict the second position of the free arcs on the 
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becomes 
.. 
a 	 B A 
Figure 3.3: An example of cancelling free arcs 
boundary. Here the entry for CLeft in Boundary becomes [a, b, x] and that for 
CRight is deleted. 
• 	 Let [a,A,x], [b,B,x] and a < A < b < B, which gives the situation depicted in 
Figure 3.4. Let CLeft denote the arc at position A on the boundary and CRight 
a 
Figure 3.4: An example of cancelling free arcs 
is situated at position b. The entry [a, A, x] is changed to become [a, B, x] and 
[b, B, x-I] is removed from Boundary. 
2. 	 A free arc, denoted [a, A, x] in Boundary can cancel with an x-arc, represented by 
[b, [R, jll for an arbitrary relator R say. If this is the case then a new arc is formed, 
the entry for CRight is removed from Boundary and one of the following occurs: 
• 	If a < b < A and CLeft is located at position a, then the entry for CLeft in 
Boundary becomes [A, [R,jl]. This possibility is depicted in Figure 3.5. Similarly, 
if a < A < band CLeft lies at A on the boundary then [a, A, xl becomes [a, [R, jll. 
• 	 CLeft depicts the x-arc at position b on the boundary. If b < a < A then this 
arc is represented by [A, [R,j]]. Alternatively, if a < b < A then CLeft becomes 
[a, [R,j]]. 
3. 	 An arc can cancel with another arc. If this is the case then there is an arc which does 
not lie on the boundary and is therefore an arc in P. The details of this arc are then 
-
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a 
becomes 
x 
A a b A 
Figure 3.5: An example of cancelling a free arc with an arc 
added to the list RotationScheme by storing the discs, arc numbers and labels and 
then both arcs are removed from Boundary. 
4. 	 No cancellation occurs. In this case the values of CLeft and CRight are incremented 
by 1. 
IT any of the possibilities (1)-(3) given above occur then CLeft is decreased by 1 whilst 
CRight is increased by 1. This procedure continues until Boundary is empty or CRight is 
greater than the number of elements on the boundary. This latter situation implies that (), 
represented by .c, is not an identity sequence as there exist elements on the boundary that 
cannot cancel. If Boundary does become empty however, () is an identity sequence and its 
spherical picture is represented by RotationScheme and Relatorlnformation. 
Example 1.1 (ctd.) 
Implementing this final stage of the algorithm on the list given in (3.1) gives the 
Position of CLeft Position of CRight Action 
1 2 (2) occurs. 
Replace [1,8, b] with [8, [1, 1]] 
Set CLeft=2 and CRight=3. 
8 9 (3) occurs. 
Set RotationScheme[l][l] = [2,1, b-1] 
and RotationScheme[2][1] = [1,1, b]. 
Set CLeft=7 and CRight=lO 
10 11 (2) occurs. 
Replace [10, [2,2]] with [14, [2,2]] 
Set CLeft=7 and CRight=12 
7 12 (3) occurs. 
Set RotationScheme[1][7] = [3,1,a-1] 
and RotationScheme[3][1] = [1,7,a]. 
Table 3.1: A table to show the computational stages of the algorithm 
calculations detailed in Table 3.1 (the stages where possibility (4) occurs and the delet­
... 
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ing of entries from Boundary are omitted for brevity). 
3.3 Determining Identity Sequences from Pictures 
Let P be a spherical picture over a presentation P that is represented by a rotation scheme 

and a list Relatorlnformation. In order to compute the identity sequence associated with 

P, it is necessary to determine the sequence in the form of (1.2), where "I = bl' /2, ... ,"In) 

denotes a spray for P. Due to the fact that the relator associated with every disc in P is given 

in Relatorlnformation, this essentially involves computing the paths, "Ii, and identifying 

the labels, W("!i), for every "Ii E "I and the order in which they occur around the point O. 

The first stage of the algorithm to compute such a sequence from a picture, is to verify 

that the representation of P does indeed depict a picture over P. This involves calling the 

algorithms described in Chapter 2: verifying that the word associated with every disc is a 

relator of P, and that P is a planar graph. If P is a planar graph then the regions of P 

are produced. Recall that the corners of discs in each region are traversed in a clockwise 

direction which, in turn, gives an anti-clockwise orientation for regions. The connection 

point of each region is given in the form [~i' j, W(O'A.,j)], where j is the number of the arc 

incident on disc ~i and W(O'A.,j) denotes the label of this connection point, again with 

regards to the clockwise orientation of ~i' 

Example 1.1 (cont.) 

A region of a picture of 8 3 given in Figure 1.12 is redrawn in Figure 3.6 with numbers 

assigned to each arc endpoint. This region would then be stored as: 

[T-l, 3, b- I ], [S, 3, b], [8, 1, b], [T-l, 5, b-1], 
[T-l, 6, a-I], [R, 2, a], [R, 1,a], [T-l, 2, a-I]] 
The fact that the regions of the picture are extracted at the same time that planarity is 
determined is extremely useful for this algorithm. The function CheckDiscs, used to verify 
that the word associated with each disc is a relator of the presentation, also serves more 
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Figure 3.6: A region of the picture given in Figure 1.12 
than one purpose. Once it is known that a word associated with a disc equals a relator, the 
function can also be used to give a possible location of the basepoint of that disc. 
Let n be the length of the relator, R, of P, represented by .6. in P. CheckDiscs reads the la­
bels of the arcs emanating from.6. and determines a word W(O"6.,i)W(CT6.,Hl) ... W(O"6.,i-d, 
for 1 ~ i ~ n (mod deg(.6.)), which is identically equal to R. Hence, if .6. has a posi­
tive orientation, a basepoint of .6. lies in the region that contains the components [.6., i ­
1, W(O"6.,i-l)], [.6.,i, W(O"6.,dJ. For negatively oriented.6., a basepoint lies in the region that 
contains the components [.6., i, W(CT6.,i)], [.6., i + 1, W(O"6.,HdJ. These examples are illus­
trated in Figure 3.7. The procedure DiscDetails calls CheckDiscs and from the result of 
this function, DiscDetails produces a list for all discs in P. This list stores the relator the 
disc represents, the direction of the disc and the region where a basepoint of this disc lies. 
Figure 3.7: Determining locations of basepoints 
Obviously there could be more than one corner of a disc where a basepoint could lie. These 
different locations would alter the sequence obtained from the picture. The aim of this 
algorithm, however, is to produce a valid sequence for the given picture. It would not be 
a difficult matter to obtain as many sequences as the picture could represent. All that is 
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Figure 3.8: A path fJ from 0 to region Pl 
required is to iteratively call the DiscDetails function to obtain all possible regions where 
the basepoints of each disc could lie. It can be proved, [64], however that any two sequences 
obtained from the same picture are Peiffer equivalent. It is therefore enough to find one 
such sequence. 
In order to determine an identity sequence associated with P, it is necessary to determine 
the labels of the paths from a point 0, on the boundary of oP, to the basepoint of each 
disc in P. This is achieved by computing the word from 0 to each region in P. Given a 
path {3, where {3 has an initial point 0 and terminal point in the interior of a region, the 
word associated with a region is the term employed to describe the word constructed by 
reading the values of the arcs encountered on a complete walk of {3. For instance, a word 
associated with region Pi in Figure 3.8 is ab-1a. Given a word wi associated with region 
Pi, say, the labels of the paths in the spray that terminate at basepoints situated in Pi can 
be determined from the word wi and the relators of the discs whose basepoints lie in Pi. 
Applying this method to all regions in P gives the labels of all the paths in the spray. 
The algorithm therefore proceeds by determining the word associated every region of P. 
Evidently, the word associated with the exterior region of P is equal to the empty word. As 
P can be manipulated in such a way that any of it's regions can become the exterior region; 
for consistency, the exterior region is chosen to be the region with the most discs. Note, 
.... 
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Figure 3.9: A diagram to show the label needed to access Py from Px 
however, that the choice of exterior region also effects which sequences are produced. The 
chosen exterior region, PI say, is stored together with the identity of P in a list RegionLabel. 
An arc of P bounds two regions where, for each of these two regions, the order of the 
connection points of that arc is reversed. That is, if {(Ti,j, (Tk,l} is an arc in a region of P, 
then the arc must also be contained in another region of P where it is ordered {(Tk,/' ai,j}' 
The way the word associated with each region is determined is given by the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let {(Ti,j, (Tk,d be an arc in a region, Px say, 0/ a picture P. The label of 
this arc is W((Ti,j) as traversed clockwise around the disc ~i' Let {(Tk,l,(Ti,j} be an arc in 
region Py. Hence, one way in which Py can be entered directly from Px is by crossing the arc 
{(Ti,j, (Tk,l}' If the word associated with Px is known to be w say, then the word associated 
with Py becomes w . W ((Ti,j ) . 
Proof It is obvious that if two regions are bounded by an arc, one of these regions can 
be accessed from the other by crossing this arc. The label of this crossing is either given by 
W((Ti,j) or W((Tk,I)' (Note that W(ai,j) = W((Tk,l)-l.) 
Recall that the labels of connection points are given with respect to a clockwise orientation 
around each disc. Due to this fact, in Figure 3.9 traversing the disc Ilk in a clockwise 
direction from the point Y and crossing the arc takes one from Py into Px, however traversing 
Il i from a point X and crossing the arc takes one from Px into Py, as required. The label 
required is therefore the label of the first connection point of the arc in the region that one 
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is entering Pv from. This result always holds due to the fact that discs are traversed in a 
clockwise direction. Travelling (clockwise) over the jth connection point of .6.i enables one 
to enter into the desired region; whereas the only way in which Uk,l could be crossed to travel 
from Px into Pv is in an anti-clockwise direction, which violates how regions are constructed. 
The label needed to access Pv from Px is therefore given by W(ai,k)' Evidently the label 
of the path from 0 to the interior of Pv is equal to the label of the path from 0 into Px 
concatenated with W(Ui,j). 0 
Once the word associated with region has been computed it is stored together with that 
region's index in a list RegionLabel. If a region, pz say, does not have a word associated 
with it, the arcs of the regions whose index is contained in RegionLabel are searched through 
until an arc is found that is also in pz. If no such arc exists, then the arcs of another region 
are examined. This procedure is continued until all the regions of P have a word associated 
with them. This can always be achieved as a picture is a connected graph. The label of 
every path in "f can then be determined. 
Recall that the paths in the spray are not allowed to cross and that the identity sequence 
obtained from P is given by reading the labels of the paths in the spray in a clockwise order 
around O. The last stage of the algorithm is therefore to put these paths in the correct 
order to produce an identity sequence. This involves storing the manner in which the words 
associated with regions were formed. The arc which enables region Pv is entered into from 
region Px is said to be an access arc from Px' 
Example 3.1 
Arcs2 {3,4} and {4,6} are the access arcs from P2 in Figure 3.10. 
The list AccessArcs is created concurrently to RegionLabel. If the word associated with 
Pv is determined by crossing the arc that bounds Px and Pv, then this arc and the index y is 
appended to the xth component of AccessArcs. The xth component of AccessArcs thus 
gives a list of all access arcs and the regions that they enter into from region Px' 
2Note that for convenience the connection points of the picture in Figure 3.10 have not been labelled and 
are not referred to in Example 3.1. In practice, the arcs and regions are computed in the standard way, with 
connection points. 
" , 
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Figure 3.10: A diagram to show the search routes of a picture 
Once all access arcs of P have been computed, the connection points of each region are 

now reordered such that the corners of the regions have an anti-clockwise orientation. The 

first connection point of the region is the first connection point of the access arc into that 

region. An access arc from the exterior region into a boundary region is chosen to reorder 

the connection points of the exterior region. The choice of this access arc is immaterial. 

Changing the direction of corners means that regions have a clockwise orientation. As will 

be shown, this clockwise orientation for regions enables the clockwise order of paths around 

the point 0 in the spray 'Y to be determined efficiently. 

Example 3.1 (cont.) 

The regions of Figure 3.10 are now given as: 

Pl {1,3,6,5,2} 

P2 = {3,4,6} 

P3 {3,1,4} 

P4 = {4,2,5,6} 

P5 = {2,4,1} 
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A search route for Py is a list of regions that the algorithm has crossed in order to get from 

the point 0 to the interior of Py. Each search route obviously begins in a boundary region. 

If a region has more than one access arc associated with it, a new search route is formed. 

Example 3.1 (cont.) 

To illustrate this idea the search route, ~i for 1 ::; i ~ 3, of the picture given in Figure 3.10 

are: 

The search route for P3 is therefore given by ~2. 
The access arcs of the regions encountered by a search route are removed so that a single 
region, P, is created. All the regions whose words were formed from a search route are then 
contained p. The first disc of p is the first disc of the arc that bounds the exterior region 
and the boundary region where the search route began. Note, again, that p also has an 
clockwise orientation. 
Example 3.1 (cont.) 
The region that merging the search route ~2 creates is given in Figure 3.11. 
\ 
\ 
Figure 3.11: The region, p, created by merging the regions given by ~2 
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The order of paths in such a region p can be determined from the following lemma: 

Proposition 3.3.1 Let p be a region as defined above and'"Y be a spray of a picture P. The 
order that the discs whose basepoints lie in p are encountered whilst traversing the boundary 
of p in an anti-clockwise direction, gives the order of those paths around '"Y • 
, 
./
, / 
, \ / 
, , I. / / ,-­
..... \ . . ..... 
.... ' /./ 
'-.,!p''-­
o 
Figure 3.12: Redrawing region p 
Proof The proof of this proposition is trivial. The access arc into a region p can be cut 
and p can be redrawn in a line, as shown in Figure 3.12. This first diagram makes it clear 
that, because the corners of discs in p are traversed in an anti-clockwise direction p has a 
clockwise orientation. This orientation direction gives the order of these paths around 'Y in 
a clockwise direction. 0 
The order of the paths of 'Y which terminate at discs whose basepoints lie in the external 
region is found by considering these discs when looking at the boundary regions that contain 
them. 
Example 3.1 (cant.) 
The path, that terminates at disc 3 of Figure 3.10 would be examined when looking at the 
merged regions whose corresponding search routes begin in the boundary regions P2 and P3 
(although note that in this example no search routes begin in P3). As can be seen from 
Figure 3.12, the order of the paths that terminate in the merged region P2 + P3 (created 
from ~2) is given by the discs {3, 1,4, 6}, 
For convenience, the paths are now referred to by the discs they terminate at. The next 
stage of this algorithm involves combining the paths associated with each boundary region 
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in such a way that the order of all paths of I around 0 that enter the picture through this 
boundary region are obtained. Assume that there are N search routes associated with the 
boundary region Px say. The order in which these search routes are given concur with a 
clockwise traversal around Px' In other words, the search route(s) that leave through the 
second arc of Px are stored before the search route(s) that leave through the third arc. If 
more than one search route leaves from the same arc of Px, the order of these routes are also 
given with a clockwise orientation of the region which they leave to enter different regions. 
The search routes are put into this order by examining the order of the access arcs associated 
I,.' :1Iiwith each region. 

Example 3.1 (cont.) 

The search route 'E1 would therefore be examined before that of 'E2 in the example depicted 

in Figure 3.10. 

Let ""i (1 ~ i ~ N) denote the set of discs corresponding to the order of paths around I 

that terminate in the region created by merging the regions of search route i. If more than 

one search route crosses through a particular region then the paths that terminate in this 

region are examined more than once. 

Example 3.1 (cont.) 

The paths in Figure 3.10 that terminate at discs 3 and 6 are analysed when looking at the 

merging of regions P2 + P4 and P3 + P2· 

It is therefore necessary to find a way by which to combine all such sets T x = '"1 0 ""2 0 ... '"N 

such that T x gives the correct order of discs whose paths enter the picture through boundary 

region Px' This method is given by the following lemma: 

Lemma 3.3.2 Let T x = ""1 0 ... 0 '"N be as defined above. Let 06. denote the collection of 
discs that occur more than once in '"1 and '"2· The discs in ""1 are combined with ""2 by 
ensuring that the position of discs with respect to o6.j (rI o6.j E 06.) in '"1 and ""2 remains 
constant in ""1 0 ""2· 
In other words, if there is a subset of discs from '"1 that occurs before 06. j, say, then this set 
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of discs occurs before I:::. j in /'\,1 0 "'2. If both "'1 and /'\,2 have discs occurring before I:::. j , then 
in /'\,1 0 "'2 the discs in "'1 that occur before I:::. j occurs before the subset of discs that occur 
before I:::. j in /'\,2· The same argument can be applied to discs that occur after I:::. j in /'\,1,2' 
This process is then repeated for ("'1 0 "'2) 0 "'3 until 
the set that gives the correct ordering of discs which correspond to the paths around 0 that 
enter the picture through boundary region Px, is obtained. 
'1 
Proof The essence of this proof comes from the fact that the search routes associated 
with each boundary region are stored with a clockwise orientation. Let 1:::.8 be a disc that 
occurs in both "'i and /'\,j, where j = i + 1. Assume that the collection of diSCS, 7)i and TJj, 
occur after 1:::.8 in "'i and "'j respectively, i.e. 
",. - {... b. TJ····}t - ,s, t, 
"'j = { ... ) b. S ) 7)j) •..}. 
If "'i 0 /'\,j = { ... ,b. S ) 7)j, 7)i, •••. } this would imply that the discs in 7)j occur before those of 
7)i around O. The search route giving the order of the discs in "'i, however, was examined 
before that of /'\,j. As the search routes of each boundary region are constructed in a clockwise 
order around that boundary region, this method of combining /'\,i and /'\,j gives an incorrect 
ordering of discs around O. Similarly, if t::.s occurs before TJi in "'i it must occur before it in 
The only way in which /'\,i can be combined with "'j to give the correct ordering of discs 
around 0 is therefore /'\,i o/'\,j = {, ... ,1:::.8,7)i, T/j, •.. ,}. The same argument can be applied to 
discs that occur before I:::. s in /'\,i and K,j. By applying this method to all discs that occur 
in both "'i and /'\,j the correct ordering around 0 for the discs in /'\,i and /'\,j is obtained. 
Recursively applying this method gives YX. 0 
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This method is applied to boundary region Px and a set 1 x produced. 
Example 3.1 (cont.) 
Let Px = P2 in Figure 3.10. Here 1\;1 = {3, 1,4, 6} and 1\;2 = {3, 5, 6}. Discs 3 and 6 occur 
in both 1\;1 and 1\;2, Discs 1 and 4 must occur before disc 5 in i 2, as the paths given by 1\;1 
occur (clockwise) before those of 1\;2 around O. Similarly, the set {I, 4, 5} must occur after 
disc 3 and before disc 6. This gives 12 = {3, 1,4,5, 6}. 
Lemma 3.3.2 is then applied to the next boundary region adjacent anti-clockwise, Px+1 say, 
(to adhere to a clockwise ordering around 0) to Px and 1 x+1 is produced. This procedure 
continues until all boundary regions have been examined. 
Given that there are X boundary regions, there are now X sets of discs: 
which give the order of paths around 0 that enter P through each boundary region. As these 
boundary regions here examined in an anti-clockwise order, Lemma 3.3.2 is again applied 
to «il 0 T 2) 0 ...) o1x and a list, IdentitySequence, is produced. The order of discs 
in Ident i tySequence corresponds to the clockwise order of the paths of 'Y around 0 that 
terminate at these discs. 
Example 3.1 (cont.) 

Applying the above method to the paths in Figure 3.10 gives the following results: 

15 = {2} 
12 = {3, 1,4,5, 6} 
As T 5 and 12 are mutually exclusive sets, then IdentitySequence = {2, 3,1,4,5, 6}. This 
list then provides the correct ordering of the paths around 0 in Figure 3.10. 
All the information required to produce an identity sequence of a picture is now known: 
DiscDetails gives a list which gives each disc's relator, orientation and region where the 
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basepoint lies; the word associated with each region has been determined, as has the clock­
wise order of paths around O. The first disc, ~1 say, of IdentitySequence is replaced with 
a list of length two. The first component of this list is the relator that disc ~1 represents, 
Re say, where E = ±l depending on the orientation of .6.1, The word associated with the 
region where the basepoint of ~1 lies is stored in the second component. This procedure is 
repeated for all discs in Identi tySequence and, in this way, an identity sequence associated 
with the picture P is produced. 
The stages of the algorithm can be summarised as follows: 
1. 	 Initialise a list Ident i tySequence that will store the clockwise order of the paths of 
'Y around O. 
2. 	 Compute the list DiscDetails that gives, for each disc, the region in which its base­
point lies, together with the orientation and relator for that disc. 
3. 	 Find the word associated with a region in P. This gives the label of the path from the 
point 0 to an interior point of that region. Repeat this process for all regions of P. 
4. 	 Create the list AccessArcs, where the ith component of AccessArcs stores all access 
arcs from region Pi. 
5. 	 Create search routes that store the regions which are encountered when traversing 
each path from 0 to an interior point of a region. Select a boundary region, Pre. 
(a) For every search route from a boundary region Pre, create a 'merged region' by 
removing the arcs used to access the regions encountered by the search route. 
This merged region is traversed in an anti-clockwise direction, to give a clockwise 
orientation of the region, and the discs who have a basepoint in this region, or 
the exterior region, are stored in the order that they are encountered. 
(b) 	 Combine these discs from all search routes associated with Px according to the 
criteria given in Lemma 3.3.2 
6. 	 Select the next adjacent, anti-clockwise, boundary region. Repeat steps (a) and (b) of 
item (5) for all search routes associated with this boundary region. 
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7. Repeat (6) for all boundary regions. 
8. Combine the paths of all boundary regions according to the criteria given in Lemma 3.3.2 
and store the order of discs around 0 in a list IdentitySequence 
9. Use the information in IdentitySequence and DiscDetails to compute the identity 
sequence associated with P. 
3.4 Implementation, Experiments and Conclusions 
The GAP algorithm PictureFromldentitySequence takes as input a finitely presented 
group, P, together with a list of identity sequences, C, of P and returns a list, 
Relatorlnformation and a rotation scheme for each picture in C. The 
IdentitySequenceFrornPicture function takes a presentation and a representation of a 
picture over this presentation, given by RotationScheme and Relatorlniormation, and 
produces an identity sequence that this picture depicts. 
The sets of identity sequences for the 45 non-abelian groups of order less than 32, have 
been presented by Ellis and Kholodna [24]. Each of these 45 sets sequences were used 
to test the PictureFromldentitySequence program. Five of these sets, however, were 
returned as invalid identity sequences by the program. Further investigations, however, 
showed that this was not due to an error in the code but due to typographical errors given 
in the paper [24]. Once the errors were rectified, the code produced picture representa­
tions that agreed with manually produced results. For each representation produced from 
PictureFromldentitySequence, the function IdentitySequenceFrornPicture was called. 
In all cases the sequences produced equalled the identity of the free group underlying the 
given presentation. 
Example 3.2 
To illustrate these results, an example is given for a presentation of the group Q4, 
P =< a, bj a-2b4, a-1bab >. Ellis and Kholodna showed that this presentation has only 
one identity sequence that generates 7r2. Given that R = a-2b4 and S = a-1bab, this 
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Figure 3.13: A visualisation of the rotation scheme for Q4 
sequence is: 
This sequence was given, in the required form, as input for the program 
PictureFromldentitySequence. The lists Relatorlnformationand RotationScheme were 
produced for the discs in this picture. Given that f1 = a and f2 = b, the GAP output for 
the rotation scheme of the picture is as follows: 
[ [ [ 2, 4, f1~-1 ] , [ 4, 3, f1~-1 ], [ 3, 3, f2 J, [ 3, 2, f2 J, 
[ 3, 1, f2 ], [ 2, 1, f2 ] J, 
[ 1, 6, f2~-1 ], [ 3, 6, f1~-1 ], [ 4, 4, f2~-1 ], [ 1, 1, f1 ] ], 
[ [ 1, 5, f2~-1 ] , [ 1, 4, f2~-1 ], [ 1, 3, f2~-1 J, [ 4, 2, f2~-1 ], 
[ 4, 1, f1 ], [ 2, 2, f1 ] ], 
[ [ 3, 5, f1 ~-1 ] , [ 3, 4, f2 ] , [1,2,f1], [ 2, 3, f2 ] ] ] 
Similarly Relatorlnformation is given as : 
[rec(Relator := f1~-2*f2~4, PositiveDiscs := [ 1 ], NegativeDiscs := [ 3 J), 
rec(Relator := f1~-1*f2*f1*f2, PositiveDiscs := [ 4 J, NegativeDiscs := [ 2 ])] 
A visualisation of this information is given by the diagrams in Figure 3.13. The first picture 
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shows the realisation of the rotation scheme and Relatorlnformation. The more standard 
picture over Q4 is given in the second diagram of Figure 3.13, where labels have been chosen 
for discs and the location of their basepoints selected. 
The function IdentitySequenceFromPicture took the above list Relatorlnformat ion and 
the rotation scheme as input and produced the following sequences: 
IdSequence:= 	[ [ f2--4*fl-2, <identity ... >], [f1--1*f2*f1*f2, f1--1 ], 

[ f2--1*f1--1*f2--hfl, f2 ], [fl--2*f2-4, f2 ] ] 

Here <ident i ty ...>denotes the identity of the free group underlying Q4. These sequences 
are indeed identity sequences as their product equals the identity of F as the following GAP 
routine shows: 
gap> for i in 	[l .. Length(IdSequence)] do 
> IdSequence[i] :=IdSequence[i] [2]*IdSequence[iJ [lJ*IdSequence[i] [2]--1; 
> od; 
gap> IdSequence; 
[ f2--4*fl-2, 	fl--2*f2*f1*f2*f1, f1--1*f2--1*fl*f2--1, f2*fl--2*f2-3 ] 
gap> Product(IdSequence); 
<identity ... > 
Note, however, that this sequence is not identically equal to the original sequence provided 
by Ellis and Kholodna. This is due to the fact that this program has chosen a different 
exterior region. To produce the same sequence the region that contains the discs +R, +S, 
and -S, as shown in the second diagram of Figure 3.13, should be chosen as the exterior 
region. 
These programs provide a useful way to obtain further information about the structure of 71"2. 
Given a presentation, a set of identity sequences can be computed using the packages given 
in [24] and [34]. PictureFromldentitySequence can then be used to gain a representation 
of the corresponding pictures. Furthermore PictureFromldentitySequence also provides a 
method to verify that a given sequence is indeed a 'consequence of the relators'; if a rotation 
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scheme cannot be determined from the sequence then the sequence is not a element of 11"2. 
Similarly, IdentitySequenceFromPicture provides a easy way to determine the identity 
sequence from a representation of a picture. These identity sequences can then be used 
to gain further information about the group presentation they represent. One of the main 
advantages of these programs is that, given an algorithm that requires 11"2 elements as input, 
this data can now be given either geometrically or algebraically. 
Moreover, the work described in this chapter could be used to automatically generate 1r2 
generators of a presentation. There are automatic graph drawings programs, such as the 
those used in [17] to test algorithms upon and the GDToolkit [32], which is a software package 
that automatically produces graphs according to a desired aesthetic criteria. The methods 
that these programs adopt could be adapted, and combined with the work in Chapters 5 and 
6, produce representations for pictures over a presentation, P say. For instance, a certain 
number of each discs for each relator in P could be specified and a program could then 
attempt to produce a picture over P. The IdentitySequenceFromPicture function could 
then be utilised to determine if this picture represents an element in the second homotopy 
module of P. Further algebraic techniques could be introduced to investigate if this element 
was a generator of 11"2. Ultimately it is hoped that a user could enter a presentation into a 
program and a number of 11"2 generators for this presentation would then be computed. The 
final stage in this plan is that this list of generators would become a minimal generating set 
for 11"2. 
Chapter 4 
Group Extensions 
The focus of this chapter is to present a geometric algorithm. This technique implements the 
method given in [1] which uses the geometry of pictures to determine if a given presentation 
does define a genuine group extension. 
4.1 Group Extensions 
Definition 4.1 (Group Extension) Let K and Q be groups. A group, H, is said to be 
an extension of K by Q if there is a short exact sequence 
l--+K-+H-+Q--+1. 
Let Q =< ai r > and J( =< Xj v > be presentations for the non-trivial groups Q and K 
respectively. Any extension, H, of K by Q will have a presentation of the form: 
(see [44] for further information). Here, WR (R E r) and xac (x E x, a E a, € = ±1) are 
non-empty reduced words on x. The words a-'xa'(xaC)-l with € = +1 are known as the 
positive endomoryhisms of 1-1., and those with € = -1 are the negative endomorphisms. In 
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general a presentation of the form (4.1) gives an exact sequence: 

G(JC) ..!:t G(1-I.) !+ G(Q)-.t1 (4.2) 
where i is induced by the mapping xf-tx (x E x), and p is induced by af-ta, xr-+ 1 (a E a, x E 
x). In order for (4.1) to define an extension of K by Q, it is required that i is injective. If 
this is the case then H is said to be admissible. When 1-1. is admissible it can be shown that 
the negative endomorphisms are superfluous, that is, if 
then G(il) = G(1-I.). The presentation it. is called the reduced presentation. These definitions 
for 1-1., it., Q and JC will remain fixed throughout this chapter. 
4.2 Test Words 
Let Pictx(H) denote the set of pictures over H with boundary label a word on x. It can be 
shown, (see [1] for example), that 1-1. is admissible if and only if for each picture P E Pictx(H) 
there is a picture over Q with the same boundary label. It is shown further that to check 
admissibility, it is only necessary to consider certain special elements of Pictx (1-I.) , which are 
described in [1]- These special pictures fall into four types. The boundary labels of these 
pictures are called the test words, t(1-l) , for admissibility. Thus t(H) is the union of four 
sets. 
Before these sets can be described some notation is required. For any word W = X~l X;2 .. -xri' 
(Xi Ex, €i = ±1, 1 :S i :S n) on x and for a E a, € = ±1, the word waE is defined as: 
Then if U = a~la~2 . _. a~ (ai E a, c5i = ±1, 1 :S i :S m) is a word on a of length greater 
than 1, one writes U = Va~, and W U is inductively defined to be (wU)a~'" _ The word 
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W-U means (WU)-l. The four sets of test words can now be described: 
1. Test words of type 1: ti(1i) = {x-1xa'a-- : x E x, a E a} (€ = ±1). 
3. 	 Test words of type 3: Let < Q; s > be a 3-presentation for Q. For the purposes 
of this work it is assumed that s is given algebraically (Le. s is a generating set of 
identity sequences), although s could just as easily be given in a geometric form. For 
s E s one has 
- (U R<lU- 1 U R<2U- 1 U R<mU- 1 )s- 1 1 1 , 22 2 ,"', m m m 
where Ui is a word on a, Ri E rand €i = ±1 for 1 :5. i :5. m. One lets W(s) 
4. 	 Test words of type 4: tH1i) = {va' : a E a, V E v} (e = ±1). 
Note that the first three sets of test words do not require the presentation of K. These test 
words can all be determined from the "partial presentation": 
together with a 3-presentation for Q. 

It transpires that 1i is admissible if and only if each element of the set t (1i) defines the 

identity of K (as proven in [1], Theorem 6.1). 

4.3 Algorithm for Admissibility 
Let x be an alphabet, K be a group and let 
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be a function. It is required that the elements kx (x E x) generate K. For a non-empty 
word 
on x, J.1(W) is defined to be the product kfl k~2 ... k~n in K. If W is the empty word then 
J.1(W) is defined to be the identity of K. It is assumed that a 3-presentation, < a; r; s >, for 
a group Q is given. The method to determine if a presentation, ti, defines an extension of 
K by Q is now described. 
The algorithm begins by designating a "partial presentation", 
I 
which is defined by specifying a list of words WR (R E r) and lists of positive and negative 
endomorphisms. The algorithm then proceeds as follows: 
\ Step 1: For each a E a compute the set of test words 
\ 
For each word, T E ttl (tiD), compute J.1(T). If each J.1(T) = 1 then proceed to Step 2. 
If some J.1(T) f. 1 then stop. 
I 
! 
I Step 2: For each a E a compute the set of test words 
\ 
I 
For each word, T E tIl (ti~), compute J.1(T). If each J.1(T) = 1 then proceed to Step 3. ! 

I If some J.1(T) f. 1 then stop. 

j 
I 
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Step 3: For each x E x and R E r compute the set of test words 
For each word, T E t2('W), compute f..LeT). If each f..L(T) = 1 then proceed to Step 4. 
If some f..L(T) ¥- 1 then stop. 
Step 4: For each s E s compute the set of test words 
i I 
For each word, T E t3(1l0), compute f..L(T). If each f..L(T) = 1 then proceed to the next 

stage. If some f..L(T) ::f. 1 then stop. 

If all four of the above steps are successful then HO is a valid "partial presentation". The 
presentation is "completed" by introducing a presentation K =< x; v > for K corresponding 
to the generators {kx : x E x}. This then gives the presentation 
Step 5: For each a E a and V E v compute the set of test words 
For each word, T E ttl (11.), compute f..L(T). If each f..L(T) = 1 then proceed to Step 6. 
If some f..L(T) ::f. 1 then stop. 
Step 6: For each a E a and V E v compute the set oftest words 
1 -1 }ti (H) = {va : a E a, V E v . 
For each word, T E til (Tl), compute f..L(T). If each p,(T) =1 then 1£ is admissible. If 
some f..L(T) ¥- 1 then stop. 
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If these final two steps are successful then 1{ is admissible. 
The algorithm to determine if a given scheme of a group presentation is admissible is defined 
schematically in Figure 4.1. 
\, 

I 

1 
I 
( 

-
'ion 
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Figure 4.1: A diagram of the algorithm to determine admissibility 
Let < Q; s > be a 3-presentation 
and K a group. 
Enter a scheme for "partial 

presentation" 1{0. 

Compute ttl (1{0). Test if every 
no 
word in the set is trivial. 

yes 

Compute t 1l (1{0). Test if every 
word in the set is trivial. 
yes 
Compute t2(1{°). Test if every 

word in the set is trivial. 

yes 
Compute t3(1{O). Test if every 

word in the set is trivial. 

yes 
Enter J( and scheme for 1{. 
Compute ttl (1{). Test if every 

word in the set is trivial. 

yes 

Compute til (1L). Test if every no 
word in the set is trivial. 
yes 
1L is admissible. 
-"
-

-
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A 3-presentation for H can be obtained by implementing the results given and proved in 
Theorem 6.4 of [lJ: 
Theorem 4.3.1 (Baik et al.) IIQ and K have finite 3-presentations < Qi s > and < lCj Y > 
respectively and H is admissible then the group H defined by H has 3-presentation 
< '}{; y, 5(Bv,a), 5(D'x,R), 5(s') > 
where a E a, x E x, V E v, R E rand s' E s. 
x 
Picture of the type Ax,ao1 
Aa 
I 
-1 ----+-----~--------~----~Xa 
Figure 4.2: The subpicture replacing discs labelled by the negative endomorphisms 
Here the spherical pictures 5CBv,a) are obtained by the disjoint union of the picture Bv,a 
together with its mirror image, - Bv,a. This reasoning also lies behind the pictures 5 CD'x ,R) 
and 5(s'), where D'x,R and s' are specific types of pictures over H'. The pictures D' x,R 
and s' are produced from D""R and s' respectively, by replacing each disc labelled with the 
negative endomorphisms by the picture in Figure 4.2. The number of subpictures to be 
added to this picture becomes exponential in growth: if there are m discs corresponding 
1to the negative endomorphisms in Dx,R and xa- has length N then there are 2:;:'0-1)Ni 
subpictures, of the form given in Figure 4.2, to be added to Dx,R to produce D'x,R. As 
can be imagined, even in the simplest of cases, the pictures D'x,R and s' can be extremely 
complicated. This also applies to the formulae that would produce the equivalent identity 
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sequences. To implement the results from the above theorem is a project in itself and as 
such is left for further work. For this reason it was decided to abandon the attempt to 
implement the results in the above theorem. It should be observed that a technique given 
in [24] computes 3-presentations of abelian group extensions; the result cited here would be 
useful to implement, nevertheless, as it provides a method to compute 3-presentations of 
general group extensions. 
4.4 Implementation, Experiments and Conclusions 
An algorithm is presented, based upon the above method, that determines if a given pre­
sentation, H, defines an extension of the group K by Q. The algorithm takes as input the 
3-presentation < Q; s > for a group Q, either a group K or a 2-presentation for K, the 
mapping f..L and and a scheme for the "partial presentation" , HO, of H. This scheme consists 
of the positive and negative endomorph isms and the words of the form TYR . The set scan 
either be given as a set of identity sequences or spherical pictures. If the latter form is used, 
the pictures can be inputted by means of their data structures, as described in Chapter 2, 
or drawn as graphic objects using the SPICE editor (see Chapter 6 for more information). 
In order to enter 3-presentations, a GAP object 3Presentation was created. This takes 
the 2-presentation together with either a representation of a set of pictures, or a set of 
identity sequences. In the first case the IdentitySequencesFromPictures function, as 
described in Chapter 3, can be used to provide the corresponding identity sequences from 
a set of spherical pictures. Note that the packages of Ellis and Kholodna [24] or Heyworth 
and Wensley [34] could be used to provide a generating set of identity sequences for Q. The 
identity sequences must be ofthe form as described in Chapter 3, that is the term UiR~iUi-l 
is given by [R~i, Ui]. 
The option of entering K is given as it is generally easier to input a group rather than a 
group presentation, !C, as no calculations are needed. The information given in !C is only 
required for the fourth set of test words (Steps 5 and 6). If a given scheme fails on Steps 
1-4 there is no need for !C. For convenience, it is assumed that K is given initially. 
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It is required that 'H0 must be given in such a way that the map /-t, the action, (the positive 
and negative endomorphisms) and the set Wr are specified. This is achieved by enter­
ing all the data required for this algorithm by means of a record. The record has the 
following components 3Presentation, Group (or GroupPresentation if J( is given), Map, 
PositiveEndomorphism, NegativeEndomorphismand WR. It is remarked that while it is not 
standard practice to consider the negative endomorphisms of group extensions, they are 
obviously required here to ensure that all possible test words are computed. 
Lists are used to input both the map f.t and the scheme for 1-l0 • Recall that f.t : x -+ K, 
x r+ k x . The list Map contains the range of /-t whereby kXi is stored at the ith position of 
this list (1 ::; i ::; Ixl). The set Wr is given as a list where the word WRi for R;, E r is located 
at the ith position. 
The positive endomorphisms are entered by means of a list of lists. For every generator of Q, 
there is a corresponding list in Pos i tiveEndomorphism. The jth list of Posit i veEndomorphism 
contains the words (xaj)-I for every x E x, 1 :s j ::; lal i.e. the word (x~j)-I is stored at the 
ith position of this jth list. The list for the negative endomorphisms has a similar structure. 
Example 4.1 
Let Qbe the cyclic group of order 3. A 3-presentation for Q is given by < aj a3 ; (R, a-IR-1a) >, 
where R denotes the relator a3 . Let x = {x, y} and K be the cyclic group of order 14 gen­
erated by k, and let J-L : x -+ K be given by x ~ e and y ~ k. A possible "partial 
presentation" is as follows: 
The following lists would be used to input J-L and the structure of 1-l0 : 
Map:= [e,k] 

PositiveEndomorphisms:= [[xy-1xyx, xy4]] 

NegativeEndomorphisms := [[X-I, yxyJ] 
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(This example will be continued later - see Example 4.4.6) 
This algorithm, to determine if a given presentation defines a group extension, is 
implemented in the functions AdmissiblePresentationWithGrp, AdmissiblePresentation 
and AdmissiblePresentationsWithFpGrps. 
AdrnissiblePresentationWithGrp takes a record containing the scheme for the partial 
presentation 1-l0 , a 3-presentation, < Q; s > and the group K. This function then carries 
out Steps 1-4, as described above. If the scheme fails on any of these steps, the test word 
, ' 
that the scheme failed upon is returned. Returning the test word in this way enables the I,I" 

user to manipulate the scheme to produce an admissible presentation. If 1io is a valid "par­
tial presentation" , the free group, h, underlying the "partial presentation" Jio is returned. 

Returning h in this operation saves computation time when determining the fourth set of 

test words. 

This last set of words are determined with the function AdrnissiblePresentation, which 

takes h, a presentation, K, for K, a scheme for a "complete" presentation 1i and < Q;s > 

as input. This presentation is now added into the input for this algorithm by means of the 

record component GroupPresentation. A "complete" presentation 1-l can now be calcu­
lated. 

Steps 5 and 6 are now implemented and if these steps are successful the algorithm concludes 

that 1i is indeed a presentation of a group extension and Ji is returned in the form of a GAP 

presentation. The complete presentation 1-l is returned because the negative endomorphisms 

of 1-l are needed if a 3-presentation for H is required. Depending on the requirements of 

the user, the function ReducedFpGrpExtension can be called which returns the reduced 

presentation, il, for H. Note that if Steps 5 and 6 are not successful the test word that the 

scheme failed upon is again returned. 

If a presentation for K is know initially, the function AdmissiblePresentationsWithFpGrps 

can be used. The procedure takes a record containing the scheme for 11., a 3-presentation, 
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< Q; s >, and a 2-presentation, K, for K and determines if 1-£ defines an extension of K by 
Q. Again, if this is the case the presentation 11. is produced; alternatively, the scheme the 
test word failed upon is returned. 
These algorithms have been tested on various examples, the results of which are shown 
below. The algorithms require that the data is entered in a specific way. It is felt that using 
a record to enter all the data, however, makes the algorithms as "user-friendly" as possible. 
Furthermore, there are several options open to the user: if a group presentation for K is 
not known, the user only needs to enter K for the first four stages of the algorithm. A 
presentation is only required if these four stages are passed. Similarly, if 11. is a presentation 
of a group extension, a user can choose whether to use this complete presentation or the 
more standard reduced presentation, fl. 
In order to implement these algorithms efficiently, the GAP object 3Presentation was 
created, together with several new functions. These functions enable the user to obtain 
information about the 3-presentation, such as the corresponding 2-presentation, and the 
generators, relators and generating set of the 3-presentation. Appendix A explains these 
functions in more detail. Whilst it is not a complex matter to implement these functions, 
they are useful for this work and they can be used independently. Indeed they could become 
a useful tool when investigating 3-presentations. 
In conclusion therefore, this chapter presents a algorithm into determining if a given pre­
sentation defines a group extension. The usefulness of these functions would be increased if 
Theorem 6.4 of Baik et al. [1] was implemented, which would provide a way to automatically 
compute 3-presentations of group extensions. 
4.4.1 Examples 
The GAP algorithm was used to test if certain presentations were valid group extensions. 
In the following examples Q is the cyclic group of order 3. A 3-presentation for Q is given 
by < a; a3 ; (R, a-IR-Ia) >, where R denotes the relator a3 . Various choices are made for 
K. All results agree with manual computations. (These examples are rather contrived, but 
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were created for test purposes.) 
Example 4.4.1 
Let K be the subgroup of GL2 (Q) generated by the matrices kl == [1 61 and k2 = 
-2 4 
41. Let x = {x, y} and f.L : x r-+ kl' Y r-+ k2. 
-2 
A "partial presentation" is given by: 
This scheme fails at Step 1 on the test word x-1xaa - 1 and therefore 1-£0 is inadmissible. 
Example 4.4.2 
Let K be the alternating group A4 generated by kl = (12)(34), k2 = (123). Let x = {x,y} 
A "partial presentation" is given by: 
This scheme fails at Step 2 on the test word x-1xa - 1a and therefore 1-£0 is inadmissible. 
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Example 4.4.3 
Let K be the subgroup of 8 7 generated by the permutations 
k2 = (12)(34). Let x = {x,y} and f.L: x I-t k1,y I-t k2 • 
kl (1234)(567) and 
A "partial presentation" is given by: 
This scheme fails at Step 3 on the test word x(x4 )x-a3 (x- 4 ) and therefore HO is inadmissible. 

Example 4.4.4 

Let K be the cyclic group of order 14 generated by k1 . Let x = {x, y} and f.L : x I-t k17, 

Y I-t k1 · 

A "partial presentation" is given by: 
This scheme fails at Step 4 when s equals the identity sequence a-IRa. Therefore, HO is 
inadmissible. 
Example 4.4.5 
Let K be the subgroup of 87 generated by the permutation kl (1234)(567) and 
k2 = (12)(34). Let x = {x,y} and f.L: x I-t kl,Y I-t k2. 
A "partial presentation" is given by: 
This scheme passes on Steps 1-4. A presentation, 
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for K can be computed using GAP. A complete presentation for 1-l can now be computed. 
This scheme passes on Steps 5 and 6 and therefore 
is is a presentation for an extension of K by Q. 
Example 4.4.6 (Example 4.1 (cont.) 
Let K be the cyclic group of order 14 generated by k1 . Let x = {x, y} and JL : x t-+ k17, 
A "partial presentation" is given by: 
l 
This scheme passes on Steps 1-4. A presentation K for K is given by < x,y;y14,xy7 >. A 
complete presentation for 1i can now be computed. 
This scheme passes on Steps 5-6 and therefore 
i; 
is a presentation for an extension of K by Q. 
Chapter 5 
The Spherical Picture Editor 
The work presented in this chapter describes the features of both picture objects and the 
Spherical PICture Editor (SPICE). The methods utilised to create and manipulate graphical 
picture objects are provided together with the capabilities of the editor. SPICE also contains 
a database of generating pictures for the presentations of groups of order less than 32. The 
features of this database, and its future potential, are also detailed in this chapter. 
SPICE utilises the XGAP share package, which is the existing graphical interface for GAP. 
An advantage of using XGAP is that it contains many features, such as circles and lines, that 
can be used to create discs and arcs. Pictures are drawn on picture sheets, which have been 
adapted from XGAP graphic sheets, where (0,0) is the coordinate value of the top left-hand 
corner of the sheet. Pictures are drawn on individual picture sheets. Each picture is drawn 
on an individual picture sheet that has a unique identifier. On screen this is the name the 
user assigns to it, internally this is a number that XGAP assigns to the sheet. These picture 
sheets are produced with the command PictureEditor which requires a name for the sheet, 
it's width and the height. An optional entry to specify what presentation the picture on the 
sheet will represent can also be given. There are three drop down menus on SPICE sheets: 
the usual XGAP menu "Sheet", the "Picture Menu" and the "Shortcut Keys" menu. The 
functions relating to the options of Picture Menu are discussed in Section 5.3. Figure 5.1 
shows a screen shot of the options in Picture Menu. The Shortcut Keys menu provides a 
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Open Picture 
Save Picture 
~------~Data Structure of the Picture 

Save Data Structure 

Generatin~ Set 
Display Identitu Sequence of the Picture 
/ Display Identity of the 
! 
Figure 5.1: The Picture Menu 
reference for shortcut keys and mouse clicks that manipulate picture objects (see Page 86 
for more information). 
The properties of a particular picture sheet are stored in a record, where the name of the 
record is the name of the sheet. This record has the following properties: 
• 	pdiscs which is a list that stores the picture discs that have been drawn on the sheet. 
• 	 arcs which is a list that stores the arcs that have been drawn on the sheet. 
• RotationScheme which stores the rotation scheme of the picture that is drawn on the 
picture sheet. 
• 	Relatorlnformation which stores the relator information of the picture that is be 
drawn on the sheet. 
• FpGroup which gives the presentation that the picture is over. 
• 	GeneratingSet if a picture is belongs to a generating set of pictures over FpGroup, 
this component gives the number of the picture in that set; otherwise it is set equal 
to false. 
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.. ExternalRegion this stores the connection points of the external region of the picture. 
The default attribute value for these components is set to false. Throughout this chapter is it 
assumed that all objects are created on a picture sheet with name sheet. The user can access 
a list of all discs and arcs on sheet with the functions DisplayDiscs and DisplayArcs. These 
functions produce the same output as calling name! .pdiscs and name! . arcs, but in keeping 
with GAP standard, record components are only used at a programming level. Similarly, 
functions have been implemented that display the presentation the picture is over, the data 
structure and the external region of a picture. 
5.1 Creating Picture Objects 
There are three types of picture objects: picture discs, basepoints and arcs. Unless otherwise 
stated, the term 'disc' will be used to refer to these picture discs and not the usual XGAP 
disc object. Picture objects can be created on screen in two ways: the relevant command 
can be typed into the XGAP window or, using certain keyboard and mouse shortcuts, the 
object can be produced directly on screen. These shortcuts (also referred to as 'callbacks' 
in [9]) consist of pressing either the shift or control key together with either the left or right 
mouse button; a 'shift left-click' therefore occurs when the left mouse button is pressed 
simultaneously to the shift key. The advantage of this latter option is that the object can 
be placed, or moved, exactly where the user desires without having to trifle with coordinate 
values. 
The Shortcut Keys menu provides the user with a quick reminder of the shortcut key com­
binations. The user selects the option on the menu and the key combination appears in the 
XGAP window. Figure 5.2 shows the result of selecting the "Move Arc" option. 
Creating basepoints and arcs is a more difficult task due to the fact that they need to lie 
exactly on the circumference of the disc. Arcs and basepoints can not be constructed until 
the disc that are incident on has been drawn. Assume a disc had coordinates (xc,Yc) at it's 
centre and a radius r, then obviously finding a point, (Xl, yd, on the boundary of this disc 
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rap> HenuSelected( Qr 2. 3 }J 
An arc Gan be noued to a neu location on a disc by pressine shift and the left n' 
ouse button to select the arc then releasing the keys on the desired position on\ 
the cirGunference on the disc. 
Figure 5.2: A screen shot of the Shortcut Keys menu 
involves manipulating the equation of a circle, (Yc - ySJ + (xc - xd2 = r2. The problem 
is that both GAP and XGAP use atomic irrationalities to express square roots of rational 
numbers, which are of no use in coordinate geometry. Furthermore as XGAP sheets only 
entertain integer coordinates, a GAP function, IntegerOfSquareRoot, was written that took 
either an integer or a real number and called out to a C program, SquareRoot. SquareRoot 
computes the square root of the rational, rounds the answer to the nearest integer and 
writes this value to a file. IntegerOfSquareRoot then retrieves this number from the file 
and returns it as output. This is a relatively expensive, but essential, procedure and as 
such the number of times it is used to create and manipulate picture objects is kept to a 
minimum. 
The properties of picture objects, as with XGAP graphical objects, are stored in records. 
Table 5.1 shows the components of the records for each picture object. Note that in keeping 
with GAP convention the American spelling for colour is used for the corresponding com­
ponent names. By default, the boundary of picture discs and their labels are black and the 
lines of the arcs are blue with red arrows and red labels. The colour of these objects can be 
changed by the user by calling the XGAP Recolor function. 
The XGAP functions Circle and Text are used to construct picture discs, where Text 
places the label of the disc at it's centre. The radius of a disc, 6., is given by the value of 
4 x deg(t::..). It was decided to keep the size ofthe disc in proportion to its degree, due to the 
---------
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Object 	 Record Component Name Stores 
Picture Disc 	 x the x-coordinate of the centre of the disc 

y the y-coordinate of the centre of the disc 

r the radius of the disc 

label the label of the disc 

basepoint the properties of the basepoint 

of the disc 
Basepoint 	 x the x-coordinate of the centre of the basepoint 
y the v-coordinate of the centre of the basepoint 
FirstArc the number of the first arc traversed 
after the basepoint, according to the 
orientation of the disc 
Arc 	 discs the coordinates of the centre of each disc 
label the label of the arc 
arc the arc numbers of the endpoints of each arc 
lines the lines used to construct the arc 
direction the direction of each connection point of the arc 
(1 denotes positive orientation, -1 otherwise) 
arrow the properties of the arrow of the arc 
color the colour of the arc 
Table 5.1: A table to show the features of graphical picture objects 
"..,_______ P", 
, b 	 a 
, 
U!I-----~---:--~,-~;-a 	 , b a 
, 
Figure 5.3: The areas a and b around a connection point 
fact that a disc can have numerous arcs incident upon it. After several empirical, somewhat 
arbitrary, tests it was decided that this factor was the optimal choice for a disc's radii, as 
it produced the most visually appealing picture discs. The XGAP Disc function is used to 
create basepoints. 
Arcs and arrows are constructed using the Line function of XGAP. Three of the components 
of the records for arcs: discs, arc and direction are lists of length two. Given an arc 
from Al to A2, the first element of each list gives the relevant properties for Al whilst those 
for A2 are given by the second entry of each list. Arrows are constructed concurrently with 
arcs. The arrow of an arc is given by a straight line transverse to the midpoint of that 
arc. It was deemed to be too computationally expensive to draw arrow heads, as this would 
involve calling the IntegerOfSquareRoot function three times. The following convention is 
therefore employed which utilises the IntegerOfSquareRoot function at most once. 
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Assume that there is a connection point of an arc a that is incident on disc ~. Let b and 
a denote small areas before and after the connection point is encountered when traversing 
the circumference of 6.. according to it's orientation, as shown in Figure 5.3. If the arrow is 
encountered in area b, (Le. before the arc) when travelling around a disc this implies that 
that connection point has negative orientation, whilst encountering the arrow in area a (i.e. 
after the arc) means that the arc endpoint has a positive rotation. 
A positive orientation means that the element which the connection point represents is given 
by the label of that arc. Similarly, a negative orientation indicates that the connection point 
represents the inverse of the label of the arc. 
Example 5.1 
Let x be the label of an arc incident on 6.. i,j, shown in Figure 5.4. When traversing i5~i, the 
arrow is met before the arc. The connection point of ~i therefore represents the element 
x-I, whilst x is the label of the connection point incident on ~j. The second diagram of 
Figure 5.4 shows that x is the label of both of the connection points on 6.. i and 6.. j . 
Figure 5.4: The technique used to depict arrows 
A simple way to remember this convention for arrows is to think that encountering the arc 
before the arrow is much that same as travelling with the orientation of the arc, thus meeting 
the arrow first is 'going against the flow' Le. a negative orientation. 
5.1.1 Picture Discs 
Picture discs are created using the function PictureDisc. This function takes as input the 
name of the sheet, sheet say, that this disc is to be drawn on; the coordinates of the centre 
of the disc; the length of it's radius and label. It then produces the required disc. The 
properties of the disc are then stored in the record for that disc. 
.~-------------------------------
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, ., 
: (0 Sheet) (@) Picture Henu) (0 Shortcut Keys)' 
Enter length of relator and/or label for disc 
Figure 5.5: Adding a picture disc using keyboard shortcuts 
Alternatively, the user can employ a shortcut technique by pressing the control key and the 
left mouse button at the point on the sheet where the centre of the disc is required. 
This shortcut calls the function AddPictureDisc which produces an XGAP dialogue box, 
as shown in Figure 5.5. This dialogue box asks for the length of the relator and the label 
of the disc. These two pieces of information are entered into the dialogue box, separated 
by a comma. If the relator information for sheet has been previously declared the user only 
needs to enter the disc's label. In this instance, the records in the Relatorlnformation 
component can be searched until the record containing that label is found. The relator 
corresponding to that label can then be obtained. In either case, the radius of the disc can 
be calculated by multiplying the length of the relator by four. AddPictureDisc then calls 
PictureDisc and the disc is drawn at the desired location of sheet. 
5.1.2 Arcs 
Arcs consist of a number of straight line segments; the general method to construct arcs 
involves determining the endpoints of, at most, 3 such lines. It is required that there is a 
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minimum of four vertical coordinate points between arc endpoints incident upon the same 
disc. This value of four was chosen because the radius of each disc is four times the degree 
of the disc. All arcs can therefore emanate from one quarter of the circumference of the 
disc, if necessary, whilst maintaining readability of arc labels and arrows. This readability 
factor was verified by performing several empirical tests on arcs incident upon discs with a 
variety of radii. 
Let a be an arc from connection point nl of Ll1 to connection point n2 of Ll2. The label, 
W (aD.\ ,nJ say, of the arc is stored as the element that a positive traversal of aAl ,nl repre­
sents. Given that .6. 1 and Ll2 have previously been drawn on a picture sheet, the concept 
adopted to construct a can be summarised as follows: 
• 	Estimate suitable initial coordinate points, (Xk,Yk), for the arc endpoint on the cir­
cumference of Llk (for k = {I, 2}). 
• 	 If arcs have been constructed on Llk' ensure that placing the endpoints of a at the 
coordinate (Xk' Yk) adheres to the existing rotation scheme of Llk. If this is not the 
case, change the coordinate values of (Xk' Yk) accordingly. 
• Ensure that drawing a with coordinate points {(Xl,Yl), (X2,Y2)} does not cause the 
arc to intersect .6.1 and/or Ll2 twice. If this is the case, a horizontal or vertical line, lk 
say, from (Xk,Yk) is needed to avoid this. The endpoints of lk are stored. Note that 
lk 	will become a line segment of 0:. 
• 	Draw a using the calculated values for the endpoints of the lines of a. The label of a 
is drawn at this stage. 
• 	 Find the direction of the connection points of 0:. 
• 	 Construct the arrow of a. 
Determining Initial Coordinate Points for 0: 
Given that k = {I, 2}, the idea is to estimate the values for (Xk' Yk) and then determine if 
. . . ch f Ll Clearly the most suitable choicethese values contravene any exlstmg rotatlOn s eme 0 k· , 
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of coordinates for the endpoints of a are the closest coordinates between the circumferences 
of ~1 and 6.2 . It was decided to select eight possible locations for these initial endpoints, 
as is illustrated in Figure 5.6. 
Figure 5.6: The possible initial locations for the endpoint of 0: 
The criteria for finding the most suitable coordinates for these endpoints of 0: is therefore 
based upon the coordinates of the centre of ~k (XC.,Yck)' 
Example 5.2 
If XC! = X C2 then the most appropriate method to construct 0: is between (1 and (5 of 6. 1 and. 
6.2 (where (1 and (5 are positions on the circumferences of a disc, as shown in Figure 5.6). It 
obviously depends upon the values of YC! and YC2 whether 0: is drawn between (5 of ~1 and 
(1 of 6.2, as shown in Figure 5.7a, or between (1 of 6.1 and (5 of ~2, as shown in Figure 5.7h. 
Figure 5.7: a) Initial Endpoints when YCl < YC2 
If rk depicts the radius of ~k then the coordinates of (j, for j = {I, 3, 5, 7} are not difficult 
to compute as they are given by a combination of the values of the centre of ~k and rk. The 
y-coordinates of (j, for j = {2,4,6,8}, are found from the formula: ± (rk/2). For these YCk 
latter points, the corresponding x-coordinate can be computed from the equation of a circle. 
Table 5.2 shows the criteria employed to select the appropriate location for the endpoints of 
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a. 
Criteria Point of 8~1 Point of 8~2 
XCI < X C2 and Yel < YC2 (4 (8 
Xc! < X C2 and Ye! > YC2 (2 (6 
Xc! > X C2 and YCI < Y C2 (6 (2 
XCI > X C2 and Yel > YC2 (8 (4 
XC! < X C2 and Yel = Y C2 (3 (7 
XCI> X C2 and VCl = YC2 (7 (3 
XC! = X C2 and VCI < YC2 (5 (1 
XC) = X C2 and VCI > YC2 (1 (5 
Table 5.2: The initial possible coordinates for endpoints of a 
Ensuring that a Adheres to the Rotation Scheme 
The second stage in the construction of a is to verify that constructing a with coordinates 
(Xl, Vl) and (X2, Y2) on the boundary of ~l and ~2 does not contravene the existing rotation 
scheme for each disc. Using ~l as an example, where a has initial endpoint (Xl, Yl), the 
following possibilities need to be examined: 
1. The arc a is the first arc to be drawn on ~l' 
2. No arc has been drawn at the point (Xl,Vl) and 
(a) the arc a is the second arc to be drawn on ~ 1 ; 
(b) at least two arcs have been constructed upon ~l before a has been drawn. 
3. An arc has been constructed previously at the point (Xl, Vl). 
Clearly, if a is the first arc to be constructed on ~1,2 this step is not required and the 
appropriate coordinates for the endpoints of a are given by one of the initial values, (j( for 
j = 1..8). 
Assume that a possibility other than 1 arises. It needs to be ensured that the connection 
points with arc numbers less (respectively more) than n1 occur before (resp. after) (Xl, V1) 
around the circumference of .6.1 , This involves examining the arcs that have been constructed 
on the sheet that are incident on .6.1 . A list can be produced from this information, where 
the ith component of the list stores the coordinates of the ith numbered arc incident on 
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the boundary of AI. An empty component indicates that the arc with that number has 
yet to be constructed. Performing this step also provides a way by which to check that the 
arc number nl, of a, has not been previously constructed. If this is the case, an error is 
signalled. By examining this list, it can be determined whether an arc has previously been 
constructed at the point (Xl, Y1)' 
Given that the situation described in case 2(a) has occurred, let al be the arc that has been 
constructed upon 5.6.1 with arc number N. Now al must be located at one of the positions 
of {}j (for j = {1 ..8}), say at position (X, Y) on ~l' since one of the values given in Table 5.2 
is always used for the first arc to be drawn upon a disc. All that remains in this situation is 
to ensure that there is sufficient (coordinate) difference between Y and Yl to construct all 
the arcs of Al that occur from N to nl' In other words, there must be 14(nl - N)I points 
between YI and Y. If this is not the case then there cannot be the required minimum of 4 
vertical units between each arc and hence the value for YI must be changed. 
The method to change the value of YI is depicted in Figure 5.8. This diagram gives the 
procedure to recompute the initial coordinate point of an arc endpoint, for the general case. 
In other words, using the general notation that is used in Figure 5.8, let one connection 
point of the arc a be the nth arc incident on ~. The initial coordinate values of this point 
have been calculated as (x, y). An arc has been drawn at the connection point ()t:.,N, at the 
point (X, Y). Given that X = X and Y = Y or Iy - YI < 4 then the value of Y is recalculated 
using this procedure. 
----
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Figure 5.8: The procedure to alter arc endpoints such that they adhere to the local rotation 
scheme of the disc 
Let (Jl;.,n have inital coordinates (x,y) and (Jl;.,N have 
coordinates (X, Y) . .6. has centre (xc, Yc) and radius T. 
no noIIsX-x?lIs X> xc? \. COl-
~ 
Is N < nand Y < Yc no 
ye~ 
or N > nand Y > yc? 

ye, 
y = y + 4(n - N) 
\ 
~4(n-N) \J 
no If X> XC, temp = 1;Is this value of y incident on 8.6.? \ j !------+ \ else temp = -1 
yes 
no Is N <n no Is N > n noIs N < n & X> xc?& X < xc?& X > xc? 
yest yest yes~ 
Y = 2(yc - r) - yy =2(yc - r) - yy=2(Yc+ r )-y y=2(yc+ r)-y 
temp = 1 temp =-1 temp =1 temp =-1 
1 1 

x = r2 - (yc _ y)2 
\ 
t 

x = Xc + (temp x IntegerOfSquareRoot(x)) J 
\ 
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To explain the technique given in Figure 5.8 in more detail, the following example is given. 
Note that, for consistency, the notation used in Figure 5.8 is adopted in Example 5.3. 
Example 5.3 
It is known that either X = x and Y = y or iy - YI < 4. Let X < Xc and N > n. The new 
coordinate value for y is given by Y - 4{n - N). This idea is illustrated in Figure 5.9. 
Figure 5.9: Determining the value of y 
The possibility arises, however, that changing the original value of y by 4(n - N) points, 

gives a vertical coordinate point that does not lie on 6~. Hence, there is not sufficient 

vertical distance for both X and x be less than, or both greater than, Xc. Oonsequently if 

X < Xc then x must be greater than Xc and vice versa. 

Example 5.3 (cont.) 

Assume that y > Yc + r, as is shown in the first diagram of Figure 5.10. In this example, 

X < Xc. Oonsequently, as the second diagram in Figure 5.10 depicts, X > Xc· 

,N=(X,Y) N=(X,Y)
,
, 
•(Xc,X;) 
n = (x,y) 
y =Y-4(n -N) 
Figure 5.10: Determining the value of y from the position of arc N 
Once the correct value for y-coordinate as been determined, the equation of a circle can now 
be used to compute the corresponding X value. 
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Returning back to the notation that has been used throughout this chapter, as detailed on 
Page 91, assume that more than one arc has been drawn upon ~l' The idea is to ensure 
that 0:: is incident on 8~1 between two relevant arc endpoints. The two arc's, 0::1 and 0::2 say, 
of ~1 whose arc numbers are closest to n are identified. For example, if the first, third and 
fifth arcs of ~1 have been drawn and nl = 4, the algorithm sets the third arc to be 0::1 and 
the fifth to be 0::2. 
A possible drawing of 0::, 0::1 and 0::2 is depicted in Figure 5.11. The coordinates of O::k, for 
k = {1,2}, are given by (X"'k'Y"'k)' 
Figure 5.11: A possible drawing of 0::1,0:: and 0::2 
To ensure that 0:: does lie in-between 0::1 and a2 on 6~l' the position of (X"'l' y",!) and 
(Xa2' Y"'2) relative to (XCll Ye!) could be considered. This gives a total of 15 possible combi­
nations that would need to be examined. 
Now, in the clockwise direction, 0:: could either lie in-between al and 0::2, or in-between 0::2 
and 0::1, depending on the arc numbers of 0::, al and 0::2. For each case there is therefore a 
further 2 possibilities to be examined. This gives a total of 30 cases to consider to determine 
if 0:: does lie in between X"'l and X"'2' It would increase computation time to search through 
the 30 cases. An alternative approach was therefore adopted which renders a more efficient 
algorithm. This involves theoretically cutting 6~1 at the point (XCI' Yet - 7'1) and transform­
ing the circumference of ~1 into a horizontal line, 1say, with an endpoint at (XCI' Yel - 7'1), 
as shown in Figure 5.12. 
Each point on the circumference of ~l can now be assigned a unique x-coordinate. Let 
HLine be a function such that HLine(xd gives the corresponding value of Xl on l. The 
values of this step function, HLine(x1), are depicted in Table 5.3. 
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x 

Figure 5.12: Illustrating the RLine function 
Criteria RLine(XI) 
Xl ::::: XCI' YI < Ycr Xl 
Yl :::; YCI 2(XCI +rd - Xl 
Xl < Xcl,Yl < YCI 4rl + Xl 
Table 5.3: A table to show how the corresponding x-coordinates are calculated 
Once the RLine values of Xl, XOI and XCk2 have been computed, the number of possibilities 
that need to be examined is reduced to 3: 
If one of the above equations are satisfied, then it is obvious that constructing 00 at position 
(Xl,Yl) does not contravene the local rotation of ~l. Note that, due to the way arcs are 
constructed, there must be sufficient vertical distance to draw a in-between 001 and 002 on 
oLl l . The algorithm does check, however, if there is the required distance between al and 00 
and a and a2; it may be the case that the value of Yl needs to be changed by several points. 
If this occurs, the value of Xl is recalculated accordingly. 
If the corresponding value for Xl does not lie in one of these three cases, a cannot be bounded 
byal and a2. The values for the endpoints of a on OLll are then temporarily set to those of 
(XCkll YO!l)' The method given below is then utilised to compute the appropriate coordinate 
values for the connection points of a. 
The final case to consider is that given by case 3. If an arc has been constructed previously 
at the position of (Xl, YI) then the initial values for the endpOint of a on oLl l need to be 
altered. The idea is to use the arc that has been drawn at (Xl, Yl). The method depicted in 
Figure 5.8 is then employed to compute the new coordinates for the endpoint of a incident 
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The above process for determining the position of the endpoint of an arc from an initial 
estimation is repeated for the arcs on A2 • The coordinate values for the endpoints of a have 
now been determined such that they adhere to the rotation scheme for A1 and A2, and that 
they are the required distance apart on the disc's circumference. 
Determining the lines of a 
Constructing a with endpoints {(Xl, Y1), (X2' Y2)} could result in a intersecting .6.1 and/or 
6.2 twice. This is not a useful situation as it reduces the readability of the overall picture; it 
not only looks confusing, as is shown in Figure 5.13a, but it is difficult for a user to interpret 
the direction of the arc's arrow. (In Figure 5.13a, all the arrows are intended to have a 
positive orientation.) 
Figure 5.13: a) Intersecting 6.1 twice b)The effect of constructing h 
Assume that a does intersect 6.1 twice. This problem is alleviated by constructing either 
a vertical or horizontal line, h, of length four units from the point (Xl, Y1). If Xl < XCl or 
Xl> XCl the endpoints for h are given by {(X1,Y1),(Xl-4,yd} or {(X1,Y1), (Xl +4,yd} 
respectively. If Xl = XC1 then the second endpoint of h is given either by (Xl> Y1 + 4) or 
(X1,Y1 - 4) depending upon whether Y1 is greater or less than Yel· Figure 5.13b shows the 
effect of adding these horizontal and vertical lines to the arcs in Figure 5.13a. The value of 
4 was chosen as it is large enough to be seen but small enough to reduce the possibility that 
It crosses the boundary of a disc adjacent to .6.1 ­
Clearly the line from it to the neighbourhood of .6.2 may still intersect Al twice, the only way 
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this can be avoided is to increase the length of h. This could then cause the aforementioned 
problem: crossing another disc close to ~l' Nevertheless, even if the arc continues to 
intersect ~l twice, constructing l does improve the readability of the arc. This is because 
the point on the circumference of the disc that Q: emanates from is clearer. Obviously, the 
same procedure can be applied to situations when Q: intersects ~2 twice. 
The number of times a line intersects with an arc is found by determining the number of 
roots of the equation: 
This is the solution of the equation of the line, YCl = mXC1 + c, with the equation of the 
circle (YC1 - yd2 + (XC1 - XI)2 = rr. If Q: does intersect ~k (again, k = {I, 2}) twice, the 
endpoints for lk are calculated. The coordinate points for the endpoints of each line of Q: 
are now known. Accordingly, each line of Q: can be constructed using the Line command of 
XGAP. 
Constructing the label and arrow of Q: 
Recall that an arc can represent both a generator of a presentation and the generator's 
inverse. It is impractical to store both of these elements, and indeed only one element can 
be written on-screen as a label of an arc. The label of a is therefore stored as the generator 
(or it's inverse) of P that is obtained from a clockwise traversal of 0'.6.1' 
Visually, the element that a connection point represents is determined by the label of the 
arc, the direction of the arrow and the orientation of the disc associated with the connection 
point. The XGAP Line function attaches a label around the neighbourhood of the line's 
midpoint (due to the implementation of this XGAP function, the exact location for the 
label depends upon the values of the endpoints of the line). The label of a is drawn close 
to the midpoint of the line of Q: that begins in the neighbourhood of ~l and terminates in 
the neighbourhood of Az. For instance, if both hand 12 exist, W(O'.6.l>nJ is placed in the 
neighbourhood of the midpoint of the line that connects hand h· 
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Figure 5.14: A possible drawing of 0: 
The generator that each connection point depicts also needs to be obtained efficiently at 
a programming level. The difficulty that arises here is that if D.l has an anti-clockwise 
orientation the label of 0: that is stored, W(a.6.1,nJ, is not the generator that a.6.1,nl depicts. 
Similarly, although W(aD.l,nJ- 1 gives the generator that a clockwise traversal of a.6.2,n2 
represents, this may not be the required generator for that connection point. 
Example 5.4 
In Figure 5.14 the label of the connection point incident on D.I is x. The label that is stored 
at a programming level, however, is x-I. 
This problem is overcome by storing the direction of the two connection points of each arc in 
a list of length two. This list then provides the direction of the arc. The first (respectively 
second) entry of the list, o:! . direction, gives the direction of the arc with respect to a 
clockwise transversal of .6.1 (resp. D.z). A positive orientation of the arc is denoted by 1, 
a negative orientation by -1. The label of the kth connection point of 0:, where k = {1,2}, 
can therefore be computed by W(a.6.1,nl)O:! .direction[kJ. 
Example 5.4 (cont.) 
In Figure 5.14, the direction of 0: is given by the list [-1,1]. This indicates that the generator 
that a.6.1,nl depicts is given by W(a.6.1,nl)-I. Similarly, W(CT.6. 1 ,nl) represents the label of 
It is not difficult to construct the direction of 0:, all that is required is to examine the 
orientation of D.1 and .6.2. Table 5.4 demonstrates the four possible options for the direction 
of 0:. Directed arcs have now been created at a programming level. This method could be 
adapted to produce directed graphs in XGAPj a feature that has been requested. (See [62] 
for more information.) 
The last part of the arc to be constructed is the arrow. As explained previously, the arrow 
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Orientation of .6. 1 Orientation of .6.2 Direction of Arc 
+ + [1,-1] 
- - [-1,1] 
+ - [1,1] 
- + [-1,-1] 
Table 5.4: The four possibilities for the direction of a 
is depicted by a short horizontal or vertical line. The arrow is constructed transverse to a 
line, I, of a and has length five units. Since that the label of the arc is always given with 
respect to a clockwise traversal of (j6. 1 ,nll the direction of the arrow is always constructed 
with a positive orientation to .6.1 . 
If l is either a vertical or a horizontal line, computing the coordinates for the arrows end­
points is not a complex procedure. Let the coordinates for endpoints of l be given by 
of l has been found, the second endpoint of the arrow is given by (XM, YM ±5). The decision 
to add or subtract five coordinate points to YM depends upon the values of xh and X12 , as 
is shown in Figure 5.15. For example, if Xl 2 > Xl, (respectively xZ 2 < xh) then five units 
are subtracted (resp. added) to YM. 
Figure 5.15: a) The arrow of a when xh < Xl 2 b) The arrow of a when xh > Xl 2 
For vertical lines, the remaining endpoint of the arrow is determined by adding or subtracting 
five units from XM. Again, in this situation only two possibilities need to be considered: if 
Yh < Yl 2 the remaining endpoint is (XM - 5,YM), whereas if Yl, > Yl2 the coordinates for 
the arrow are {(XM, YM), (XM + 5, YM)}. 
GG 
Figure 5.16: a) A drawing of a b) Constructing the arrow by comparing X C1 and Xh 
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It may seem surprising that the position of (XII,Yh) and (Xl 2 ,Yl2) are considered when 
determining the coordinate point for the remaining endpoint of the arrow, rather than 
(Xh ,Y1I) and (XCI' YCI)' If (XIll YIJ and (XCI' YCI) are compared, consider the case when the 
arrow is vertical and Xh < XCI' The coordinates of the endpoints of the arrow would be 
given by {(XM,YM),(XM,YM -5)}. 
Consider the diagram in Figure 5.16a, where xh < XCI' Constructing the arrow by comparing 
xh and XCI gives the coordinates for the endpoints as {(XM, YM), (XM, YM - 5)}, as shown 
in Figure 5.l6b. When traversing 6.1 in Figure 5.l6b in a clockwise direction, however, 
the arrow is encountered before the arc! This contradicts the convention that the arrow 
should have a positive orientation with respect to a clockwise traversal of 6.1 . Nevertheless, 
if the location of XI2 is compared to XII as opposed to xc" the arrow is given the coordinate 
points {(XM,YM), (XM,YM + 5)}, as required. The same argument can be applied when 
constructing horizontal arrows. 
Figure 5.17: a) Drawing arrows when m > \1\ b) Drawing arrows when m < Ill,m -j:. 0 
Determining the endpoints of arrows for arcs that have gradients not equal to one or zero is 
more difficult. After several trials it was found that if the gradient, m, of l is less than 11\ 
(and not equal to zero) the most appropriate technique to visualise the arrow was by using 
a vertical line. In other words, the coordinates for the endpoints of the arrow would given 
by {(XM,YM), (XM,YM ± 5)}. The decision to add or subtract five units from YM again 
depends upon whether XII is greater or less than X1 2 , as is shown in Figure 5.17a. 
Similarly, for m > \1\ the coordinates for the endpoints of the arrow are {(XM' YM), (XM ± 
5, YM )}. If the value of YI, was greater (respectively less) than that of Yl 2 then the coordinates 
for the endpoints of the arrow are given by {(XM,YM),(XM + 5,YM)} (resp. {(XM,YM), 
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(XM - 5,YM)})' This logic is shown in Figure 5.17b. 
Given that one of the coordinates for the arrow is the midpoint of 0:, Table 5.5 summarises 
the criteria employed to calculate the coordinates for the remaining endpoint. 
Gradient of l Criteria Coordinates 
0 Xli < X12 (XM,YM + 5) 

XI, > Xlz (XM,YM - 5) 

1 Yl! < Yl 2 (XM + 5,YM) 

Ylt > Yl 2 (xM-5,YM) 

Iml < 1,m#O xli > Xlz (XM,YM+5) 

Xl! < Xlz (XM,YM - 5) 

Iml > 1 Yh > Yl 2 (XM + 5,YM) 

Yl l < Yl 2 (XM - 5,YM) 

Table 5.5: The criteria to determine coordinates of arrows 
This general procedure for constructing arrows is implemented in the function Arc. The 
input parameters for this function are as follows: the sheet, the picture discs, ~1 and ~2, 
a list for the arc numbers of the connection points, [nl' n2], and the label of the connection 
point O'Ai,nl (again, with a respect to a clockwise traversal of ~l)' Once the arc has been i;'1 
created, it's properties are stored in the record for that arc. 
Arcs can also be drawn with the function ArcWithCoords and ArcWithBends. The first of 
these functions enables the user to specify the coordinate points of (Xl, yd and/or (X2, Y2). 
Due to the fact that XGAP can only work with integer coordinates it can be cumbersome to 
find a coordinate point that lies exactly on the circumference of a disc, thus a small margin 
of error is allowed for the values of (Xj,Yj), for j = {1,2}. 
If (Xj,Yj) does not lie on a disc's boundary ArcWithCoords searches through a small neigh­
bourhood of points around (Xj, Yj) to find a point on the circumference. If such a point 
cannot be found an error is signalled and the arc is not drawn. If a point can be found, 
however, then the function uses that value for the location of an endpoint of the arc. This 
function ensures that placing the arc endpoints at these coordinate values does not transgress 
the existing rotation scheme for ~l and/or ~2' ArcWithCoords constructs arcs by employ­
ing the Same technique as the general method described above. 
ArcWithBends takes a collection of coordinate points (including (Xl, yd and (X2' Y2)) which 
form the points where 'bends' occur in the arc; these bends are created by drawing separate 
• 
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lines whose endpoints correspond to the given coordinate points. It is thought that this 
latter function will not be used directly by a user but is intended more for the automatic 
visualisation of pictures, implemented in the DrawPicture function described in Chapter 6. 
For this reason, this function does not check that the endpoints of the arc concur with the 
existing rotation scheme of the discs they are incident upon. This fact would be known by 
DrawPicture, and so to retest this would be unnecessary. Alternatively, if the user used 
ArcWithBends directly and the rotation scheme of a disc was contravened, the function 
EnterPicture (described in Section 5.3) would highlight the error. 
5.1.3 Basepoints 
Basepoints are XGAP discs of radius three and are drawn on the boundary of an existing disc 
with either the functions Basepoint or PlaceBasepoint. The first function automatically 
computes the location of the basepoint, whilst the latter enables the user to place the 
basepoint at a certain point on the boundary of the disc. 
The two functions take as input the picture sheet, sheet, and diSC, 6. say, that the basepoint 
is to be drawn on. PlaceBasepoint also takes a list of length two which gives the arc 
numbers that the basepoint must be placed between. With this latter function sheet! . arcs 
is examined to find the two arcs incident upon 6.. This gives two sets of coordinates, (Xl, Y1) 
and (X2, Y2) say, for the endpoints of the relevant arcs incident upon 6.. 
The procedure to find the midpoint between these points involves using the HLine function 
which theoretically cuts the boundary of 6. and transforms it into a horizontal line, as 
described in Section 5.1.2. The corresponding values of X1,2 on this line are computed 
according to the method given in Table 5.3. The midpoint of the boundary between (Xl, Yl) 
HLine(X2) - HLine(Xl))-l
HLine ( HLine(X1) + 2 
.. 

The y-coordinate of this midpoint is calculated using the equation of the circle. The centre 
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of the basepoint is then placed at this position. 
The Basepoint function can only be called when all arcs incident upon ~ have been 
constructed. The relator that ~ represents is determined either by referring to the relator 
information of that picture or, if this has not been defined, by calling the DataStructure 
function. DataStructure computes, and stores, the relator information and rotation scheme 
of a picture from it's drawing (see Section 5.3). Note that in the latter case, all arcs of the 
picture must be constructed to obtain the data structure of the picture. 
This step was seen as a more efficient approach to adopt rather than requiring that the 
relator be given as an input parameter for Basepoint. Firstly, it ensures that the picture is 
a picture over a group presentation; if the data structure cannot be computed the drawing 
must not depict a picture over that presentation. Moreover if the data structure of the 
picture does not exist, the drawing on the sheet is nothing more than a collection of picture 
objects. At a programming level this drawing only becomes a picture when its data structure 
has been stored. It is therefore advantageous to calculate and store the data structure of a 
picture at the earliest moment. 
Once the relator that ~ represents has been identified, Basepoint implements a procedure 
similar to CheckDiscs (as described in Chapter 2), to find the location of the basepoint. This 
method involves searching through sheet! . arcs for all, n say, arcs that are incident on the 
disc. The generator that the endpoint of these arcs depicts is given by taking the label of the 
arc and multiplying it by that connection point's direction. The disc is traversed according 
to its orientation. The labels of the connection points are stored as they are encountered 
and a word, W(O"A,r)W(Ull.,2)··· W(O"6.,n), is produced. This word is permuted until it 
equals the desired relator, say W(Ull.,i)W(O"ll.,Hd··· W(Ull.,i-l). One possible location of 
the basepoint is then between the arcs numbered by W(O"6.,i-l) and W(O"A,i). Again the 
procedure to find the midpoint between two coordinates on the circumference of a disc is 
employed and the basepoint is produced with its centre at this position. 
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5.2 Manipulating Picture Objects 
This section describes how picture objects can be manipulated on-screen. Picture discs, 
basepoints, arcs and arrows can all be deleted with the Delete procedure. This is an 
adaption of the XGAP Delete function which destroys the object from the sheet. If a line 
of an arc is to be deleted and the arc's arrow is incident upon that line, the arrow and the 
label of the arc are also deleted. 
The XGAP Highlight function has also been altered to apply to picture discs and arcs. 
This function changes the colour of the circumference of discs and arc lines to green and 
increases their width. As will be shown, this is a useful visual aid when an object is being 
manipulated. 
5.2.1 Picture Discs 
Picture discs can be moved to a different position on the sheet with the function MoveDisc. 
Given an existing disc, D., and a set of coordinates for its new centre, MoveDisc deletes 60 
from it's position and redraws it at the new location. The basepoint and all the arcs that 
were incident on 60 are deleted from their original position and redrawn accordingly. 
The arcs are redrawn by finding all arcs on the sheet that emanate from D.. For each arc, 
the other disc that it is attached to, the label and the arc numbers of the endpoints are 
stored. The arc is then deleted and redrawn with the ArcWithCoords function. Basepoints 
are easily redrawn by saving the property FirstArc, deleting the original basepoint and 
constructing it at the new location using PlaceBasepoint. 
Discs can also be moved to a new location on the picture sheet by pressing the control key and 
the right mouse button directly on the disc and dragging it to a position. When a control and 
right mouse click oceurs, at position (X, Y) on the sheet say, this calls PropertiesOfDisc. 
This then finds the dil:lc, 6., whose circumference binds (X, Y). The boundary of 60 is 
highlighted. When control-right dick is released at a new location on-screen, this point now 
becomes of the centre of D.. MoveDisc is called and D., it's basepoint and the arcs that are 
• 1 
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incident upon it, are redrawn accordingly. 
5.2.2 Arcs 
Arcs can be manipulated in three ways: "bends" in arcs can be created, the endpoint of an 
arc can be moved around a disc and the position of a line of an arc can be changed. The 
first two of these functions can be called by employing keyboard shortcuts, where a line of 
an arc is selected by placing the cursor over it and pressing certain keys and mouse buttons. 
It can be quite difficult to place the cursor exactly at a point on the line. If the selected 
point is not incident on a line, a small neighbourhood of coordinate points around the point 
is searched to locate the required line. 
Let a be an arc with a line, l, which has endpoints at {(Xl, YI), (X2 ,yz)} with (Xb, Yb) a point 
on the sheet. A bend of a is produced at (Xb, Yb) by deleting I and creating two lines with 
endpoints {(Xl,Yl), (Xb,Yb)} and {(Xb,Yb), (X2,Y2)}. lfthe arrow of a was incident upon the 
original line l, this is also deleted with I and redrawn at the midpoint of the first of the two 
new lines. The procedure is called with the shortcut procedure 'shift right click'. The user 
selects a point of a with the shift key and right mouse button. This activates UserDragArc 
which searches through the lines of arcs on the sheet until the line that the user has selected 
is found; this line is then highlighted. The user drags the cursor to the desired point for 
(Xb, Yb) and releases 'shift right click'. The required bend of a is then constructed. 
Arc endpoints can be moved around the circumference of a disc by using the shortcut 'shift 
left click'. The user selects an are, a, by pressing the shift key and the right mouse button 
and drags a connection point of a to a new point on the boundary of the disc, tl say, that 
it is incident upon. Once a has been selected the algorithm searches through all arcs on the 
sheet until a is found. 
Again, a is highlighted. The point at where the user released 'shift right click', (X, Y) say, 
becomes a possible new endpoint for a. The picture discs that a is incident upon are found 
by the function PropertiesOfDisc. The label and arc numbers of a are stored and a is 
deleted from the sheet. ArcWithCoords is used to redraw a with an endpoint at (X, Y) on 
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6.. If (X, Y) does not lie in a small neighbourhood of 56., or constructing the endpoint at 
(X, Y) contravenes the existing rotation scheme for 6., ArcWithCoords signals the error and 
does not draw the arc here. In this situation the arc is redrawn at the original position. 
The position of the endpoints of a line, l, of an arc 0: can be changed using the function 
MoveArcLine. This requires 0:, the line l and the new coordinate values for the endpoints of 
l as input parameters. This procedure deletes l from the sheet and redraws it accordingly. 
Furthermore, if the arrow of 0: was incident upon l originally, then the arrow is also redrawn. 
Unfortunately this function could not have a shortcut procedure associated with it. This is 
due to the fact that XGAP only admits four callback functions. These callback procedures 
have been assigned to the functions that, it was felt, would be the most useful for the user. 
5.2.3 Basepoints 
The function ChangeBasepoint enables a user to modify the position of the existing base­
point on a disc, 6.. Let l be the first arc that occurs after the basepoint, according to the 
orientation of 6.. The same concept as that utilised by Basepoint is employed to change 
the basepoint. The word w is obtained by reading the labels of the connection points of the 
arcs around 6., according to its orientation and the direction of the line, beginning from arc 
l. This word is permuted until it is again identically equal to the relator of 6.. If this does 
not occur, a message declaring that there is only one possible location of the basepoint on 6. 
is produced. If 6. has more than one basic corner, however, the original basepoint is deleted 
and a new basepoint constructed at the next possible position from l. This procedure can 
be iteratively called so that the basepoint can be drawn at any basic corner of 6.. 
5.3 Capabilities of the Editor 
There are three main parts to the features of SPICE. The first two sections are related to 
the picture sheet menus: one enables a user to gain information about the picture, or set of 
pictures, being depicted, and another allows pictures to be saved, either as they appear on 
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screen or as a postscript file. The third part of SPICE contains functions that are utilised 
to provide a deeper internal structure to the picture that the sheet represents. 
5.3.1 The Picture Menu 
Let P be a picture drawn on a picture sheet, sheet. The three main pieces of information 
about P that can be obtained directly from sheet are the rotation scheme, the relator 
information and the identity sequence of P. If P is part of a generating set of pictures 
then the identity sequences for all pictures in the generating set can also be produced. 
The Picture Menu contains the entries Data Structure for Picture and Save Data 
Structure. Data Structure for Picture displays the data structure of the picture in the 
XGAP window, whilst Save Data Structure asks for a filename where the data structure 
can be saved. If a picture does not have a rotation scheme or a list for the relator information 
associated with it, selecting either of these option calls the function DataStructure. This 
function computes the rotation scheme and relator information for the picture simultane­
ously, and is described below. 
The rotation scheme for P from its drawing is computed using the following method. For 
each disc, 6i, the length of the disc's radius is divided by four to give the number of 
components in the list for the local rotation of i::J.. i . Let a be an arc from i::J.. i to i::J.. j ' with 
connection points {O"6.;,n,O"6.;,m}. The nth entry for local rotation of disc 6 i contains 
the list: [6 j , m, a!'labelCt!.direction[l]]. Obviously, the connection point associated with 
0" A , can also be determined easily from this information. This process is repeated for all 
J...).J,m 
arcs incident upon i::J.. i , and all discs until the rotation scheme, II, for P is obtained. 
For each relator of the presentation, a record can be constructed with the component 
Relator set equal to that relator. These records form the basis for RelatorInformation. 
From II, the relator that a disc, i::J.. i say, represents can be computed from the product of the 
generators in IIA ;, using a similar procedure to CheckDiscs. The record for this relator is 
found by searching through RelatorInformation; if the label of the disc is positive (respec­
tively negative) then i is appended to the PositiveDiscs (resp. NegativeDiscs). If the 
'"
.' 
'" 
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Label component for that relator has not been stored previously then it is obtained from 

the label for disc i. Iterating this procedure for all discs in P gives the Relatorlnformation 

structure, as required. 

The identity sequence a picture represents can be obtained by selecting 'Identity Sequence 

of Picture' from the Picture Menu. This calls the function VisualIdentitySequence. This 

is a similar function as IdentitySequenceFromPicture, described in Chapter 3, however 

here the external region is the visualised external region and not the region with the largest 

number of connection points. The identity sequence that is produced therefore corresponds 

to the displayed picture. If no exterior region has been declared in the properties of sheet, 

the algorithm again chooses that region with the largest number of connection points. 

The identity sequences for all the pictures in the generating set can be obtained by selecting 

Display Identity Sequences of Generating Set, which calls the 

Ident i tySequenceFromPicture procedure. 

Example 3.2 (cont.) 

A presentation for the group Q4 is given by < a,b;a-2b4 ,a-1bab >. A picture over this 

presentation, together with output produced by calling the 'Identity Sequence of Picture' 

command is given in Figure 5.18, were fl = a and f2 = b. 

5.3.2 Opening and Saving Pictures 
Pictures can be saved in two ways: as objects on picture sheets or as a postscript file. The 
first of these option enables a user to reopen existing pictures on picture sheets. These 
pictures can then be manipulated or information about the presentation they represent can 
be obtained. 
Saving pictures as postscript type enables the complete picture to be seen easily, as only 
sections of large picture sheets can be seen on-screen at once. Moreover, it counteracts the 
problem of using a drawing package to reproduce the picture for publications: as it can be 
time consuming to draw pictures by hand, it is an even bigger task to make use of various 
drawing packages to produce these pictures. Furthermore using SPICE to create pictures 
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([]) Sheet) (III Picture Henu) (I]) Shortcut I(e!:ls) 

Group{ [ fl, f2 ] ) 

fL"-l 
f2"-1 
gap) PointerButtonDo~n(O,157,124,1>, 

gap} HenuSelected( 0, 1, 5 }, 

The identity sequence for this picture is 
[ [ [ f2~-4*fl~2, <identity •••> ], [ fl~-1*f2*fl*f2, fl~-l ]~

[ f2~-1~fl~-1*f2~-1~fll f2 ], [ fl~-2~f2~4, f2 ] ] ] 
gap) ..... 
Figure 5.18: The output from selecting the 'Identity Sequence of Picture' option 
ensures that there are no drawing errors in the picture. 
The technique adopted to save picture objects on graphic sheets is to store the information 
used to create each object in a text file. For instance, discs are created with coordinates 
for the centre of the disc, a radius and a label. For each disc this information is stored in 
a list and appended to the list that contains the lists for all discs in that picture. There is 
also a list of lists for arcs and basepoints. This information can be acquired easily from the 
properties of these objects. The label of the arcs need to be transformed into a string, in 
order that the text file the information is saved in can be read by GAP. The external region 
is also transformed into string and saved into a list. 
The remaining information needed to save a sheet is the name, height and width of the 
picture sheet itself, again this stored as a list. Generated sets of pictures can be saved into 
the one file by creating separate arrays of lists for each picture. This is useful when opening 
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saved pictures as SPICE inherently knows that the pictures are part of a generating set and 
the property GeneratingSet can be automatically computed for each picture sheet in the 
set. 
Pictures saved in this fashion can be opened with the function OpenPictureEditor, which 
takes the name of the text file the pictures are saved in and the group presentation they 
represent. The text file is read as a function and for each array of lists a separate picture 
sheet is created. The functions PictureDisc, ArcWithBends and Basepoint are used to 
reconstruct the picture objects. The underlying properties of each sheet are stored: FpGroup, 
GeneratingSet and ExternalRegion. The function DataStructure computes the rotation 
scheme and relator information of that picture. 
Saving pictures as postscript files involves creating postscript strings for picture discs, base­
points and arcs. This technique utilises the existing postscript strings for XGAP objects: 
the postscript string for picture discs is the XGAP string for circles, which in turn stores 
the label of the disc; basepoints are given by the postscript string for XGAP discs and arcs 
can be represented by postscript strings for lines (again this automatically stores the arc's 
label). 
5.3.3 Storing the Properties of a Picture 
Functions have been implemented that enable the user to store properties of a picture they 
have created. At a programming level, these functions give a structure and meaning to the 
picture. These functions are described as follows: 
FpGroupOfPicture This enables the user to store the presentation that the picture 
repref)ents. 
EnterGeneratingSet This function stores a set of pictures as a generating set of a 
pn~f)(mtation. Each picture sheet is assigned a number, which corresponds to the num­
ber of the picture in the generating set. The rotation scheme and relator information 
of the pictures (lre also computed and stored using DataStructure. 
I 
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RelatorLabels allows the user to assign labels directly to relators. This is useful when 
drawing discs on-screen using keyboard shortcuts, as now only the label itself needs 
to be entered. 
EnterPicture If a collection of arcs and discs have been drawn directly on-screen this func­
tion investigates if they form a picture over a presentation by constructing basepoints 
on each disc. If the user has also drawn the basepoint on each disc manually (us­
ing PlaceBasepoint), the function checks that the word obtained by traversing the 
boundary of each disc, from the basepoint, gives a relator of the presentation (Le. it 
calls the CheckDiscs function). In both cases, if this test is passed, then the data 
structure for that picture is constructed and saved together with the properties of the 
sheet. 
EnterPictureWithPlanarityTest This function is the similar to EnterPicture however, 
after the data structure for the picture has been constructed, a planarity test is per­
formed on the picture. The reason for this is that a planar picture may look non-planar 
due to the way in which arcs are drawn. The manipulation procedures described in 
Section 5.2 can be employed to rectify this problem, but a user may wish to know if a 
complex picture is planar before attempting to modify it. 
5.4 Database of Pictures 
The editor also contains a database of generating pictures for presentations of the 45 non­
abelian groups of order less than 32. These pictures have been constructed using the 
DrawPicture program with the identity sequences provided by [24]. These 45 presenta­
tions are given in Appendix C. The pictures in the database have been modified, using the 
functions described above, for readability. 
Each presentation has two files associated with it: one file gives the data structure for the 
presentation and the second stores the graphical information about each picture object. 
Both files are called by the group that the presentation represents or by Pn, if the group 
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defined by the nth presentation in Appendix C does not have an associated name. 
The files that contain the data structure of the picture have the extension' .pic', whilst 
the extension' . sp' denotes files that store the graphical information. The data structure 
files store the presentation, the identity sequences that generate 7r2, the relator information 
and rotation scheme for each generating picture. These files were constructed using the 
PictureFromldentitySequences program, with the Label component of each record in 
relator information inserted manually. 
The database provides a library of generating sets which can be referred to when 
investigating properties of 11:2 and be used to test new ideas and geometric algorithms. 
The idea is that if a user 'discovers' a new set of generating pictures for a presentation, this 
set can be submitted to an email forum and added to the SPICE database. In this way 
the knowledge of 3-presentations increases. The aim of the database, as with all SPICE 
software, is to provide tools which could assist in computing a deeper understanding of the 
second homotopy module. 
5.5 Conclusions 
The chapter has presented the features of SPICE and it's graphical picture objects. It is felt 
that SPICE is a useful picture drawing editor: it enables a user to draw, and manipulate 
pictures manually on-screen and it has standard drawing editor functionality such as opening 
and saving pictures. Furthermore, it has functions associated with it that enable a user to 
see properties of a picture that is displayed on a picture sheet. 
Notwithstanding that SPICE is a worthwhile tool, there are some areas were it could be 
improved. The current method of drawing arcs could be modified such that arc crossings 
are completely avoided, for instance. As will be shown in the next chapter, however, this 
is an NP-hard task. Furthermore, it would be visually more appealing, and increase the 
readability of the picture, if an approximated spline was used to construct arcs, as opposed 
to a collection of straight line segments. Being able to draw arcs directly on-screen and 
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increasing the number of short-cut functions would also make this editor more user-friendly. 

It is hoped that these modifications, along with new algorithms and generating pictures, 

will be added to SPICE in the future so that it becomes a useful and practical software tool 

for studying the second homotopy module. 

Chapter 6 
The Visualisation of Pictures 
This chapter presents a graph drawing algorithm that visualises pictures from a given 
representation. SPICE picture sheets, described in Chapter 5, are used to display these pic­
tures. Drawing planar graphs is a fundamental graph drawing problem (see [15] for example) 
with an NP-hard complexity [31]. Existing planar graph drawing algorithms are described in 
Section 2 of this chapter. The majority of these existing algorithms, however, are only valid 
for simple graphs. This algorithm uses the basic idea of these techniques and expands them 
to visualise pictures. It transpires that the method presented here does not always produce 
perfect picture drawings as arc crossings may still be present. Nevertheless, in the worse 
case scenario, it does provide an initial drawing of a picture. The techniques described in 
Chapter 5 can be employed such that the resultant picture can be easily manipulated to 
improve readability and look 'aesthetically pleasing'. A theoretical algorithm has been de­
veloped which would improve upon the picture drawing algorithm, but as is shown in the 
final section of this chapter, would be extremely difficult to implement. 
6.1 Existing Graph Drawing Algorithms 
A graph can have infinitely many drawings associated with it. The aim of graph drawing 
algorithms is to produce aesthetically pleasing, readable graphs. The readability of a graph 
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is the "capability of conveying the meaning of the diagram quickly and clearly" [15J. For 
instance, it is much easier to obtain information from a planar, straight line graph that one 
that contains many bends and edge crossings. 
The problem of producing such useful graph drawings has been examined extensively; this 
is shown in a bibliography of graph drawing algorithms [15] which cites over 300 refer­
ences. This diversity comes from the fact that there is a large number of applications 
where producing graph drawings automatically is a useful tool. In computer science such 
applications include artificial intelligence (knowledge-representation diagrams), databases 
(entity-relationship diagrams), decision support systems (PERT networks, activity trees), 
information systems (organisation charts), real-time systems (Petri nets, state-transition 
diagrams) and software engineering (data flow diagrams, subroutine-call graph, program 
nesting trees, object-orientated class hierarchies). Applications can also be found in other 
areas of science: evolutionary trees in biology, map schematics in cartography and molecular 
drawings in chemistry, to name but a few. 
For each graph type there is a set of graphic standards which provide the criteria that the 
graphs in this set need to satisfy. These graphic standards include the drawing convention 
and aesthetics of the graph. The drawing convention gives the type of graph drawing required 
whether it be that each edge in the graph is drawn as: 
• 	 a straight line segment (this produces a straight-line graph drawing); 
• 	 a polygonal chain (this produces a polyline graph drawing); 
• 	 an alternating collection of horizontal and vertical line segments (this produces an 
orthogonal drawing). This graphical standard cannot be utilised to produce a picture 
drawing due to the fact that only graphs with vertices of degree at most four admit a 
planar orthogonal drawing ([16], Chapter 5). 
The other main drawing conventions are grid drawings, where vertices, edge bends and edge 
crossing have integer coordinates, and planar drawings. (See [16], Chapter 2 for a detailed 
deSCription of all of these conventions.) 
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The aesthetics, meanwhile, are the properties that influence the readability of the graph. 
These include minimisation of: edges crossings, the area of the graph, the number of edge 
bends and edge length. Other desirable aesthetics include symmetry and the maximisation of 
the angle between two edges incident of the same vertex (defined as the angular resolution). 
Optimising these properties would produce an extremely readable graph. The problem is, 
however, that not only is achieving these aesthetics NP-hard ([15],[16], [30]) but obtaining the 
optimisation of one aesthetic generally conflicts with the optimisation of another. Appendix 
A of [16] provides the upper and lower bounds between the aesthetics criteria for many 
different graphs. 
The first graph drawing algorithm was given in Knuth's [49] work on visualising flow charts. 
Since this time there has been a plethora of work in the area and a small selection is discussed 
here for comparison with the proposed technique. 
Fary [26], Stein [75] and Wagner [80] independently proved that every planar graph can be 
drawn in the plane with straight-line edges. This result was implemented in an algorithm by 
Reed [59], however the resulting diagrams placed vertices very close together, thus requiring 
that these graphs were produced on high-resolution display devices. A similar problem was 
also evident in the polynomial-time algorithm of Tutte [77] which produces a straight-line 
drawing of a triconnected planar graph (a graph that cannot be separated by the removal 
of less than 3 vertices) where every interior face is a convex polygon. Chiba et al. (11) 
improved this algorithm to one that has a linear time complexity, but again, unsatisfactory 
layouts were produced. 
The work of de Fraysseix et al. [14] improved upon Reed's method by presenting a technique 
in which planar triangulated graphs (a planar graph where every interior region has three 
edges) are constructed using a straight line drawing convention where every vertex is placed 
upon grid coordinates. The readability of these graphs is reduced, however, due to the fact 
that they can produce drawings with a very small angular resolution. Malitz and Papakostas 
[56] overcome this difficulty by showing that every planar graph of maximum degree d has 
minimum angular resolution of Cd radians, where C is a constant approximately equal to 
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0.15. Nevertheless, this is of little use for picture drawing. It is not unusual to have a high 
degree of discs in pictures and even for a relatively small d (in terms of pictures), 4 say, gives 
the minimum angle between discs as 5.1 x 10-4 radians. 
A useful technique to draw a simple planar graph, r say, which overcomes these layout 
problems is given by the visibility approach. This method, which was first introduced in 
[18] and [21), involves determining a planar embedding of r and constructing a visibility 
representation of r. In a visibility representation, each vertex of r is represented by a 
horizontal line and edges are depicted by vertical line segments. Once such a representation 
has been constructed, the final stage in the visibility approach is to replace the horizontal 
lines with vertices and the vertical segments with polygonal lines. Visibility representations 
were introduced by Otten and van Wijk [63], who also proved that every planar graph admits 
such a representation. The method of Rosentiehl and Tarjan [68] constructs a visibility 
representation of r where the resulting drawing gives a more compact layout for r than 
that of Otten and van Wijk. The same method (in essence) was independently proposed by 
Tamassia and Tollis [76). The method of [68J, however, represents the graph by it's rotation 
scheme. Due to the fact that spherical pictures are represented by rotation schemes, it is 
the method of Rosentiehl and Tarjan [68J that is summarised here. 
To construct the visibility representation of r, it is required that r is an st-graph. 
Definition 6.1 (st-graph) An acyclic digraph is a directed graph with has no directed 
cycles. A sink is vertex that contains no outgoing edges. A source is vertex with no incoming 
edges. An st-graph, as shown in Figure 6.1, is an acyclic digraph with a single source sand 
single sink t that lie on the boundary of the external region. 
A topological numbering can be assigned to each vertex in r such that for every edge (u, v) 
the number assigned to vertex v is greater than that of u. The level of the vertex v is the 
maximum number of paths from s to v. If r is not an st-graph there are various algorithms 
that can be implemented to transform it into an st-graph with a topological numbering ([16], 
Chapter 4). Rosentiehl and Tarjan [68] also assume that r is biconnected. If this is not the 
case, [83] provides linear-time algorithm to transform r into a biconnected graph by adding 
Ii! ' 
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Figure 6.1: An st-graph 
dummy edges. Once the layout is complete these edges can be ignored. 
The regions of f are obtained by examining the rotation scheme of the graph. From the 
regions of f, the dual graph, f*, can be determined. The graph f* has vertex set v* and 
edges given bye'. For every region of f, there is a vertex v* E v* that lies in its interior 
(with two vertices of f* in the exterior region of f). For every edge e E f where e i- (s, t) 
there is an edge in f*, e* = (I,g), where f lies in the region to the left of e, and 9 lies in 
the region to the right of e. 
left(v) 
Figure 6.2: A diagram to show left(v) and right(v) 
As is proved in [76] and [83], the incoming and outgoing edges incident upon v occur 
consecutively around v; this is shown in Figure 6.2. The region that separates the incoming 
edges from the outgoing edges, in a clockwise direction around v, is denoted by left(v). 
Similarly, right(v) denotes the region around v that separates the outgoing edges from the 
incoming edges. The value of lejtev) and right(v) is given by the value of the vertices of f* 
Ii: 
b:z 
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that lie in those regions. 
A visibility representation of r is constructed by drawing a horizontal chain for every vertex 
v E r. The y-coordinate of this chain is given by the level of v, and the x-coordinates are 
given by left(v) and right(v). 
The x-coordinate of the vertical line segment that represents an edge, e = (u, v), is given by 
the level of the vertex of r" that lies in the region to the left of the e. The y-coordinates 
are given by the levels of u and v. Repeating this procedure for all vertices and edges of r 
produces the required visibility representation. 
The graph drawing is then completed by replacing each horizontal segment with a vertex 
and each vertical line with an edge. A proof of the correctness of this algorithm is given in 
the paper and is based upon the correctness of the Lempel et al. planarity testing algorithm 
[51]. The drawing that has been constructed by utilising this method has a height at most 
Ivl and width at most 21vl- 4 (where Ivl is the number of vertices in r). Kant [45J improved 
this area bound to one of ((~Ivl) - 3) x (Ivl - 1); although his method requires that r is 
also triangulated. 
The main problem with the visibility approach, and indeed the majority of graph drawing 
algorithms, is that additional constraints are placed upon the planar graph. For example, 
the algorithm of Rosentiehl and Tarjan [68] given above requires that r is a biconnected 
st-graph. If the graph does not satisfy these constraints, dummy edges are inserted until 
the desired structure for the graph is obtained. These dummy edges are then removed 
from the final drawing. If an aesthetically pleasing graph is produced based upon having a 
large number of dummy edges and these edges are then removed from it, this reduces the 
readability of the final drawing of the desired graph. 
On the face of it the method of Rosentiehl and Tarjan [68] would be an appropriate algorithm 
to implement to produce drawings of pictures. It requires that a graph be represented by 
a rotation scheme and, from this, produces a planar, straight line drawing of the desired 
graph. Nevertheless the method would have to be adapted to work for non-simple graphs. 
Moreover, the picture may need to be made biconnected and an st-numbering would have 
u- F 
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to be computed. 
The main reason, however, why this technique cannot be used to construct drawings of 
pictures is based upon the fact that a picture has discs of various sizes. For instance, 
assume that for a picture P, the visibility approach computed that the horizontal segment 
for a disc, .6., of P was from 0 to 1. The disc cannot be drawn in this interval as the radius of 
a disc must be at least 8 units (the minimum degree of a disc is 2) and so, correspondingly, 
for ~ to fit on a sheet the x-coordinate of it's centre must be at least 8. 
Moreover, it is not practical to assume that each interval in the visibility representation 
corresponds to the maximum diameter of a disc in the picture, plus a small constant to 
ensure adjacent discs do not touch. Take, for example, a picture over the presentation given 
in 1.1 (see Page 4). As is shown in Figure 1.2, this is a relatively small picture over a group 
presentation. The visibility representation of this picture produces a range of x-coordinates 
from 0 to 6. The length of the largest relator in 1.1 is 6, which gives 48 as the maximum 
diameter of a disc in a picture over the presentation. Hence, employing the idea that each 
interval in the visibility representation equals length 53 (if a value of 5 is chosen for the 
constant) means that the width of the sheet that the picture will be constructed on will 
have length 53 x 6 = 318 units. Now the picture in Figure 1.2 has 8 discs, only two of 
which have degree 6. A picture over this presentation could therefore be drawn on a much 
smaller sheet. For presentations with relators that consist of many letters, or whose pictures 
contain a number of discs, this method would produce large graphic sheets with a great 
deal of empty space. For this reason, it is not practical to use this method to automatically 
construct spherical pictures. 
One way to counteract this problem is to try and remove empty areas in a large visibility 
representation, without altering where discs have been placed. Alternatively, the visibility 
representation could be employed to indicate the area of the plane where a disc, 6. say, lies. 
Then, by examining the location of the surrounding discs in some way, the exact location of 
A could be computed. It would be difficult to develop and implement both of these methods, 
however, and they imply that once a visibility representation has been constructed further 
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techniques are needed to transform it into a useful representation of a picture. In other 
words, constructing a visibility representation of a picture can only indicate where the discs 
should be constructed on the sheet and not provide any coordinate values for their location. 
It therefore seemed practical, and more efficient, to use a different method to produce a 
picture representation. The Picture Visibility (PV) representation of the picture drawing 
algorithm involves employing a two dimensional matrix, M, to represent the plane. Each 
component of the matrix corresponds to an area of the plane of size (l + 5)2, where l 
is the maximum diameter of discs in the picture. The method utilised to determine the 
arrangement of discs involves assigning each disc to a component of M. The position of 
discs in the plane can then be obtained by examining the local rotation scheme of each disc. 
The matrix M therefore provides a type of visibility representation without first needing 
to construct a biconnected, st-graph of the picture, it's dual graph and an st-numbering 
of both the graph and it's dual. Moreover, if can be used to produce a representation of 
non-simple graphs. Admittedly, this method would not be as robust for general graphs as 
the visibility representation technique because it does not always place discs in the most 
appropriate position. This is due to the fact that two local rotations could have conflicting 
locations for the most appropriate place to insert the same disc into M. It is, however, 
thought to be a more efficient approach for constructing pictures. As shown above, the 
visibility representation can only suggest where discs should be placed and this information 
can be obtained directly from the rotation scheme of the picture. 
Once the discs have been drawn on the sheets, the replacement stage is completed by con­
structing the arcs of P and drawing the basepoint on the circumference of each disc. The 
detailed description of the visibility and representation stages of this picture drawing algo­
rithm is presented in the following sections. 
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6.2 Drawing Pictures 
Given a data structure for a picture P over a presentation P, the aim of this algorithm is to 
depict P graphically, with a high level of readability. The planarity and regions of a picture 
P over a presentation P, are determined by calling PlanarityTest. The picture drawing 
algorithm comprises the following stages: 
1. 	Construct a picture visibility representation to calculate a possible location, in the 
plane, for each disc. 
2. 	 Draw these discs at the required position on a picture sheet. 
3. 	Construct the arcs of P. 
4. 	Once all arcs of P have been drawn, examine any arcs with bends. Ensure that bends 
are placed in a location that causes a minimum number of arc crossings in the picture 
drawing. 
5. 	 Store the properties of the sheet and return the drawing of P. 
6.2.1 Constructing a PV Representation 
The matrix, M, that stores the PV representation is created incrementally. Firstly, the discs 
in the exterior region of P, PI, are inserted. As with the previous algorithms given in this 
thesis, PI is selected to be the region with the largest number of connection points. The 
technique in which the discs of PI are inserted into M depends on whether there is an odd 
or even number of connection points in Pl. The aim is to keep the arrangement of discs in 
M as symmetric as possible. 
Let the discs in PI be given by {AI, A2, ... An}. If n is even then k is said to equal to 0, 
otherwise k = 1; M is initially a ((n - k)/2 + 1) x 3 matrix. If n is even, ~l is inserted at 
M[l][2], otherwise M[l][l] = Al with A2 being placed at M[1][3]. 
The remaining discs of PI are now inserted in M using the following convention: 
• 	 for (2 + k) ~ i ~ (n + k)/2, M[i][3] = Ai; 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• for i = (n + k)/2 + 1, M[(n + k)/2 + 1][2] = Lli; 
• for (n + k)/2 + 2 ~ i ~ n, M[n - i + 2)[1] = .6.i . 
This technique is illustrated in Figure 6.3. 
Lll Lll Ll2 
Ll n Ll2 Lln ~ 
Figure 6.3: The discs of PI in M when n is even and when n is odd 
The remaining discs of P are now inserted into M. This is achieved by examining the local 
rotations, firstly of discs in PI, and then those of the remaining discs in M, until M contains 
all discs of P. By using this method, M will always contain all the discs of P due to the fact 
that P is a connected graph. 
Let Ll be a disc in M where the local rotation scheme for .6. is denoted by IT~. The technique 
by which the discs in IT~ are inserted into M depends upon the positions, in M, of Ll and 
any discs of ITA that are already in M. Therefore, II~ is examined to find the number of 
discs that have been inserted into M. The following possibilities arise: 
Case (1): All discs in II~ have been placed into M. 
Case (2): No discs in II~ have been placed into M. 
Case (3): One of the discs in IT~ have been placed into M. 
Case (4): More than one, but not all, of the discs in II~ have been placed into M. 
If Case (1) occurs then the algorithm progresses to examine the rotation scheme of another 
disc in M. For Cases (2), (3) and (4) the appropriate discs are inserted into M by employing 
one of four methods. These methods, and the selection processes, are described below. 
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The Four Methods of Inserting Discs into M 
Let ~ be an ordered subset of discs of IT~ that have not been placed into M. Essentially the 
discs of ~ are placed either above and below, or to the left and right of a certain point, () 
say, ill M. If either Case 2 or Case 3 arises then f) is given by the position of I:::.. in M. When 
Case <1 occurs, however, there are four situations where it can be more efficient to choose 
anot.her posit.ion for 1? 
Let. {~k, C t::.[} ~ Ih where t::.k,l are discs that have been inserted into M. The algorithm 
calculatE's which value to use for () by examining the positions of I:::.. k, t::./ and t::. in M. 
The method for eakulating -{) is given in Appendix B. From this point on, for clarity, it is 
assumed that the position of {) is given by the position of 1:::... 
The (lises of ~ are placed eit.her vertically of horizontally around 1:::... The way the discs are 
placed around t::. depends on which of the four types, A, B, C or D, of methods to insert 
discs into M have been selected. These four methods are described below and they are 
illustrated in Figure 6.4. Here the arrows point to the location where the discs of ~ would 
lie. For instancn, if Type A was chosen then the disc of ~ would be placed in the row above 
1:::.., lwtw(,(,11 I:::..k and D./. 
.. ..A 
/"\
iL1kl ~ @ @ @\" w.""'/ ,of
'" \ / 1~0~t~ 1/ ~I 
,/ 
,} \ 
(Al~) .. 
~\ @B ~ ~0 ~ 
"",,./ 
Figun~ 6..1: a) HImMating types A and B b) TIlustrating types C and D 
Typ(\~ /I." 13, C ami Dare rww d(~scrib()d in detail. Let ~ be a consecutive set of discs in 
rr~ that luwp not been placed into M, where M[i][j] denotes the location of 1:1. If the 
ntltnlwr of dises in ~ is evell then N == j~I/2, if I~I == 1 then N = 1 otherwise N = I~ - 11/2. 
Furthermore, the kth disc in ~ i!:i denoted by ~k (for 1 :5 k :5 I~I)· The four methods used to 
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insert discs into Mare: 
Type A: A new row is inserted into M above row i. If there are not N columns between 
6.. k and 6.. then the appropriate number of columns are added. Similarly, columns are 
added if there are not N columns between ~ and D.l. The discs of ~ are added into 
M as follows: 
• For 1:5 k:5 N, the disc at ~k is inserted at M[i -l][j - N + k -1]. 
• If I~I ::j:. 1 and I~I is odd, then M[i - l]U] = ~N+l and N is incremented by 1. 
• For N + 1 :5 k :5 n, M[i - l][j + k - N] = ~k. 
Type B: A new row is inserted into M below row i. If they are required, up to N columns 
are added before and/or after MU]. The discs of ~ are added into M as follows: 
• For 1 :5 k:5 N, the disc at Ek is inserted at M[i + l][j +N - k + 1]. 
• If I~I ::j:. 1 and lEI is odd, then M[i + l][j] = EN+l and N is incremented by 1. 
• For N + 1:5 k :5 n, M[i + l][j - k + N] = 6· 
Type C: A new column is inserted into M at position j -1. If they are required, up to N 
rows are added before and/or after M[i]. The discs of Eare added into M as follows: 
• For 1 :5 k :5 N, the disc at ~k is inserted at M[i + N - k + l][j -1]. 
• If lEI =/: 1 and lEI is odd, then M[i][j -1] = EN+l and N is incremented by 1. 
• For N + 1:5 k :5 n, M[i +N - klU -1] = ~k' 
Type D: A new column is inserted into M at position j +1. If they are required, up to N 
rows are added before and/or after M[i]. The discs of Eare added into M as follows: 
• For 1 < k < N the disc at Ek is inserted at M[i - N + k - l][j +1].
- - , 
• If lei :f- 1 and lei is odd, then M[i][j + 1] = EN+1 and N is incremented by 1. 
• For N + 1:5 k :5 Tt, M[i - N + k][j + 1] =Ek· 
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Selecting which Type to Use to Insert Discs into M 
For the local rotations that fall into Case (2) on Page 126, there is no advantage in selecting 
one type above the other three. For consistency, Type B is chosen to insert the discs of ITil. 
into M. 
The way in which the relevant type is chosen for discs that fall into Case's (3) and (4) 
depends upon the positions, in M, of 6. and the discs that bound {. In Case (3) only one 
disc, 6. h say, occurs in M that also occurs in ITA. Therefore only the positions of 6. and 
6.h , in M, need to be considered before the appropriate method is selected. If 6. h lies in a 
row above 6. then again, for consistency, Type B is selected; alternatively, Type A is chosen. 
Given that Case (4) arises and ~ is bounded by 6.k and 6.(, the positions, in M, of 6., 6.k and 
6.[ need to be considered. It transpires, after the value of 13 has been calculated, that there 
are 16 possibilities to examine for Case (4) . These possibilities are given in Appendix B. 
Employing these methods to insert discs into M could alter the position, in M, of the discs 
in Pl. Once all discs have been placed in M, a procedure then ensures that the discs in Pl, 
and only these discs, lie in the first and last rows and columns of M. In other words, it is 
ensured that the technique used to insert the discs of Pl into M, as depicted in Figure 6.3, 
is adhered to. The picture visibility representation for P, M, has now been constructed. 
Rows and columns are only inserted in M if there is not enough space in M to insert the 
discs of a local rotation. If 16.1 denotes the number of discs in P, and n the number of discs 
in PI, the maximum number of rOws or columns to be inserted into M at anyone time is 
given by 16.1 - n. The area bound for the picture visibility representation is therefore given 
by (16.1 - n-Zk)2, where k = 1 if n is odd and k = 0 otherwise. This compares favourably 
with the area bound of the methods of Rosentiehl and Tarjan, which is 16.1 x (216.1- 4) [68], 
Kant (GI6.!) - 3) x (16.1- 1) [45] and the orthogonal grid drawing algorithm of Biedl and 
Kant, 16.1 2 [2]. 
Creating the PV representation of P in such a way minimises the number of arc crossings. 
This is achieved in two ways, firstly, by using the rotation scheme of P to insert discs into M. 
Moreover, the technique of placing a subset, ~, of discs in ITA, say, as close to 6. as possible 
I 
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Figure 6.5: The template for a picture sheet 
(i.e. in the preceding or following row or column) also limits the amount of arc crossings. 
Arc crossings do still occur, however, due to the fact that the most suitable location for a 
disc, as dictated by one local rotation scheme, may not necessary be the same position as 
that dictated by another local rotation scheme. 
Once M has been created, the picture sheet for P can be constructed. Let L be the length 
of the largest relator of P. The diameter of the largest disc must therefore be given by 
1= 4 *L * 2. Each component of M therefore represents (5 + l)2 units of the plane, where 
the remaining 5 units ensures that if two of the largest discs are adjacent in M, their 
circumferences do not touch on the picture sheet. 
If M has i rows and j columns, then the picture sheet has height (i * (5 + l)) +30 and width 
(j * (5 + l)) + 20. The constants 30 and 20 provide a small border around the picture drawing 
which enables the labels of arcs in the exterior region to be clearly viewed. Figure 6.5 gives 
the template for a picture sheet which has been created from M. 
The picture sheet, for a picture over P, is created with PictureEditor which takes the 
name of the sheet, it's width, height and P as input. The PictureDisc function is then 
used to construct discs onto the sheet. Recall that PictureDisc requires the coordinates 
for the centre of the disc and a label as input. Coordinates can be determined from a disc's 
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position in M and the label of every disc is stored in the relator information of P. In this 
way every disc in P can be drawn onto the sheet in the position dictated by M. 
6.2.2 Drawing Arcs of Pictures 
The next stage of the algorithm is to draw the arcs of P on the picture sheet. The arcs 
of the exterior region are drawn first. These arcs are constructed in a different way to the 
arcs of the interior region of Pi the reason for this is to ensure that the area for the interior 
regions of P is maximised whilst maintaining readability. 
If there are only two discs in PI, the corresponding arcs are constructed using two vertical 
lines between the two smallest and two largest x coordinates of the circumferences of the 
two discs. For pictures where the number of discs is greater than two, the drawing of P 
adopts a rectangular shape, as shown in Figure 6.6. 
. 
Pl..-.-.------\OI----1 

Figure 6.6: A diagram to illustrate the rectangular shape of P 
Drawing the remaining arcs of P is more complex. These arcs are drawn using the Arc 
and ArcWithBends functions. The Arc function constructs arcs with at most 3 lines. If an 
arc has more than 3 lines, the coordinates for the endpoints of these additional lines are 
computed by referring to the PV representation for P: if there are any discs in M that lie 
on the route that an arc takes, a 'bend' in the arc is constructed at an appropriate point. 
The arcs of each interior region are constructed in turn. Let a be an arc of P that is incident 
on two discs, ~1 and ~2 say, where (xc", YCk)' for k = {1, 2}, denotes the coordinates of the 
centre of ~k' The technique adopted to construct a is summarised in the following stages: 
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1. 	 The endpoints of Q are computed using the Arc function. 
2. 	 The PV representation of P is examined to determine if a intersects any other discs of 
P. If this is the case, it is circumvented by constructing appropriate bends in a, and 
the arc is drawn using the ArcWithBends function. 
3. 	 Once all arcs of P have been constructed, a 'tidying-up' process begins. If bends were 
placed in a in Stage (2), the location of these bends are investigated to ensure that 
drawing each bend at the given point does not cause any arc crossings. If this is the 
case, a procedure attempts to find a new location for this bend such that any arc 
crossings are avoided. If no such point can be found, however, that bend is deleted 
and that line of a is re-drawn such that it intersects that disc. 
Stage (2) and (3) will now be described in more detail. Given that Stage (1) has been 
implemented, the path that a takes on the picture drawing sheet is now known. The 
visibility representation of P, given by M, is utilised to determine if a intersects any discs 
(other than ~1,2)' Assume that ~1 lies at M[idUl] and .6.2 lies at M[i2]fJ2]. If any of the 
components of M from M[il](jlJ to M[i2][j2J contain a disc of P, then a must intersect 
this disc. This disc is added to a list, .c say, such that when all components of M between 
M[i1][JI] and M[i2]U2J have been examined, .c contains all the discs that a would intersect. 
Let .6. be a disc in .c with centre point (x, y) and radius r. If i 1 :j:. iz or j 1 f. j2, the 
coordinate point of the bend of a needed to avoid this intersection is placed in one of four 
possible locations. If i 1 = i2 or h = h only two locations need to be examined. These 
locations are shown in Figure 6.7. On this diagram, Xl,2 and Yl,2 refer to the coordinates of 
the line of a that intersects .6.. Initially the bend is always placed at position the B 1 . 
This method is repeated for all discs in.c and, consequently, the coordinates for the endpoints 
of the lines of an a are now known. The arc can then be drawn using either the ArcWithBends 
or Arc functions. Note that the remaining input values required for these functions: the 
discs, ~1,2' arc numbers and label of 0:, can be obtained directly from the way th,tt ex is 
expressed in the region. 
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j, = j2 and X',2> X'1,2 j, = j2 and any other possibility 
---8-- ---8-­
x Hi B2 
i, = i2 and Yl,2> Y'1.2 i l = i2 and any other possibility 
Figure 6.7: A drawing to illustrate the possible locations of the bend 
If £ is not empty, it is placed together with the properties of a into another list, CheckArcs. 
Once all arcs of P have been constructed, CheckArcs then contains a list of arcs which need 
to be inspected to ensure that their bends have been put in the most appropriate place on 
the picture sheet. 
Let Q contain an initial bend near the boundary of ~. The number of arcs that are incident 
in the section containing Bi of o~ are counted. If there are no arcs emanating from ~ in 
this section the next arc in CheckArcs is examined. If, however, there are arcs emanating 
from this section, the point where the bend lies needs to be moved, as it clearly causes arc 
crOSSings. The number of arcs of ~ whose connection points emanate from the remaining 
sections of ~ are then examined in order, beginning from the section that contains B 2 . If 
no connection points of ~ emanate from a particular section of 6., the point of the bend is 
constructed here, using the MoveArcLine function. 
If the situation arises that arcs are incident on 6. in all areas around the disc then the 
bend is deleted and Q is re-drawn so that it intersects the disc. It is true that this option 
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does reduce the readability of the picture. Nevertheless the resulting picture drawing is still 
clearer than if a bend was placed in the area containing the least arc endpoints. Furthermore, 
as Figure 6.8 depicts, there is the possibility that placing the bend in a section with no arc 
endpoints could still cause arc crossings. Clearly there is no easy way to ensure that an 
arc crossing does not occur, but it is felt that the method given here is the most efficient 
technique to use. 
Figure 6.8: A drawing to illustrate how arc crossings can still occur 
In conclusion therefore, it is believed that this an efficient method to ensure there is a 
minimum number of arc and discs crossings in the resultant picture. Once all the bends 
of the picture have been examined, and if necessary re-drawn, the Basepoint procedure 
constructs basepoints on each disc on the sheet and the picture drawing is complete. The 
final stage consists of saving the properties of the sheet. The data structure of the picture, the 
group presentation that the picture represents, the discs and arcs that have been created on 
the sheet and, if required, the number of the picture in the generating set of a presentation, 
are stored. 
6.3 Implementation, Experiments and Conclusions 
The above algorithm was implemented in a function, DrawPicture, and takes as input a 
presentation and a data structure of a picture, or sets of pictures, over that presentation. 
The data structures for the generating pictures of the 45 presentations given in Appendix C 
were obtained by using the PictureFromIdentitySequence function. DrawPicture was 
then tested on each of these 45 sets. The resulting picture drawing fell into one of three 
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categories: drawings that needed no further user-manipulation, those that required a small 
amount of user-manipulation (less than 5 alterations) and, thirdly, picture drawings that 
needed more than 5 manipulations. 
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 6.1, where m denotes the number of 
manipulations. There are 158 pictures in these 45 sets with 81 of these pictures being 
complete dipoles. Complete dipoles created using this picture drawing algorithm do not 
require any further user-manipulation. Due to the fact that they occur so frequently in 
these 45 sets they were removed from the results given in Table 6.1, so as not to bias the 
overall result. 
Manipulations required Number of pictures 
m=O 27 
l$m$5 40 
m>5 10 
Table 6.1: Results of the picture drawing algorithm 

A selection of drawings that this algorithm produces are given in the examples below. 

Figure 6.9: Generating pictures over a presentation for C2Q3 
Example 6.2.1 
Figure 6.9 shows two of the generating pictures for 11"2, for a presentation over the group 
C2Q3, < /1,/2;/16 ,/2\/2-1/1f2f1 >. The relators are labelled by R,S and T respec­
tively. As can be seen, these diagrams that the picture drawing algorithm has produced are 
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aesthetically pleasing and therefore require no further manipulation. 
Example 6.2.2 
A generating picture for a presentation over the group A4 , < J1, J2; J12, J22, (11J2)3 > is 
depicted in Figure 6.10. Again the relators are labelled by R, S and T respectively. This 
diagram does require a few alterations as there are several arc crossings and some confusion 
as to which arc connects to which disc in the right side of the drawing. The modified drawing 
of Figure 6.10 is shown in Figure 6.11. 
Example 6.2.3 
A third example of the drawings produced using this technique is given in Figure 6.12. This 
drawing is a generating picture for a presentation, < J1, /2; /12 ,129 , (f1J2)2 >, over the 
group Dg and does require some amount of manipulation to produce a readable picture. 
Again, the relators are labelled by R, S and T respectively. The modified drawing of Fig­
ure 6.12 is given in Figure 6.13. Note that the sizes of Figures 6.12 and 6.13 have been 
reduced to fit onto an A4 page. For the three above examples, the remaining generating 
pictures over 7r2 are dipoles and are not drawn as they require no further manipulation. 
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-R 
f2'-1 
Figure 6.10: A generating picture over a presentation for A4 
s 
f2'-1 
Figure 6.11: A generating picture over a presentation < f1, f2; /12, /22, (/1/2)3 > 
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Figure 6.12: A generating picture over a presentation for Dg 
Figure 6.13: A generating picture over a presentation < /1,!2j /12, /29 , (11/2)2 > 
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The algorithm presented above does not always create perfect pictures; as can be seen from 
Table 6.1 it is not unusual for a few user manipulations to be performed to produce an 
aesthetically pleasing drawing. Arc crossings still occur due to the fact that discs could have 
been placed in a more appropriate position on the sheet, or that the coordinates for the 
endpoints of arcs could have been placed in a more suitable location. One way to avoid arc 
crossings would be take each line of each arc in the picture and by using the equations of 
the lines of the remaining arcs, determine if an arc crossing occurs. The problem with this 
polynomial method is that when an arc crossing is discovered, there is no simple procedure 
to change the coordinates of one of the lines endpoints to avoid such a crossing. Indeed if 
a line was redrawn, all the lines in the picture would have to re-examined to ensure that 
redrawing the line in a new position does not cause a further crossing. 
A further technique which would circumvent arc crossing would be to create the regions of 
P in turn, as in the picture drawing algorithm, but to also store the area that the region 
has been constructed in. If an arc, 0; say, in a subsequent region then crosses this into this 
area, the resulting arc crossing can be avoided by drawing bends of 0; outside this area. It 
would, however, be quite a complicated procedure to store the areas covered by a region. 
The endpoints of each line of each arc of the region could be saved but its is difficult to 
construct the area of a region from these endpoints. The PV representation cannot be used 
in this situation as each component of the corresponding matrix represents a section of the 
plane, and not individual coordinate points. Moreover, even if a matrix could be used to 
depict every point in the plane there is still no simple way to store the area covered by an 
interior region of a picture. 
Theoretically, this could be achieved by creating such a matrix for every interior region of 
P, where every component equals O. Once an arc of a region, Pk say, has been drawn, every 
point of the plane where the arc has been embedded can be transformed into a value of 1 in 
the corresponding matrix, Mk say, for Pk. This method can then be repeated for all arcs of 
Pk· 

Each row of Mk can then be examined. If a section of 0 entries in a row are bounded by 
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components of value 1, these 0 entries must represent points of the plane that are interior to 
Pk· These 0 components can then be replaced by those of value 1. In this way the area of a 
plane that a region of a picture represents can be stored. When constructing subsequent arcs 
of the a picture, each matrix can be examined to ensure that the endpoints of the lines of an 
a.rc do not occur in the interior of an existing region. Once all arcs have been constructed, all 
the matrices of the interior regions of the picture can be investigated to ensure that no two 
regions occupy the same subsection of the plane. If this is the case, the arcs of one region 
can be moved and checked until a complete planar picture drawing is produced. This latter 
stage would be quite a complicated procedure to implement. Clearly this method requires 
a great deal of storage space, even for relatively small pictures. Furthermore by iteratively 
comparing such large matrices gives this algorithm an exponential time complexity. For 
these reasons it was decided to use the picture drawing method that has been implemented 
here and leave these theoretical technique as a potential subject for further work. 
This picture drawing algorithm produces pictures that may need some manual manipulation 
to improve readability. These manipulation functions are described in Chapter 5 and are 
easy for a user to execute. The rule checking procedures that have been encoded into these 
functions ensure that only a "valid" picture over a presentation is produced. For instance, 
the endpoint of an arc cannot be moved to another location on a disc's boundary if drawing 
it there would contravene the local rotation scheme of that disc. Given that it is easy to 
manually modify a picture, it is felt that algorithm, combined with the work in Chapter 5, 
provide a useful way to produce a visualisation of a spherical picture. 
, - --~ - -­
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Further Work 
The work presented in this thesis describes algorithms and software pertaining to the sec­
ond homotopy module, 11"2, of group presentations. The primary aim of this work was to 
develop a tool that would assist with the study of 11"2, which in turn would provide a deeper 
understanding of this homotopy module. SPICE contains all the algorithms presented in 
this thesis and it is hoped that future geometric and algebraic algorithms pertaining to 11"2 
will be incorporated into this package. For example, work is currently being undertaken by 
the author, Carsten Maple and Steve Pride on implementing the algorithm of Cruickshank 
and Pride [13]. This work uses the geometry of spherical pictures to compute a particular 
group invariant, namely higher dimensional Alexander ideals. 
The algorithms given here are essentially based upon the properties of spherical pictures, 
although the fact that Chapter 3 provides methods to translate between spherical pictures 
and identity sequences implies that 11"2 elements can be entered either geometrically or alge­
braically. These two functions are therefore extremely useful techniques, both for the work 
presented here and for future algorithms pertaining to 7r2. 
A geometric algorithm is presented in Chapter 4. Here an algorithm has been implemented 
that determines if a given presentation represents a group extension. This work could be 
extended by implementing Theorem 6.4 of [1], which computes a 3-presentation of a group 
extension. Once a 3-presentation of a group, Q say, has been determined the admissible 
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presentation functions can then, in turn, be used to find a group presentation for the ex­
tension of an arbitrary group K by Q. Again, a 3-presentation could then be found for this 
group extension. Using this method to compute 3-presentations provides a minimal set of 
generates for 1l"2. Once such a set of 7[2 generators for a presentation is found, it can be 
added to the SPICE database. 
The computational packages of Ellis and Kholodna ([24] and Heyworth and Wensley [34] also 
provide methods to produce minimal generating sets of 1l"2 (although note that in this later 
work the results in the sequel paper [33) are required). These two methods could be used 
to obtain a minimal generating set of identity sequences and the corresponding geometric de­
scription of these identity sequences can be obtained from the PictureFromldentitySequence 
function. Once more, these pictures can be added to the database. The database is therefore 
a library of 7[2 modules that can be used for reference purposes, and it additionally provides 
data to run experiments on future algorithms pertaining to 7[2. 
The algorithms of Chapter 3 could provide a method to automatically generate 1l"2 elements. 
There are a variety of techniques that have been employed which automatically produce 
graphs; [17] uses such a procedure to test algorithms upon and the GDToolkit [32) is a 
software package that automatically draws graphs according to a desired aesthetic criteria. 
The techniques used by these programs could be adapted and combined with the work 
here to automatically produce a picture over a presentation. It is thought that this would 
involve specifying a maximum number of discs to be used for each relator and implementing 
a searching algorithm to "connect" corresponding connection points emanating from each 
disc. If a picture over a presentation could be produced, the IdentitySequenceFromPicture 
function could be used to determine if this picture depicted an identity sequence for that 
presentation. 
A useful way to encode the geometrical and combinatorial content of spherical pictures is 
presented in Chapter 2, and is based upon the idea of rotation schemes. For the purposes 
of spherical pictures, however, the traditional use of rotation schemes has been modified. 
Firstly, rotation schemes are used here to represent both planar and non-planar graphs; 
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previously rotation schemes have only been assigned to planar graphs. This requirement is 
necessary for situations where typographical errors mean that a given rotation scheme does 
not represent a spherical picture. Secondly, the labels of arcs in pictures can represent both 
a generator and it's inverse; this is opposed to standard graphs where an edge has only one 
label. This problem is overcome with the convention that the label of each connection point 
is stored, with respect to a clockwise orientation of the disc it is incident upon. 
The certainty that a given data structure represents a spherical picture is verified with the 
planarity testing algorithm and the function CheckDiscs, as described in Chapter 2. If the 
data structure does depict a planar graph the regions of the picture are produced. Obtaining 
the regions of a picture is an essential requirement for the technique by which an identity 
sequence is obtained from a representation of a picture (Chapter 3) and the picture drawing 
algorithm (Chapter 6). 
The picture drawing algorithm given in Chapter 6 is an initial attempt to graphically depict 
a picture from its data structure. The resulting drawing constructed by this technique 
may have some arc crossings and therefore manual modifications are required to produce 
an aesthetically pleasing and readable picture drawing. These manipulation functions are 
easy to use and have "rule checking" procedures which ensure that a user cannot change a 
picture into an invalid picture. This picture drawing algorithm could be improved upon in a 
number of ways, as suggested in Section 6.3. These improvements, however, would increase 
the computational time of the algorithm. 
A picture can also be drawn manually on a SPICE picture sheet. Once a picture has been 
drawn, the function EnterPicture computes it's corresponding data structure. Obviously 
if there is a drawing error with the picture this is signalled by EnterPicture. Pictures are 
constructed with the picture disc, arcs and basepoints graphic objects, which have been 
created from existing XGAP graphic objects. The arc picture object could be improved in a 
number of ways. Ideally a function could be implemented where splines are used for arcs as 
opposed to a collection of straight lines. This idea was investigated but it proved to go beyond 
both the capabilities of XGAP and the time constraints of this project. Furthermore, by 
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developing the fundamental properties of XGAP more shortcut procedures could be encoded 
so that a user could draw an arc directly onto a picture sheet, as with existing drawing 
packages. Increasing the number of shortcuts would also help the user when utilising the 
MoveArcLine function. As with the other shortcut procedures, the required line could be 
selected and dragged to the desired place on the picture sheet. 
Both the planarity testing algorithm and the picture drawing technique also have applica­
tions in other disciplines. One of the main advantage of these methods over existing methods 
is that they are valid for non-simple graphs. Most previous research into planarity testing 
and graph drawing focuses on simple graphs only. The planarity testing algorithm can be 
used on arbitrary graphs in areas such as genetics, communication design, VLSI and network 
optimisation; disCiplines where the order of the arcs incident on discs could be important in 
the representation of the system. 
The picture drawing function provides a way to draw graphs where it is useful to have 
a variety of vertex sizes, or where vertices represent different objects. For example, in the 
modelling of a sludge wastewater treatment plant (see [81) for an example) there are a variety 
of node (vertex) types that are required to represent features of the system: aeration tank, 
sedimentation tank and pumps, for example. Separate labels and sizes could be assigned to 
each type of node and the picture drawing algorithm could be applied to produce a layout 
of such a system. 
Furthermore, in order to graphically produce spherical pictures, the concept of a directed 
edge had to be created. This graphic object can now be used to create graphs of groups, 
which is a request that has been made on the GAP forum (see [62)). 
In conclusion the work given here provides a basis for an XGAP share package for investigat­
ing 71"2 modules over group presentations. It has given rise to several areas for further work, 
from the automatic generation of 71"2 elements to implementing other geometric algorithms. 
Moreover, several of the applications can be used independently in different disciplines. It is 
felt that the aim to introduce a tool to study the second homotopy module of a presentation 
has been fulfilled. 
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Appendix A 
Summary of Functions 
t> 3Presentation(FpGroup, GenSet) is a function that creates the 3-presentation of group 
defined by the presentation FpGroup, with a generating set of identity sequences given by 
GenSet. GenSet is given by a list of lists such that each set of identity sequences are stored 
in a separate list. t> AddPictureDisc(sheet,x,y) is called when a user presses the control 
key and the left mouse button on the sheet, sheet, at a point (x,y). It produces an XGAP 
dialogue box which requires the user to enter the number of arcs that will be incident on 
the disc and the discs label. If a relator information list has been constructed for the sheet 
only the label of the disc is necessary. The function then calls PictureDisc which produces 
the disc with centre at point (x, y). 
t> AdmissiblePresentation(data) is a function contains methods for finding the fourth set 
of testwords of admissibility. A scheme for a presentation of an extension of K = < Xi v > 
by Q = < a; r > is given by data. The record data contains the following components: 
3Presentation, GroupPresentation, FreeGroupExtension, PositiveEndo, NegativeEndo, 
VIr. FreeGroupExtension is the free group returned by AdmissiblePresentationVlithGrp 
when the first three sets of testwords are admissible. If scheme is admissible a presentation 
is returned; otherwise the testword the scheme failed upon is signalled. 
t> AdmissiblePresentationsVlithFpGrps(data) determines if a scheme for a presentation 
defines an extension of K = < X; V > by Q = < ai r >. This function ascertains if all four 
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sets of testwords are trivial. data is a record with the following components: 3Presentation, 
GroupPresentation, PositiveEndo, Negati veEndo, Wr. If scheme is admissible a presen­
tation is returned; otherwise the testword the scheme failed upon is given. 
I> AdmissiblePresentationWithGrp(data) contains the method for computing the first 
three sets of testwords of admissibility. data is a record with the following components: 
3Presentation, Group, FreeGroupExtension, PositiveEndo, NegativeEndo, Wr. !fall 
words equal the identity of Group then the function returns the free group of the presenta­
tion; otherwise the testword the scheme failed upon is signalled. 
I> Arc(sheet, pdisc1, pdise2, label, [arc1, are2]) draws the arc, a, between pdisc1 and pdise2 
on sheet. The arc numbers of a on pdisc1 and pdise2 are given by arcl and arc2 respectively, 
and label gives the generator that the connection point of pdisc1 depicts. The arrow of a is 
constructed with a positive orientation to pdisel. The function finds the most appropriate 
positions for the endpoints of a on the circumference of pdisc1 and pdisc2. 
I> ArcWithBends(sheet, pdisc1,pdise2, label, [arcl, arc2], [values]) produces an arc, alpha say, 
on sheet between pdisc1 and pdise2, with label given by label. The connection points of 
a incident on pdiscl and pdise2 are given by arc1 and arc2 respectively. The coordinates 
of the endpoints of the lines that a consists of are given by [values], where the first set of 
coordinates points gives the value of the endpoint emanating from pdisc1, values[2] gives 
the coordinates for the remaining endpoint of the first line, and so on, until the last set of 
coordinates gives the endpoint of a on the circumference of pdise2. Note that this function 
does not check that drawing a at this position does not contravene the rotation scheme of 
pdisc1 and pdise2. 
I> ArcWithCoords(sheet,pdisc1,pdise2,label, [arc], [value]) draws the arc, a, between pdisc1 
and pdisc2 on sheet at coordinates points given by [value]. The arc numbers of a are given 
by [arc] and label gives the generator that the connection point of pdisc1 depicts. The 
arrow of a: is constructed with a positive orientation to pdisel. The function ensures that 
constructing a: at these positions adheres to the existing rotation schemes for pdisc1 and 
pdisc2. 
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I> Basepoint(sheet,pdisc) given that all arcs incident on pdisc have been constructed 
, 
Basepoint constructs the basepoint of pdisc on a basic corner. 
I> ChangeBasepoint(sheet,pdisc) changes the position of the basepoint incident on pdisc to 
another basic corner. If pdisc only has one basic corner, this is signalled and the basepoint 
does not change position. 
I> CheckDiscs(FpGroup, RotationScheme) ensures that the label of each disc in RotationScheme 
equals a relator of FpGroup. 
t> DataStructure(FpGroup, arc, disc) I> DataStructure(FpGroup, are, disc, file) is a nmc­
tion which gives a produces a rotation scheme from a picture drawing. The arcs and discs of 
the picture are given in the lists arcs and discs. If file is given the data structure is saved 
to the file with filename file. 
r> DefaultPictureMenu options for the Picture Menu on a picture sheet. 
I> DefaultControlsMenu options for the Shortcut keys menu on a picture sheet. 
I> Delete(obj) deletes the picture object, obj, from the sheet it has been constructed on. 
I> DiscDetails(FpGroup, p, Relatorinformation) here p is a list of regions of a picture 
P. This function produces a record for every disc in P which stores the relator the disc 
represents, the orientation of the disc and the region where the basepoint of this disc lies. 
I> DiscDetailsFromSheet(sheet,FpGroup) here sheet contains a drawing of a picture P. 
This a function achieves the same as DiscDetails except the information of P is obtained 
from sheet. A record is computed for every disc in P which stores the relator the disc 
represents, the orientation of the disc and the region where the basepoint of this disc lies. 
I> DisplayArcs(sheet) produces a list of arcs that have been constructed on the picture 
sheet, sheet. 
I> DisplayDataStructure(sheet) produces the rotation scheme and relator information for 
the picture associated with sheet. 
I> DisplayDiscs(sheet) produces a list of picture discs that have been constructed on the 
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picture sheet, sheet. 
[> DisplayExternalRegion(sheet) produces a list of the external region of the picture asso­
ciated with sheet. 
[> DisplayLines(arc) produces a list containing all lines of arc. 
[> DisplayPresentation(sheet) returns the group presentation for the picture associated 
with sheet. 
[> DragArc(line, x, y) this is a function which deletes the relevant line, line, of an arc which 
has endpoints {(Xl, YI), (X2' Y2)}. In it's place it produces two new lines which have endpoints 
{(XI,yr),(X,y)} and {(x,y),(X2,Y2)}. 
[> DrawPicture(FpGroup, RotationScheme, Relator Information) draws the pictures over 
the presentation FpGroup which are represented by RotationScheme and RelatorInformation. 
E> EnterGeneratingSet(FpGroup, [sheets]) is a function that stores the generating pictures 
of FpGroup. 
E> Ent erPicture (sheet, FpGroup) verifies that a given picture drawing is a picture over a 
presentation. If it is a picture and no basepoints have been drawn upon it, this function 
then constructs basepoints on the picture discs. 
[> FpGroupOf3Presentation(3Presentation) returns the 2-presentation of 3Presentation. 

E> GeneratorsOf3Presentation(3Presentation) returns the generators of 3Presentation. 

E> GenSetOf3Presentation(3Preseniation) returns the generating set of 3Presentation. 

E> HighlightArc(arc) this is a function which changes the line width of the lines that con­

struct arc and changes the outline colour to green. 
E> HighlightPictureDisc(pdisc) this is a function which changes the line width of picture 
disc (Pdisc) and changes the outline colour to green. 
E> IdentitySequence(FpGroup, RotationScheme, RelatorInformation) this function pro­
duces the identity sequence of the picture represented by RotationScheme and Relatorlnformation. 
E> IdentitySequenceFromPicture(sheet) this function produces the identity sequence of 
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the picture that has been drawn on sheet. 
l> IntegerOfSquareRoot(n) this procedure returns an integer, d say, where d is the the 
square root of n, rounded to the nearest integer. 
l> IntegerOfSquareRoot(n,m) this procedure returns an integer,d say, where d is the the 
square root of n/m, rounded to the nearest integer. 
l> IsIdentitySequence(S, G) is a function which determines if a given sequence, S is an 
identity sequence for the group G. 
l> MakePictureMenu(sheet) creates the Picture Menu on the sheet sheet. 
l> MakeControlsMenu(sheet) creates the Shortcut keys menu on the sheet sheet. 
l> MoveArc(sheet, x, y) this is a function which moves the endpoint of an arc to a different 
position on the disc. It is called when a user selects an arc endpoint with 'shift left click', 
and the new position of the endpoint is given by the position of the cursor when the left 
mouse button is released. If this point is not on the circumference of the same disc, an error 
is signalled. 
l> MovePictureDisc(sheet,x,y) this is a function which moves a picture disc to a different 
position on the sheet, sheet. It is called when a user performs a 'control right click' on a 
picture disc on sheet; the cursor is then dragged to a point (x, V) and the 'control right-click' 
released. The new position of the centre of the disc is then given by (x, y). 
l> MoveArcLine(arc, line, [[xl, yl], [x2, V2]]) moves the line line ofthe arc arc so that the line 
now has endpoints given by {[xl,yl],[x2,y2]}. 
l> OpenPictureEditor(jile, FpGroup) opens the pictures over the presentation FpGroup 
stored in the file file. 
l> PictureOfFpGroup(sheet, FpGroup) allows a user to enter a presentation, FpGroup, for 
a picture that has been/will be drawn on sheet. 
I> PictureDisc(sheet, x, V, r, label) is a function which gives a produces a picture disc, with 
radius r, on sheet with a label given by label. The centre of the picture disc lies at (x,V)· 
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t> PictureEditor(name, width, height, FpGroup) t> PictureEditor(name, width, height) 

an! functions which gives a produces an editing sheet with name name, with width width, 

awl height he·ight. If FpGrOltp is given, the picture sheet will be used to create pictures 

()\'pr HlP group presentation, FpGroup. 

c:> PicturcFromldentitySequence(3Pre.'1entation) produces a representation (i.e the rota­
I ill!! SclWlllP and rolator information) of the pictures corresponding to the generating set of 
idl'lltity s~~qll('!lCeH of 
;> PlaceBasepoint (.'llu:ct, pdisc, [ard, arc2]) is a function which draws a basepoint between 
m'l'! and ar('2 of pdisc. 
~, Planari tyTest( RotationScherne) investigates if the RotationScheme of a picture repre­
S/'llts a plana.r !1;raph. If this is the case the regions of the picture are returned. 
:> Planari tyTestWi thRegions (RotntionScheme, p) is a function for testing if multiple com­
pOIl!'nt:, of a gr•.I!>h with a given rotation system is planar. This function is the same as 
Planari tyTest except it takes previously computed regions, p, and the remaining regions 
of /?otationSdlt:mc: as argUIn0nts. Again, if the graph is planar the regions of the graph are 
n't II, IINi. 
:" PropertiesOfDisc(lIhcet,;r,1/) is a function which gives a produces the disc (if any) that 
('1!lltaill:-! a given point (x, lJ) on sheet sheet. 
:" ReducedFpGrpExtension(FpGrollp) returns t.he reduced presentation of a group extension 
11. In otiwr words tll!! negative endomorphisms of FpGroup, the presentation for H, are 
!) l\elatorLabe13(.'!lu:et, [[relator, label]]) is a funct.ion which gives a stores the labels as­
siP;IWti t.o l'Hrh rdator. Each relator and it's label is giwm in a list oflength two, [relator, label]. 
t;. Re1.at.onOf3Presentation(3PrI;.'wntation) ret.urns the relators of 3Prescntation. 
t, SMG?ictur~l~di tox·{.q!wdll, fi.k) savm; tlw pkture sheets, givnn by she{~t.~ into a file 
wlIXwd Jilt'. 
l> UserDragArc(!lheet, x, y) this is (l fUrH~t.ioIl which a.llows the user to drag part of an arc to 
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a different position on the sheet. The part of the arc is selected by 'shift right click' and the 
point of the 'bend' arc given when the user releases the mouse. 
Appendix B 
Inserting Discs into M 
There are four ways in which discs are inserted into the Picture Visibility representation M. 
Let .6. be a disc in M. If no discs of II6 are contained in M (i.e. Case (2) in Chapter 6), 
the discs in this local rotation are inserted into M using Type B. 
As explained in Chapter 6, Case (3) occurs when one disc, 6.h say, in the local rotation 
scheme for a disc 6. has been placed into M. If 6. lies at position M[i][j) and 6.h is located 
at M[ih)[jh) then the method chosen to insert the remaining discs of II~ is given by the 
following criteria. 
Type A: Arises if ih > i. 
Type B: This type is used for any other possibility. 
Case (4) occurs when at least two discs of II6 are contained in M. Let {6. k , ~,6.z} S;; II6 
where ~ is an ordered set of discs that have not been placed in M. The discs 6.k and 6.1 
are contained in M and are located at M[ik)[jkJ and M[ilJUd respectively. The position 6. 
is given by M[i][jJ. 
The first stage is to calculate the position of {J. If jl - jk is even, set N equal to jl"ik; 
otherwise let N = jl - ~k +1 . 
1. If i k < i and il < i and j < jk < jl then {J = M[i - l}[jk +NJ. The discs of ~ are 
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inserted into M using Type A. 
2. 	 If iff, > i and il > i and j < jt < jk then '13 = M[i + l]bl + N]. The discs of ~ are 
inserted into M using Type B. 
3. 	If i < i k and i < il and jl < jk < j then '13 = M[i + l)bl + N]. The discs of ~ are 
inserted into M using Type B. 
4. 	 If i k < i and i l < i and jk < jl < j then '13 = M[i - l][jk +N]. The discs of ~ are 
inserted into M using Type A. 
5. For all other possibilities {} = M[i]b). The method chosen to insert the discs of ~ into 
M is given by the following criteria: 
Type A: Arises if (i ~ iff, and i ~ il and jk < jl) or (i ::; ik and i ::; il and jk < jl) or 
(i ::; ik and i ~ il and jk < jt) or (i ~ ik and i ::; il and jk < j!). 
Type B: Arises if (i ::; ik and i ::; il and jl < jk) or (i ~ iff, and i ~ il and jl < jk) or 
(i ::; i k and i ~ i l and jl < jk) or (i ~ ik and i ::; il and jl < jk)' 
Type C: Arises if (j ~ jk and j 2 jl and i l < ik) or (j ::; jk and j :S jl and il < ik) 
or (j ~ jk and j ::; il and il < ik) or (j ::; jff, and j ~ jl and il < ik)' 
Type D: Arises if (j ::; jk and j ::; jl and ik < it) or (j ~ jk and j 2:: jl and ik < it) 
or (j ~ jk and j ::; jl and i k < it) or (j ::; jk and j 2: jl and iff, < it). 
-------------------------------
Appendix C 
Presentations for Groups of 
Order Less Than 32 
The presentations for groups of order less than 32 are as given in the following table. If the 
group does not have a name associated with it, Pi is used, where i is the number of the 
presentation in the list. 
Group Name Relators 
D3 R = X2, S = y3,T = (xy)2 

D4 R = X2,S = y4,T = (xy)2 

Q2 R = x-2y2, S = x-2(xy)2 

Ds R = X2,S = y5,T = (xy)2 

D6 R = X2,S = y6,T = (xy)2 

A4 R = x3,S = y2, T = (xy)3 

Q3 R = x-2y3, S = x-2(xy)2 

D7 R = x2, S = y7,T = (xy)2 

C2 X D4 R = x2, S = y2,T = z2,U = (YZ)4, V = (xy)2, W = (xz)2 
C2 X Q2 R = x-2y2, S =x-2(xy)2, T = z2, U = (xz)2, V = (YZ)2 
Ds R = x2, S = yS, T = (xy) 2 
P12 R =X2,S = xyxy-3 
P13 R = x2, S = xyxy3 
P14 R = X4, S = y\ T = x-1yxy, U = (x- 1 y)2 
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Group Name Relators 
PI5 R = X4, S = y4, T = (xy)2 
PI6 R = x2, S = y2, T = z2, U = xyz(yzx)-l, V = xyz(zxy)-l 
Q4 R = x-2y4,S = x-2(xy)2 
C3 X D3 R = X2,S = y3,T = (xy)2(yx)-2 
Dg R = x2, S = y9, T = (xy)2 
P20 R = X2,S = y2,T =Z2, U = (xy)3, V = (xz)3, W = (xyz)2 
DlO R = X2,S = yIO,T = (xy)2 
P22 R = x5, S = y4, T = x2 y-1x-1 y 
Q5 R = x-2 y5, S = x-2(xy)2 
P24 R = x3, S = y2x-1y- 1x 
Dll R = x2, S = yll, T = (xy)2 
C2 X A4 R = x3,S = y2,T = (x- 1yxy)2 
C2 x D6 R = x2,S = y2,T = Z2,U = (yz)6, V = (xy)2, W = (XZ)2 
C3 X D4 R = x12, S = y2, T = yxyx5 
0 3 X Q2 R = x12, S = y2x-6, T = y- Ixyx-7 
0 4 X D3 R = X12, S = y2, T = yxyx-5 
O2 X Q3 R = x6,S = y\T = y-1xyx 
DI2 R = X2,S = yI2,T = (xy)2 

S4 R = X4, S = y2, T = (xy)3 

P34 R = x-3y3, S = x-2yxy 

P35 R = X4,S = y6, T = (xy)2, U = (X- Iy)2 

P36 R = x-2y2,S = x-2 (xy)3 

Q6 R =x-2y6, S = x-2(xy)2 

DI3 R =X2, S =y13,T = (xy)2 

B(2,3) R=x3,S=y3,T= (xy)3,U= (x- Iy)3 

P40 R = x3, S = x- Iyxy2 

D14 R = x2,S = y14,T = (xy)2 

Q7 R = x-2 y7,S = x-2(xy)2 

03 X D5 R = x2, S = xyxy-4 

0 5 X D3 R = X2, S = xyxy4 

D I5 R = X2,S = y15,T = (xy? 

